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THE
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TO LEI.
For Rent·
4 FIRST CLASS residence, centrally located, conjItL taining 13 rooms, batli room, &c., stable on
premises. Particularly suited for a physician.
novl3tf
Apply to GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.

Rates of Advertising : One inch of
space, ii
length of column, constitutes a "square."
$1 50 per square
tirst week; 75 cents pe:
week after; three insertions, or
less, SI 00; continu
in? every other «lay after first woek. 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; on<
week. $1 00 ; 30 cents i>er week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of "Amusmemexts," $2 00 per square
per week ; three insertions or lew» $1 50.
Advertisements inserted in the "Maine Stati
Press" (which bas a large circulation in every pari
of the State) for $100 per square for first insertion,
and 50 cenîh per square for each
subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

BUSINESS CARDS.

lw·

now

Board.

Wanted.

I) ARTIES in search of rooms and board can be acΓ eo iimadated by applying at 2H Free Stree.
nol2tf
MRS. Μ. ί>. WOODARD.

HOUSE

Dauvers, Mass.

LËÏM

TO

28

Law,

A
SUCCESSFUL SALESMAN a» Genoral Agent
J\. for three of the New Egnlancl Stat e; epeelal
good in hardware lins. Any good man with $1000 to
$6000 capital'to invest, aud desiring a profitable and
permanent business, will do well to apply, persenally
to T. C. EVERETT, Poplar street, Danvers Masp.

LEON M. BOWDOIN,
Brainliall St., or at tliis Office.

Τ Ο

J^E

48 ExrlmiiKC Street.
nol3

nov!3

WANTED—A

HALL

Will be in splendid order for

(ltf

Daneing Schools, Parties, Balls, &e..
in.

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,

On the 15th of this month, and will be let on very
reasonable terms.
Apply to J. COLE, 16 Brown
novSdtf
street, or at the Hall.

Cor. Pine and Emery Streets.

[F

PORTLAND,
nours—9 tt> 11 Α. M., 1 to 3 and

Office
nov8

7 to 9 Γ. M.
d2w

HENRY F. T. MERRILL,
COUNSELOR AT LAW,
No. SO ExehnuKC St., Portland.
Formerly of the U. $. Treasury Department and
Attorney in all the courts in the District of Columbia,
will attend to the prosecution of ilaims before the
Court of Claims and the various departments at

Washington.

octll-tf

United States Hotel,
PORTLAND, MAINE,
E. CRADTI A CO., Proprietor.
which has been cloeed for
months past for repairs, is now re-opened
to the
public. It has been eularged, ie-fited and painted throughout, and every improvement
made for the comfort of Guists.
d2ina sepl7-

A Few Good Kcuts
applied for at once.
MATTOCKS & FOX,
K8 Middle street.

novôdtf

Stable

water.

room

for

To Let,

HOUSE

ter.

STORE

TO

septlldtf

To

Let·

house No. 80 Clark sreet, containing 13
rooms, with modern improvements.
Enquire of

BRICK

Portland, Sept. 4th, 1872.

A

WIGG1N,

or

Press Office.

aul9dtf

TO LET.
Store and Basement

novlldlw*

Wanted.
4 SITUATION as salesman, either In a Wholesale
or Retail Dry Goods, Grocery or Boot and Shoe
store by owe that has hau fifteen years experience.
Good references given. Enquire of "J," Perry's
novOdlw
Hotel, Portland, Me.
Boarders Wanted.
can have
good Board and nice
(ΊΤ Rooms at 27J Danforlh Street.
ENTLEMEN

nov9

2w#

Wanted.
considerable experience and
unexceptionable references, a situation as Bookkeeper, or any situation requiring care and attention
and good handwriting. Apj>ly to "M," Press office.
no8
dlw·
a

BY

without board, in the immediate viciniWITH
ty of the City Building.
at

Apply

Wiîmot and Oxford streets.

corner

the premises.

Furnished Rooms to Let,

Sole agents in Maine for the sale and shipment of
the Celebrated Coal mined by Messrs. Harnl» ett Neill & Co., of Philadelphia.
We have also tor sale at lowest market price,
Wjlkeûbanv. Serantou, Lackawanna, and Pitta ton
Coals, shipped from the vicinity of New York. Ve§6elH procured for the trauportation of coals from
port of shipments any point desired.
tfapr27

Wallet Found.

I
A
large briek store in the Racklcft Block, corner
jttL of Middle and Ceurch streets—basement and
first floor, eleganth finished and adapted to jobbing
drv goode or other similar trade.
ALLEN HAINES.
Apply to

youug

of

man

Boarders Wanted.
PLEASANT Parlor tc let with board in a private family; also rooms with board for
single
Within five minutes walkjot the City
tuilding. Address E. O., Box 1903, Portland P. O.
nov6
tf
4

jA.

fentlemen.

>

No. 47-49 Middle St.

HOOPER,

J. H.

One

UPHO

L8TERER,

Nos. 31 and 33 Free St.,
Suits, Lounges. Spring
Htnie, Miattressee,

McDonough

Patent

Lonnge·^

Bed

En-

S3f"All kinds of repairing neatly dene. Furniture
oct5-'60T T&Stf
boxed and matted.

SCRIRNER^&JORDAN,

BLOCK,

THOMPSON

J. C. PROCTER,
i'3

Exchange

st..

to do by a young man who is willing
Address A. W. L., Press Office.
octl2-tf

Boarders Wanted.
Γ Ρ WO good rooms with board for a gentleman and
A wife; also good accommodations For two or three
gentlemen. Board reasonable at in ο 4 Locust St.

To Lei.

STRAYKI) OR STOLEN.

MATTOCKS & FOX, 88 Middle st.

the pasture
Silas Russell,
Bay Colt,
FROM
four years old, with white hind feet and star in
face.
will
of

and Solicitors

American

Foreign Patents,

aud

409 Congress Ht., Portland, 3Ke.

Eaton

Examinations made by our agent in Washington
when desired. Consultation free. Letters of inquiry
cheerfully and promptly answered. All business in
respect to an application for Patent can be transacted by mail.
jy2 Τ Τ «& S tf

19 1-2 market Sqr. (up Stairs.)
A good variety of cases always ready made.
t3T"Mr. D., is always ready to obtain employment
for Scandinavian Immigrants. Those desirir g such
help can apply as above or at No. 10 Elm St.
j un26eod6m

1.

Κ Ε IL Ε

PORTLAND,

For

BROKER,
AND

COMMISSION MERCHANT,
1*4 SOUTH DI'.LAW'ABK AVENUE,
PHILADELPHIA.

Sept. 2, and continue

Catalogue,
jyl7-eod4m*

princirfl.
ALDEN XBLEliiEN.

or

LANGUAGE.

Jules Ch. L. Morazain,

THE LAST OF THE LOAN

jali31

—

W.

AGENTS

Danville & Yincennes

ASI>

MERCHANTS !
J. B.

Λ.

ΛΧΧ1

-A_

CLOIJDMAJÎ,

O.

14N KXCKANUK ST.

jan22tf
BBOWH,

■:ΙΧ'Λ It N.

Counsellor and Attorney

ai

i^w !

No. 80 MIDDLE STREET.

ty Particular attention paid to collecting.
jan24-ly

GEORGE I). JOST,

ί RESCO PAINTER
RESIDENCE,

Railroad

6 BRADFORD STREET.

Or

MARKS,

Book, Card & Job Printer,
109 EXCHANGE ST.,

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)
Kvery Description of

executed, and at the

ap22

tc

J. II.

work

promptly
lowest prices.

and

carcfully

U!ISOW,

PllOTOSiRAPHKS,
No 15H Middle Street.

Copying

and

enlarging done to order

Ail tbeuew styles. Berlins, B-e.n brants,Moda'H<v»j
the Porcelain, 01* Mezzotint card,and the retoucnec
card, bv wliicb new process we get rid of freckles
mules, wrinkles, and all impertcetious ofthee'iin
tor yourselves.
Call and
work al iTIodenitr Prie
may 20
A iiti to Pleaie.
em.

judge
βρ·ΛΙοΐto—€«oo<l

eighty miles in length, traversing extensive
Bituminous Coal fields, and making a direct (and the
shortest possible) line between Chicago and the Block
Coal district at Brazil.
The Iron aud other materials for the Indiana Divi
sion have all been bought and paid for in cash, a
part of it is now iu operation, and the entire Division
is to be finished this season and opened to u profitable business.
The company is not in debt, and owns a large and
very valuable real estate in Chicago, beside having
an equipment of twenty-three first-class locomotives
and about 700 cars.
A first mortgage upon such a road, at the rate of
? 18,500 per mile is a safe investment, aud we know of
no other railroad bond, at the price asked for this,
that can demonstrate a similar value as a security for

savings banks

and others.

have sold nearly two millions of these bimc® to
savings banks, trust companies and the most careful
investors, and have but $850,000 bonds remaining.
They arc for ft 1000 each, and have ftrtv years to
run.
Intfr.st

7 PER CENT.
payable April

Bonds

MACHINE WORKS
(EOBMEBLY C. STAPLES & SOU,)
Stationary and Portable

Marine,

STEAM

ENGINES.

Steam Boilers, Bleach Boiler* & Bag Duster», Shafting, Mill Hearing and General Machinery. Casting!
or every OMcrfptlon made to order.
Itopaiiinf

promptly

attended to.

Second-hand Engines frr sale.
ίι^.ιίΓ^.ί"'/'
Highest cash price» paid for old Iron.

W. H.

sc

6m

^

DIVIDEND of Five Dollars

share wi,l 1*
A paid, and after FRIDAY,perNovember
15th
1872, to stockholders of record at close of
on

30, 1872.

Present pvice 90 and

ac-

$500,000. Early orders are
suggested, iu order to secure any portion of
tliis extremely desirable loan.
For further particulars, statement of earnings,
maps of the line, &c., apply to
amounted to

therefore

Messrs. Swan &

Barrett, Bankers,

Wanted.

Sons

PIANOS

buelnesi

Certiflcates of new stock will Nov. 15th, 1872, be
ready for delivery upon the surrender of receipts fo
all assessments due, and upon a receipt by the owner
thereof, or their attorney, upon the books of the cor
A. BLANCHARD, Treasurer.
poration.
nov5

by

St. Lawrence House.
For Sale or To Let,
Rooms Gas and Sebago water.
Apply to Ε. H. GILLESPIE,

40

No. 34 Plum St.

sepl3-tf

FOR

SALE.

cellars &c.
Is a very

room

TEBBETS

HOUSE,

WILL BE SOLD CHEAP !
As the

owner

wants to go West.
SAMUEL D.

TEBBETS.

Have been

Henry

M.

These Pianos
conceded to be

are

Firm

UPRIGHT

GOOD MACHINE THREAD 2 spools for Sc.

R. Warburton, 165 Middle Street.
SiplO'72

Λτ1
«s

Ρ
o

Op
w

ÏF

AN l.MXIAI.
Hi

Ci

Ό< Reduction in Prices,
ii

A

few

we

α*

quote :

s

IAU tvool Plaids, 450c.
Tycoon Reps, 25c.

"S
H®
>

s*

40c.

jSatin Stripes,

é>

S H A W L 8.

Û

Bargains in other kinds.

7

particular,

Chickering

Sons,

It E. 14th St., New York,
334 Washington Ht., Bouton.
2md&w
_

CHEAP CASH

*1.^5

is our greatest pride to sell
at the lowest possfable prices.
1 goods
Τ T&S
oct30

βΓΛ

our

tf

W.

THE

LIVINGSTONE,

and his

RESURRECTION from
bv

a

W.

CHEAP

oct30-4wt

to

for the great combinatio

canvass

TO-DAY
GREAT

THE
ILLUSTRATED PEOPLE'S WEEK
LY, the beet and cheapest paper published. DIO
IjE WIS and a corps of most popular authors
write exclusively for it. >Ve give a copy of the un-

It is not a physic which may eive
temporary relief
to the sufferer for the first few do
es, but which, from
continued use brings Piles and kindred diseases to
aid in weakening the invalid, nor is it a doctored
liquor
which, under the popular name of "Bitters" is so
extensively palmed ott on the public as sovereign remedies, but it is a most powerful Tonic and
alterative* prouounsed so by the leading medical
authorities of London and Paris, and lias been long
used by the regular physicians of other countries with
wonderful remedial results.

Dr. Wells

Extract of Jurnbeba

retains all the médicinal virtues peculiar to the plant
as a permanent curative
agent.
Is there want of action in your Liver &
Unless
relieved
at
Spleen?
once, the blood becomes
impure by deleterious secretions, producing scrof-

ulous or skiii diseases, Blotches,
Felons, Pustules,
Canker, Pimples, &c., &c.
Take Jurubeba to cleanse,
purify and restore
the vitiated blood to healthy action.
flave you a Dyspepstic Stomach ? unless
digestiou is promptly aided the svstem is debilitated
with loss of vital force,
poverty of the Blood, Dropsical Tendency, General Weakness or Lassitude.
Take it to assist Digestion without reaction, it will
impart youthful vigor to the weary sufferer.

Prof.

PORTLAND, ME.

Fowler's Great

WANTED.

sep!2

Cleansed.

Clothing:

notice,
Repaired at
and all kinds of goods dyed in thorough
CLOTHES
Also Becond-liand
for sale.
short

man

a

Clothing

ner.

All orders will receive prompt and faithful atten

tlon

WILLIAM BROWN
Federal «t.,
Near the Park

Who Wants
book

ever

KINDS

OF

SKW1XG
.HACHIIVS sold on Hnaall
Cnih Inninlmentn, or work furnished
atter the first payment of TEN DOLLARS which we
require in cash, the balance to be paid for in work,
which we furnish at good prices. This is an extra
chance to get a good Sewing Machine on easy payment. We will pay cash for all work done over ten
dollars per month. Ladies on our work can easily
earn from

Monthly

Twenty to Thirty Dollar* per ITIontli,
more than enough to pay their instalment on machine.

Machine* Sent into the Country.
Good Agents Wanted
Town.

particulars call

on or

in

Every

address

Werk

PROVISIONS AND GROCERIES
CHEAP FOR CASH.

Temple

Place.
ocl0eoel2w

dti

GUNS
fresh importation of English

Double Guns, Muzzle and Breeeh-Loadin
for sale at low prices, wholesale and retail.
C. I,. BAILEV,
novleod2w

48

·ι

ijuiltiors

SOMETHING NEW. 6 salable
articles,sell at sight. Catalogues
and one sample firee.N.Y.MTg
Co., 21 Con: ! landt St., Ν. Y.
oct22t4w

ISend stamp for llPd Catalogue

on

Building. A. J. Bicksell & Co.
|27 Warren St., Ν. Y.
0Ct22f4w

minS IS NO HUMBUG !
A
By eendingdOcESTs with ago.
height, color of eyes & hair, you will receive by return mail, a correct picture of your future husband
or wife, with name and date of
Marriage. Address
FOX, P. O. Drawer, No. 20. Fultonville, Ν. Y.
oct22t4w

T£)

JS among all

H

'S youth of both sexes buy and read wltn the
^greatest profit.
*
MY JOLLY FRIEND'S SECRET

V

classes.

aged, those who

are

people, the middlejust entering life, and

Old

*

DIO LEWIS' last and best book.
It is meeting with the greatest success;
^ and there'» MONEY IN IT.
Send for our circulars,etc., which are sen
oct22t4w
m free. Geo. MAcLean, Boston.

"S

W

^ $75 to $250
^ and feuiale, to

month

every where,

male

introduce the GENUINE IM:
PUOV ED COMMON SENSE FA MIL Y SEWING
MACHINE.
This
machine will stitch, hem, fell,
£3
gg tuck, quilt, cord, bind, braid, and embroider in a
most superior manner. Price only §15. Fully
^
licensed aud warranted for five years. We will
I pay 81,000 for any machine that will srw a strongI or; more beautiful, or more eliistic seam than
Φ ours. It makes the "Elastic Lock Stitch." Every
<*■3 second stitch can be cut, and still the cloth cangj not be pulled apart without tearing it. We pay
φ agents from $75 to.<250 pei month and expenses,
W|-.or a commission irom which twice that amount can
be made. Addcess Secomb Λ Co., Boston, Mass.;
Pittsburg, Pa. Chicago, III., or St. Louis, Mo.
oct22-t4w
+*

AGENTS WANTED !
Best chance now offered for Fall and
Winter.
$100 to $200 per month cleared
ι
HEAD on our New Map*» Picture*,
Quarters Boole*, Charts, Threads, Arc.,
A'c. Address at once for terms, D. L.
FOR
'GUERNSEY, Publisher, Concord, N.
oct22t4w
Ascents. Ή. and Boston.
Λ

Λ

fheap rarrns !

Free Homes !

the line of the UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD
12,000,000 acres of the beet Farming and mineral
Lands in America.
3*000.000 Acres in Nebraska, in the Platte
On

M. II. WHITE & Co.,

A

■

^2·]
Employment 1 fK

sold like ilARK TWAIN'S
"ROUCvHINCi IT 80,000 printed in six months.
Old Agents often make $25 a day ; new ones can make
$5 to φ 10 easily on this book. Try it once and see.
We want 1000 more agents;don't be afraid to apply—
For
olil and young. Women do splendily with it.
lull information, address AMERICAN Publising
Co.. Hartford, Conn.
oct22t4w
No

AGENTS

Market Street.

Ice House,

BOSTON.

invite his friends and customers to give him
call, where they will find all kinds of

•

·'

^
Ο
Ο

slowly hauling

dozen
than

at

Cogia

Rome has

a new daily paper published in
English language. It is called the Daily
Jîews and is condncted by au American, Mr.
Daniels, brother of a former minister, resident
of the United States, at Turin.
r

the

q

II it hadn't been for mansard roofs
apd
the epizoozy, Boston might have been saved.
A mysterious Providence in conjunction with
a mysterious passion for Paris architectural
fashions, did the business.

Pet—Mamma. 1

want to make a little barMamma—What is it my
dear ? Pet—If you will give me a paper of
sugar plums every day, I wou't tell anybody
you take your hair out of a drawer.

gain with you.

dtf

W

1873.

Ye pigge be Is a pretty fowle,
And voudrons good to eat ;
Ην» ham is good, lykewyse Ills jowle,
And eke hys llttcl feete.
Bat though you try a thousaud yeare.
I trow you still will fayle

WINTER.

To make

48 Market St.

What every

EXCHANGE STREET. 4

Valley, now for sale.
Mild Climate, Fertile Soil,
for Grain growing and Stock Raising unsurpassed by

any in the United Statos.
Cheaper in Price, more favorable terms given,
and more convenient to market thau can be found
elsewhere.
Free Homesteads for Aetna! Settlers.
The beet location for Colonies—soldiers entiilod to
a Homestead of ItiO Acres.
with
Descriptive Pamphlet,
English, German, Swedish

Send for the new
maps, published in
Danish, mailed free

Address,

everywhere.

new

and

F. DAVIS,
Land Com'r U. P. R. R. Co., Omaha, Neb.
oot22t4w
O.

says must be true, and everybody

one

Or

Photographers.

ARK

DRY

attended lo.

SELLING

GOODS

Jl. PEARSOn. No. 'ii Temple St., ncn
Congre»*. All kind* ofSilrer and Plaletl
Ware Repaired.

Silver and Plated Ware.
ΑΒ,ΛΊΒΚ I,OWEI.Î,:iOI Congre.·

A very nice article in Plaids
Satin Stripes

grefta Street.

Silver Smith and Gold and Silver Plater

Felt Skirts !

ENGLISH and FRENCH SCHOOL·, i.1t
C«Bgrem Street.

taire.

L. BIOOPKK Ac CO., Νπγπμογ. ta
I^ittlefieid & Wileou, Cor. York & Maple Street*.

Ο.

J. 8.

I

1.15.

they
bargains.

crowded

are so

our

Covell

Ac

Congress

open to-morrow

—

FOR

PRICE

LIST.
4w

Stanford's Improved Refrigerators
The three points oi excellence which I claim, are
1st; constant and thorough circnlatton of pure air
2nd; dryness, no dampness mould nor taint; 3rd; η
intermingling of odors; purity and active air, th
elements of Its success, ('all, or send for circular?
Manufactured and for sale by J. F. MERRILL, be
tween Cross and Cotton sis., near Leavitt, Burnhan
& Co.'s Ice House, Portland. Me.
je4dtf

—

ill m

broke

TEAS.

SMALL BOXES FINEST OOLONG ex *'Ch
for sale at a very low price to
onsignment.

D Too,',

EMERY A- FURBISH,
ocMil

tKION lVHARF

44
44
44

44

4·
44

44
44

so

Car.

14
Me.
1st,
44
Vet.
G,
Inf.Vols
H, 20th,44 44 44
32th, " "
Sth,
44
44
44

Evening Classes

in Drawing.

The undersigned will receive scholars in

Free-Hand

and

Industrial

Drawing.
ar-

the Boston

appears from sheets

Newsletter, begun April 24,
page.

Green was the

printer.
nOTIt'Kfl.

Chapped H ands,

face, rough skin, pimples,
ringworm, salt-rheum and other cutaneous affections cured, aud the skiu made soft and
smooth, by using the Juniper Τακ SoAP.mado
by Caswell, Hazard & Co., New York. Be
sure to get the
Juniper Tar &<>op, «s there are

Commissioners' Notice·
undersigned commissioners appointed by the
THEJudge of Probate for Cumberland County to

JAMES G.TUKEV.
FRANKLIN SAWYER.
Commissioners.

as

It was a half sheet of paper twelve
inches by eight, two columns on a
B.

Bcnj. M. Winch. "
44
44
»«
David Given,
E.
4·
44
44
N. Stanwortb,44
F. 11th,·4
44
44
"
Orman K. Hines,
A. let, Battlin 17
IT. S. Inf.
Charles Nichols, 44 Seaman U. S. Navy.
Robert D. Bond,
Henry Bnrnham, late Private 9th, Mass. Battery.
novSdtt
C. P. MATTOCKS, 88 Middle Street.

it

correctingproofs.

1704.

Jos.

Ma> -3,184-.

in

was

··

meet and examine the claim of the creditors against
the estate of Veranns C. Hanson, late of Portland,
deceased, represented insolvent, give notice that six
months from the seventh day of May,a.i>. 1872,are allowed for said creditors to be present and prove their
claims, and that said commissioners will be in session
for the purpose of receiving said claims and proof at
the office of A. A. Strout in Portland.eountv of Cumberland and State of Maine, on the third Saturday ot
June, August, and October, and the seventh day of
November A. I). 1872, at ten of the clock in the fore-

estab-

still in existence in which are marks and alterations in his own hand. There are two
complete copies of the first years' edition of
this paper iu the Imperial Library at St. PetThe first American newspaper
ersburuh.

desired.

B,
4th, Mass.
"

was

r the naine of the Haarlem Courant, was first published in 1650. It was then
called De Weekelycke Courante van Europa
and contained two small tolio pages of news.
The first Russian newspaper was published
in 1703. Peter the Great not only took nart
personally in its editorial composition, but al-

Co. B, 17 Me. Inf.
"
44
K, 44
late Private Co. E, 13
Co.

England

tinued und

—

44

strychnine.

The oldest paper in France
was the Gazette de France, begun in 1632.
The first Dutch paper, which it still con-

(lateot the firm of Buxton & Fitz.)

Private
Joseph Ν. Walsh, late
44
44

for

lished in 1G02»

Couutry

He will give special attention to mechanics and
!
4
designing
j tisans who wish to acquire ability Jn For
Notice.
J-artlcuand in making "working-drawings.
MILTON M. HALL, having been c»lle<
lars call on or address, at St. Paul s Church Rector),
away by being sick himself, expect» to be ahl
to return to Cumberland Centre the first of nex
W. TAYLOR ROOT·
week to his post of duty.
octiifHltf

DK.

ing

POST OFFICE ADDRESS

John A. Sargeut,
Thomas Givens,
Thomas Fox,
Chas. H. Merrill.

dozen eggs dow-i his throat, and inn to get outside of u quart of lard

The dog recovered, bnt thiuks he has
found a sure way of getting a squaremeal, and spends ail his spare time prospect-

JOHN S. 1ΊΤΖ,

"

a

The first newspaper in

Individual*

city,

now

I llitfhcNt Price pnid for nil kind» of Conn
try Products. Butter, £fg«, Ac.

Private

to an editor in this

oil.

of all kinds. Haviug had an experience of thirtetm
! years in this city, he hopes to merit a share of the
public patronage.

THK

belong

duced hi

ί

Henry T. Welch alias Walsh
Me. Inf.

he was
action

stealing his living, made
house, yesterday morning,
and finding some poisonous cheese on the
floor, laid out for rats, attempted to commit
suicide by incontinently gobbling the cheese.
His master detected fiim, and instantly filled
him up with the contents of the milk crock,

STREET,

Moats and
Produce

! John Chariton, lute
"
j Jordan B1 ickstone,

and an

his way into the

Groceries,

OF

pulpit,

sented of starving or

noon.

CHOICE

misfortune to

large stock of

—

the

after living on what his master left, as long
as his exhausted nature could stand it, and
having at last the dreadful alternative pre-

Corner of India and Congres» Streets,
fenntrlr occapied by J. Drraing,
will keep in addition to a choice stock of

oc23dtf

entering

The Peoria Review is responsible for the
An intelligent dog, who has the

subscriber having taken the Tea Store

a

The writ
as

is
threatened for the disturbance it occasioned.

about

\T y-vmr s-i
X ^ V_^ JL M V J ■ -A

\ Provision»,

flaunted tu the doctor's face

was

VELVETS,

and

an

wheat and leaves tor the occasion.

PORTLAND,

Tea

with

following:

62 Λ 61 MIDDLE

The

head master of

Hayman.

served

Leamington to preach a harvest thanksgiving
lately. The service of the writ wa*
The interior of the church
quite a scene.
had been tastefully decorated with (lowers,

for LADIES CLOAKINGS.

not!

a

sermon,

quality, and width, mude eiprcesly

; following

SEND

ALSO

LYONS
very extra

some

THE BEST SAYINGS BANK.

not»

line of

CASTOR BEAYERS.

CO,NewYorkiwtfw45

(Cor. Music Ha1! entrance.)

full

AND

receipt of prtcc.

15 Winter Street,

a

editing a
Fiction, which is to emsingle volume "The Pilgrim's

Rugby School
inhibition by Rev. John
Craig, vicar of Leamington, on his appearing at Christ Church, a proprietary chapel In

MOSCOW,
ESKIMO,

CANTATAS.

AT

trade.

of Famous

brace in

Consisting of

Clarke's New Method for Reed Organ
Please* everybody by its thorough course of in
i
atruction and most pleasing mu>ic. Price,# 2.25 Ο

WATERMAN & CO.'S,

publishing

Progress", "Robineon Crusoe," "Gulliver's
Travels," "Vathek," and five other of the
masterpieces of ËnglUh imaginative literature. Ford & Co. will publish the bonk.with
with Brynumerous illustrations, uniform
ant's Library of Poetry and Soug.

CLOAKINGS!

Ranks, ami will rank among the very beet Chore)
Mnsie Books, Price, #1.50,
Specimen Bent, at Present, f ,r ^1.25'

MILLINERY AND HAIR ORNAMENTS

Library

MW&F3m

will

I
!

OK

set every

Mis. Harriet Beecher Stowe is

Company,

CHADBOURN& KENDALL

I

Continue in great demand. Remember to buy on<
for a Holiday Present.
Price. #3.50 B'de
β3.00 Cloth.

LINE

and

printing

cor. Brown Street.

GEMS OF STRAUSS !

A LAttGE

day. The
perfect yet, but
practicability of setting type
are

no means

in this way. The success of such an invention would work a vast revolution in the

space

Dr.

tioMlw·

l-arscsl Stock,
Best Assortment.
Latest Styles.
Lowest Prices
In Boston, Wholesale and Retail

give us

by

demonstrates the

was

Ul'rSON Λ t'O'S

GOODS!

tear.

CLOAKINGS !

HEAL Λ HEATH,
Proprietor·.

JET

machine is

LADIES'

surpassed.

on

or

can't

Oct 15

TO

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. h. DITSON &

columns of matter

the Bonrdon Kid (Hove !

are

We warrant every pair not to rip

BED.

22 EXCHANGE STREET,
give the citizens of Portland and vicinity s
chance to Bee and test the merits of their*arrangement of springs, Wo are willing to put them
on trial for any person for one
week, and if thcyj dc
not prove superior to the Woven Wire Mattress,
Putnam, Yankee, Nortolk, Wright, Springfield, Howe
Tucker, Eureka, Monroe, Imperial, United States
Walker, Connecticut, Eagle, Salem, or any ot' th<
one thousand and one
Spring Beds that have beer
put into the market, you are not asked to buy it. II
has no hiding place for bug*, has no slats on t up oj

Mailed post-paid,

One of the London newspapers has a typemachine in its office by which several

setting

CALL AND SEE US.

Bailey &Co.'s Auction Rooms,

EASY

The Chemical Xtics gives a very iutereeting paper "On the Presence of Gold in Sea
Water," by R. Sonstadt. The proportion of
gold in sea water is stated to b9 less than one
grain to the ton, consequently, especial precautions are necessary to detect and obtain
this very small quantity.
The processes given
are said, however, to be very satisfactory.

Felt Skirts !

1.70.

to enumerate all

Michigan Spring Bed have

For Musical Societies and Clubs, Choirs, Seinina
ries and Classes, that fear to attack the oratories an<
classical cantatas.
Belshazzar's Feast,
50 Flower Queen,
7.'
50 Indian Summer,
3<
l'ilgrim Fathers,
1.00
Winter
Burning Ship,
Eve'g
Ouarrel of Flowers,
35
1.0<
Eutertalment,
30 Book of Cantatas,
Festival of Rose,
1,5»
CliiUl'n of Jerusalem, 30 Esther,
54
50 Picnic,
1.01
Fairy Bridal,
50 Culprit Kay,
1.01
Daniel,
1.00 Flower Festival,
41
Haymakers,
33 Twin Sisters,
torni King,
5<

j

lOc.

One Button Kid Glove

The papers

MICHIGAN

CANVASSERS WANTED.

25c
!t5c.

Two Button Kid Gloves

These

the spriugs, but heavy duck canvas, hooking at th<
base of the spring, that may be taken oft ami tli<
slats removed (for cleaning or otherwise) by anybodj
in tive minutes, and replaced at pleasure.
The
springs may be changed to other parts of the bed
with very little trouble. The springs are warrant**]
to keep in place and last longer than any other in
use.
For invalids it cannot be
We tit
them to any be steads or different weight of persons,
the largest number uuder the heaviest part of th<
body, and wiili a light covering of husks, cotton,
straw bed or hair mattress, they adapt themselves
completely to the body. The ladies should call and
see the arrangement of springs for the cradle, and
not have to use feathers lor the little ones. Come
one and all and see them.
Beds put upon trial, and
no one asked to purchase until after a fair trial
Τον η Kighta tor sale.

aie,

IHAWLS.

Stair Builder.
R. F. I/IHHV, 17 l-'J Union Street, n|i

of tbe

the tiuy quadrupeds are regularly robbed by
boys. When we consider the depravity of
1.35.
the juvenile heart we wonder where nil the
1.13'
men come from.
I good

-----

Street

buy

60c.

-----

Schools.

a

In Louisville some kindly disposed people
nuts and scatter them in the park for
the squirrels, and it has been discovered that

pat-

Washington All Wool Plaids,
Cumberland Repellant,
A fair quality Repellant,
All Tycoon Reps
Corded Alpaccas

eare.

melody."

For the past we return tlianka for a generous
ronage. For the future we promise Increased eflorts
to merit still further patronage, and for the present
we offer

JOHN C. PROCTER, Ko. 9» Eichufi
Street.
«KO. Κ. OAV1S A Co.. No. 301 1-9 Con·

liys

ot bye tavle.

young Ijtly wlio is practisto making hîr debut as a
vocalist.
The Star speaks of the circumstance, and adds: "Those who live in her
neighborhood have put weather stiips around
their doors and windows to keep out the

WOXDEKOITSLV CHEAP.

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, &c.

P. I'EK!VV, Cor. Cumberland and Frank·
lin Mm.

proprietora

silk purse of

ing preparatory

Plumbers.

β

a

wissel

Hudson has

COYELL & COMPANY

JAMES «ΙΙ,Ι.ΚΗ,Λο.ΚΙ Ftdtral Dlml
Ktrry description of Wain Fixtnrr· arranged and art up iu the Itral manner.

Jobbing promptly

a

says lthat

A. S. DAVIS <V CO., No. SO middle Street.
J. H. l.AMHOW, I Vi Middle St., cor. Crw

?

«

LOTIIBOP,DKVIi.Hg& CO., «1 Kihaii|(
Mrcet and

f'tTAriihii.'

son's second editiou of Blumenbach's Phy«i-

AND

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and
Carpetiugs.

"·

—λ

ology.

lean ν

149 Middle and 6 Temple Street*·

FALL

*

atii

liomelo-inm·-

The first printing by steam was eieentedin
the year 1817 by Bensley and Low London.
The first book thus printed was Dr. Elliot-

Hassan,

nov5

hipjWiob.-·'-!

btip«y In.

the
ί

" "

We have on exhibition and trim to order

from Alhia to
Diar Wif«i—I)ol-

wrote

row.

Ο
nt
«I

on

In the earth.

*"

his wife In Trov"a·"follows Î
lie has got' it—I mftn the

2

new «tjle Velvet IIrU
SO eeutaeach; would be cheap

1

t

"A young gentleman

s ο

β* dozen

». Κ. ΚΚΡΙ,ΟΧ, vt:t3 1-il C.ngrnw g|.

THE STANDARD !

Agents Wanted for
Manhood, Womanhood and their Mutual Interrelations; Love, its Laws, Power, etc.
Send for specimen pages and circulars, with terms.
Address, National Publishing Co. Phila.Pa. oc2 4

For

SYSTEM,

exhl-

on

—

1872.

Located themselves at

On

BUXTON,

cash:

and durable shades
bition and fur Halt* at

new

dangerous,

to

Mr. Charles Darwin, author of "The De'scent of Man," is harfied by the students of
Aberdeen ViHversiiy as their lord rector.

1IIII1UVI

null

lteal Estate Agents.

Living

For full description and terms, address immediately HUBBARD BROS., Publishers, Phila. or Boston.

CLARK,

having adopted the

oc2S

OF

inflam ations.
Havi you weaknews of the Uterine or
Uriunry Οr«a us t You must procure instant relief or you are liable to suffering worse than death.
Take it to strengthen organic weakness or life becomes a burden.
Finally it should be frequently taken to keep the
system in pcrfect health or you are otherwise in great
danger of malarial, miasmatic or contagious diseases.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Piatt St., New York,
Sole Agent for the United States.
Price One Dollar per Bottle.
Send forCircular.

Chestnut and Oxford St».

F.

Λα

ocl8

11

Would

NEW BOOK, the JLIFE
ΟΛΕ AT EXPLORER,

Have you weakuesa of the Intcetiues?
You are in danger of Chronic Diarrhoea or the dreadful luflamiuation of the Bowels.
Take it to allay irritation and ward off tendency to

yds. Cheeked Flannel, $1 .OO.

ALL

PIANOS,

&

DC RAN & CO., 171 Middle and
tie Federal Streets.

N?

and must be taken

Corded Alpacas· 26c.

our

which are, in every
the finest instruments
of their class manufactured, and second only to the
Grand Piano, for which they are a good substitute.
Every Piano warranted for five years.

HOWE

Sewing Machines

<1

GOODS'

Sewing Machines !

GENERAL AGENTS,

and all other First Class

DRESS

Chickering & Sons' Mammoth Xanufac'y

A. CARD.

"

visit

Hereafter the worst you can wish your enemy will be, that somebody may put a man·
sard roof on him.

J. R.

SPRING

Cleansed and

is more than one-third larger fhan any other PianoForte Manufactory in the world, and is, in every respect, the mest complete as regards machinery and
fne facilities tor doing the very best «lass of work.
Messrs. C. & Sons have, since the establishment ot
their business In 1623, made an 1 sold 40,000 Pianos,
and these Standard Instruments are now offered at
Reduced Rate» upon the '-One-Price System," tree
from all discounts and commissions: and they arc,
beyond all refutation, the very best and very
Cheapest First-Class Pianos now offered.

Plain

Bibhons,

PRICES!

Ο

Carpet-Bags.

The

still regarded and universally

fully

"

Itihbous^

Cogia Hassan

g

MannWlurers of Trunks, Yalises and

<3

Pure Ice supplied for all purposes, and In any
from CARGO to a daily FAiHIf^V

pronounced by all the great artists.

Boiled

I

most

and Fine Watches.

SO

—

ΙΧβΚ.

Dr. Franz Liszt says: "f consider the ChickerPiano superior to any made in Europe or Amerc onvinced that they were justly
ica, and am
entitled to the First Prize.

Nas«au St.. New-York

A Great Offer !

"

around Pari» is

unexploded bombs

a

A Kansas physician lately swallowed a dose
a patient that It
was possible to do so, and died of the dose.

0
^
o Hats L Bonnets ο
ο of the
fashionable styles at prices that ^
Ο will suit all who wish to be economical. Ο

ABNEK LOWELL, 301 Congre» Street.
Agent* for Howard Watcb Company.

I

"

Feathers,Ο

"I"

of chloral to show

LADIEM AND iHIMEN

t Jan 2173

Jewelry

Gro Grain

150
Jet Ornament*
0$I.OO.
HALF PRICE.

Horse and Ox Shoeing

IK

quantity,

COMPETITORS.

ing

Cor

GRXTLEJIEN. Agents wanted
to Bull Protean button HoleCnter, 25cts. Button
;
Hole Worker, 50ctf>.; Needle Threading Thimble,
2,VU. ; Morocco Needle Book, SCctK., (6
large and 5
small
liners
Needlee. $15 lier day sure; nam pie free
to anv one at above price. C. THORNTON & Co., 599
Broadway, Ν. Y.
oct30-lwt

"

q

Hone ia tbe be M poaaible manner by M.
YOI'NC Ac CO., No. lOO Pore St.

KM &

"

Ο

Hair Ooods and Toilet Articles.
J. F. SIIERRV, No. Ο Clapp'a Bloek
Congre»» Street, opposite Old City Hall*

THE

INTO. 33 EXCHANGE STREET.

Provision & Grocery Store

YV. a. SIIATTUCK & Co., Bankers

IMPROVED

<
P-.0

Fortes

call especial attention to

W. MAKE, Na. Jftlft Federal St.
kind· of IJpbol· eringaad Bepairing
to
done
order.
All

TO

Peacoek

*

0

Gardening
account of

2 Special Bargains J*

Purnitnre and Upholstering.

THE WOBKINU CLASH, male or
female §60 a week guaranteed. Respectable em
ployment at home, day or evening; no capital required; full instructions and valuable package ot goods to
start with sent free by mail. Add ess with 6 ceut
return stamp M. YOLNG & CO., 16 Cortland St..
New York.
oct30-4wt

Ο

^

JJ

·>

"

O
Ο

DA VIO

BARGAINS
—

D.

The Standard Instruments of the World,

Payson, Esq,

23

Ϊ»

Φ Cumberland Repellant

Kiglity-oiie First Premiums
OVER ALL

Pool OMce,
Exchange Mtreei.
I.. P. IIOVT, No. 11 Preble Mtreei. I'pliolMering done to order.

Vulture

·'

o

eral Street··
HOOPER & EATON, Old

Teacher*, Lad;e· or ûlin·
iMte&'M ! Ameute wanted in everv
county, for
'•The People's Standard Bible." 550
illustrations. Extra terms. Prospectus free. Ziegler & McCurdy, 274 Main St., Springfield, Mass.
oct30-4wt

"

—

Kosa. Bonheur proposes to make
this country.

J

Felt Hats,

"

q
"
Ο
Ο in ail the

Furniture and House Furnishing tJoods.
BKNJ. ADA.IIN, cor. Exrlmngr and Fed.

iflea,

x

eur

Tdrtl Clonk.

Ml.

"

()

«loue Ιο order.

Ip*

Novelties of

THESE

awarded to

MYiHONDM, India

THIS SEASON.

made and sold since 1823, and

Have been

Hoy'».

J. W. & H. H. ne UCFF Κ Ε, Cor. middle
Ac Cil ion S|g,
I

A NO

are so

IVortlifcHN imitation· are ou the market, but
the only scientific preparation of Carbolic
Acid for
Lung diseases is when chemically combined with
"t tiei well known
as in these
remedies,
and
tablets,
til parties are cautioned against
using any other.
Iii all caeca of irritation of the mucous membrane these tablets should be freely used, there
cleansing and hea ing properties arc astonishing.
Be warned, never
neglect a coll, it is easily
cured in its incipient state, when it becomes
chronic
the cure is excedinglv difficult, use Wells' Carbolic
Tablets as a specific.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, It Piatt St,· New
York,
Sole Agent for United States.
Price 25 cents a box
Send for circular.
oct30-4wt

STOCK

System

Standard Piano

II, 11.

WALTER COBEI & CO., Arcade, No.
IM Frfr Mtreet.
OKOROI Λ. WHITNEY, No. 36 Ex·
ohanir Ml. Cpholalering of all kind·

throat,

paralleled chromo.
JUST SO HIGH,
to every subscriber. Agents take from
twenty-live to
names
a day. No buisness pays like this. Send
thirty
for terms; and secure territory for this great enterprise at once. MACLEAN, STODDABT & CO.
Publishers, 3 School Street, Boston.
oet30-4wf

We £ia\Te ZST ow in

*

offered at Reduced Kates at

OF

P.

WELLS' CARBOLIC TABLETS.

Agents wanted

SPRING-VALE.

s
h!

e-ΐ* rice

«ΤΓΓ

Dye-Honse.

sore
use only

STANLEY

41,000

and

hoarseness and bronchial dftttcplties.

Death,

FOR SALE!

These Standard Instruments
η

colds,

our

healthy location, every
having the
sun shinning in some part of the dsy. Terms easy.
For further information applv to G. G. LARK IN,
311 Congress Street or HENRY A. JONES, Gait
oct9-tf
Block, Commercial Street.

FRANCE.

Ο

Dentiste.

Furniture—Wholesale and Uetall.

M

AND

now

WHITSKI Se JIEA1W, Pearl Street, op.
poxite Park.

nil. W. B. JOinnQJi,

"

"

XOV. 14, 1*7·.!.

"—m *. Cî"
Gossip and Gleaning*.

«

i:\i;jLAYIv\

Arc

('arpenter» and Builders.

Τ!

deceived, but for coughs,

So.

dyed and llnikhrd.
FOSTER'S Pye How, i4 i'»ioii Ulrwl.'

481 Broadwav
Y.\
will dispose oflOO PIANOS, MEL ODE ONS, and
FOR SALE !
ORGANS, of six first-class makers, including Waters', at very low prive for caah or part cask and
House \o. 24 Emery St., bead ot balance in small monthly instalments. New-lί octav firstciass PIANOS, modern improvement, for
Cuslinian Street.
$275 cash. Now ready a CONCERTO PARLOR
Said house is one of the best locations on
ORGAN, the most beautiful style and perfect tone
on the street; tine neighborhood.
Consists of
ever made. Illustrated Catalogues mailed.
.Sheet
two story framed House and ell. containing ten
Music and Music Merchandise.
oct3Q-<lw r
highly finished roomr,; painted walls throughout;
brick
ciscellar
and
heated
furnace
; large
gas ; good
by
FREE TO BOOK AGENTS.
One of the most desitern, Altered; well drained.
rable and convenient houses fci the city ; close to
AN ELEGANTLY BOUND CANVASSING BOOK
Spring street line of cars; can be seen from 3 to 5 P. for the best and cheapest Family Bible ever published
M. Terms easy. Enquire on the premises.
will be sent free of charge to any book agent. It conJune ID.
dtt
tains nearly 500 fine Scripture illustrations, and
agents are meeting with unprecedented success, AdHouse ou State Street, lor Sale.
dress, stating experience, etc., andwe will show you
what our agents are doing, NATIONAL PUBL1SAΟ STORY" Brick house on New State street, next
Ο to Congress street, has ten rooms and furnished INO CO. Phila., Pa.
oct30 4wt
with Gas, Sebago water hot and cold, bath room, two
water closets, furnace, dumb waiter, wasli room, two
5000 AGENTS WANTED AT ONCE for

Reveraable Ottoman, 9*5.

Competition

Kuom 11, Printer'·
Ill Kxrhangr Hi.
«IIALI. Λ Mil At" Κ FORD. No. .15 Plum
imn.

191 PULTON and 2 and 4 CHURCH Streets.
P. O. Box 5508
uet30t4w
NEW YORK.

D O Ν

A«qi-IXCV,

Kuhanfr,

OREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA CO.,

LAVI

ΓΙ1ΗΕ real estate of the late Mrs. ELIZABETH
JL SMITH, No. 6 Chestnut Street.
Please address
Mrs. Ο. E. S. PRINK.
Portland, Sept. 4th. 1872.
scp3dts

Have Tafe^n the First Premium

ιιοτ7

—AND—

κ,>ρ9—d,£w3m

V1VIDRMB NO. 69.

State Street, occupied

the unJL dersigned. This house ie thoroughly built of
brick and stone and has all modern conveniences.
ALLEN HAINES.
'Portland, Sep. 18th, 1872.
sep!9-tf
on

j

YOUNG

For Sale.

ROSS & STURDIY ANT,
179 Commercial et.

mar26thdtf

We

—oil—

Me.

_SALE.

with a goo<i show of business travel durnig the year.
The best location in Bethel, situated at the head of
the Park. It has 50 large well ventilated rooms in
good repair, with stable ami ice house. Will be sold
with or without the Furniture on the most favorable
terms if applied tor at once, as the subscriber is going West. Apply to
<u»1Rdtf
W. Α. ΠΙλ \ni.FR. Prnn)».

To freight Coal from New York and
Philadelphia to Portland and other

points east.

GOLD,

PORTIAND.

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

Oct.

and October.

Commercial Street,

KKSSKNUKX.

Broadway, New York.
CO., Portland, Me.

Vessels

THE INDIANA DIVISION

crued interest rrom October ist in cnrrency.
The last week of our sales of Illinois Division

PORTLAND

FOR

AMERICA,

We

PORTLAIVD, lilt.

SE,

BETHEL HILL, ME.,

LIVINGSTONE.

oct31TS&T4w

is about

M.

DR.

H. A. McKENNEY &

Over all

seldom that Mortgages upon new Railroads
are considered sufficiently safe for the investment ot
Trust Funds. It is only when a Railroad is earning,
net, an excess of its interest obligations, wit1! a certainty of a steady growth, that its Bonds can be said
to be perfectly tafe.
The Chicago, Danville & Vincennes Railuoad is doing this, and has this certainty.
That
part of it known as tne Illinois Division (from
to
132
was
finished last year,
Miles.)
Chicago Danville,
and its gross earnings have increased from $31,464 07
in December, 1871, to $57,587 95 in August, 1872.
The net earnings for August were $30,412 46, or at
the rate of £36J,919 52 per annum. The total interest 1 ability upon the total issue of Bonds upon both
the Illinois and Indiana divisions is $280,000 gold.
The Illinois division is, therefore, earning, net, more
than enough to pay interest upon the entire bonded
debt upou the whole road.

Ν. Γ>. Order Slate at F. F. Hale's, Coiner of Free
de20 tf
jnd Cross Streets.

WM.

UPHAM.

€HMDLE It IIOI

All the

6ether

Company.

To Careful Investors·

Jr.

xjxv·

Κ. E.

WW.

pur-

Watches, Jewelry, ie.

experience

It is

iTVXVXXVUVi.

J.

Hamel,

particulars, enquire of

For farther

organization of capitalist* for the

ONE PKOF1T O.MiY.
This Compjuiy has resident
agents and business
connections with all the principal ports and Tea growiug districts of China and Japan. The Teas are
bought expressly for their trade alone, in the best
TEA districts, and are sold for ONE PROFIT.
Send for Price List to the

Be

oc!8d4w

WANTED

Philadelphia.

108 Walnut St.,
if. L. Gregg,
Jan23-ly

Bargain,

an

"

Velvet Hats,
q
ο
"
Ο " "
Bonnets.
Ο
Ο All in tho newest ami most desirable shapes Ο
attd colore.
0
Ο Cartons of Fancy Feathers, Ο
"
"
·«
Ο
Ο
Birds',
®
"
"
Ostrich Pinnies,

Book Binders.

THURSDAY
w

^
of Silk Velvet Hats,
ο
"
"
"
Bonnets, Ο

«

J

Nireet·

MILLION HOLLARS.

Importing TEAS direct from place of growth,
and distributing them
throughout the United States

will be sold at a Rare
if applied for soon.

TERMS LIBERAL.

E., Press Office.

Em braces a minute detail of his thrilling Adventures
and wonderful
during his long sojourn
in the wilds ef Africa.
It will comprise about six hundred octavo pigesy
ELABORATELY' and PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED, with FULL-PAGE ENGRA VINGS, towith a fine Map of his route.
Sold only
Mabncriptiou.
Already aoulications are
pouring in from every quarter, ana those desiring
territory must write at once.

Successors to Warren & Gregg.

COMMISSION

Property

This

TOR STANLEY'S EXPEDITION

OF

Booksellers and Statiouers.

jj

Direct from the mmnuûrttirer»,

0
Ο
Ο

». C. fttRIl, No. 14 Penrl Ml.

]JjfeW Yoi'k.

Address

Chickering &

OF THE—

CHICAGO

BROKERS,

given.

AN

654

PRIVATE DESSOIVS-Offlce Hoars, from
1P.M. till 3 P. M.
Apply at 2 Appleton Block, Portland.
References: Gen. J. M. Brown, J. W. Symonde,
au23tf
Esq., The Hon. Thomas B. Reed.

H. L. GREGG & Co.,
SHIP

French roof—No. 35 Deering street—with Gas
and Sebago Water, and the modern conveniences; is
in thorough repair throughout, lias 11 trell finished
rooms, a ad eeinented cellar. Can be examined every
day from 3 to 6o'clock P. M. Immediate possession
ix

jan3l

Scrlbner, Armstrong & Co., Publishers,

OF PAIUS,

Instructor in French at the Pôrtland High School.

WARREN,

House lor Sale.
FIRST CLASS BRICK DWELLING HOUSE—

4

experienced bookkeeper and accountant,
wants an opportunity to keep a small set of
books or accounts, or to do copying, or other work, in

IN SEARCH

BLUE.

Street,

for

IOAT and Pant makers and Machine Girl. at.
CHKSLEY'S. 167 Middle et.
»l>26tf

School·,

Boys,

AT LITTLE

to.

(Formerly Warren & Gregg.)

SHIP

Family

FRENCH

Order Slate at 0. M. & E. P. Brooks, 333
Congress Street.

til AS. A.

EATON, Principal.

This is

S ALL.

FOU

SECOND hand Ruggles Print lue Preen, card
J.\. and circular, for sale cheap. Can or address.
HARRIS BROS.,
ocl30dtf
135 Spring St., Portland, Me.

c

evening.
sep26.

Repairing·

ADVANCE.

ΤΙΤΕ Pli ESS.

Opening To-Bay

All

Machinei for «ale and I· let.

Baker*.

pose oi

A

Wanted.

the

novld4w

Abbott

Dec. 9th and continue 13

SCHOOL
Forty-Three Weeks.
Send for
address the

R,

MAINE.

£3TAU orders promptly attended
my28tf

commence

Year will open

PAINTER,

FRESCO

Me.

CAPITAL HALF A

K. DAVIS & CO,,
Real Estate aud .Tlortgage Brokers.
ti'
s»epli4

Wanted.

weeks.
Send for Circulars to
HAMLIN F.

SHOW CASE MANUFACTURER,

W.

Norridgewock,
Fall Term will

bbussT

in. m.

Family School,

W. M.
kind» of

GEO.

be suitaSILAS RUS-

same
same to

bly rewarded by returning the
SELL, West Cumberland, or ANDREW LEIGH
TON, comer of Milk and Market streets, Portland,
ocl7d&wtf
Me,

EDUCATIONAL.

OF

a

Any person finding the

for Sewing Machines.
UVKH, No. J7 J Middle HI.

IIOVT, I?0«« & RKKK»,\«.tl Jllddli

with loans.

Oct 2ec-dtf

the

Attorneys

dtf

Wanted

No. ίί2 Middle

street, recently occupied by
STORE
Hoyt, Fogg & Breed.

Je3-jf

also

to work.
SGMETHING

LET.

If applied for immediately will be let low
Inquire of MBS. Η. Ε. THOMPSON,
Lowell, Mass.,
SHKPAKD & COMPANY, same block,
Or,

jeSdtf

Chairs, Are.

ameled

THE

No. 11 Myrtle Street.

table boarders at
octl8

of those large and commodious stores

TO

MANUFACTURER OF

Parlor

IN

more

Boarders Wanted.
,4 FEW BOARDERS can be accommodated,

Jr.L

If

betb, Weitbrook, or Deering. Parlies débuilding can also beaccommoda

sirons of

ΓΐΙΙΤΕ house

WALLET found on the cars from Gorliam to
Portland. The owner can have the same by
proving property. Applv te» JONES PENNELL,

LET.

on

179 Commercial §(., Portland.

Boarders Wanted.
ENTLEMEN boarders can be accomodated with
good board and rooms at
nol2dlw*
49 WILMOT STREET.

G

HO Oxford Staeet, near Elm, with all the
modem improvements; Gas and Sebago Waoct30tt
Enquire on the premises.

MARK

WHOLESALE COAL DEALERS

NO. 120 NEWBURY STREET.

uol2*d3t

and carnov2tf

horse

one

as nurse

woman,

Cor. Church St.,

MISCELLxiJN EOU s\

Agency

COMPANY,

191 Fulton

We arc prepared to loan money in mum»
from 9100 to any amount desired, on first
elass morlages in Portland Cape Eliza·

Γ Ρ HIS House will accommodate 75 guests. Always
1_ filled with Bummer touriste during the season,

situation to take care of an elderly lady.

a

Applv

popular house,

ROSS & STURDIYANT,

Wanted.
respectable middle aged

BYwishes
at

of double House No. 47 Pleasant street,
ONEiu half
good order, eleven rooms, fumaoe, gas and

some

traveling

a

To Let.
Sebago
riage.

lw

partner in the Subscription Book
business. The advertiser has secured the sale
of two or three new Books that will have a large sale
and wishes a partner who thorouhly understands the
business to manage the sale. No one will be accepted who has not canvassed for more than a year and
cau dril agents successfully.
First «ass references
as to character aud ability required.
Only a small
capital will be required, as the advertiser will iurnish
his share, and more than half if necessary. No answer will beieturned unless lull name and reeideucce
is given, and then only when acceptable. Address
PUBLISHER, careT. C. Evans, Esq., Boston, Mass.
nol2
S Tu Tli3w

Τ

LA.\CASTEIt

novl31w

Wanted.

to Loan ! ! !

«20,000

AN

nOl*SE

TEA

—

TEMM^tNB.OOPEU ANNUM IN

BUSINESS DIRECTORY·

Atlantic & Pacific

·«

'ill

1872.

THE GREAT

BULLETIN.

ted

enterprising BUSINESS MANAGER of integrity, with $5000 to $10,000 capital to invest in a
special manufacture in the hardware line—goods partially introduced, and saleable every where—protected
To Let.
by several patents, and defy competition. $50,000
and Stable No. 27 Spring Street; also. j capital can be used to advantage,
as the business
Store No. 3, Portland Pier.
may be enlarged to any extent, For further particunovMtw
A. K. SHURTLEFF.
lars apply, in person to T. C. EVERETT, Poplar St.,

YEBV

has removed to

THIS

CHECK

KOUSO

noOdlw*

HEUSOiU,

Traders' National Bank, Portland
for $207.80, signed by Conant & Rand, payable
to John Dennis & Co., or bearer; dated Nov. 8, 1872.
Payment of same hasjbeen stopped. A suitable reward will be paid to the finder by leaving it at 77
Commercial street.
novl3dlw
on

NOVEMBER 14,

ESTATE.

Geo. K. Davis &, Co.'s

lw*

2<>81

MORN TNG,

THURSDAY

REAL

Check Lost.

convenient for one or two families, will be
leased l'or a terra of years to a responsible ]>artv if desired. Apply to

GEOROË E. BIRD,

Attorney

A
novl3

To Let
on Douglass St., 8 rooms, hard and foft
water, gardan, rent $9 per month.
Euqulre ofû. W. Β URN HAM, 631 Congrees St.

daily

at

Wanted.
SITUATION by a lady to do family sewing.
For particulars inquire 8t 37 Brown street.

Argus and Advertiser copy.

PRESS

Is published every Thursday Morning at $2 50
jear; if paid in a<ivatice. at $2 00 a year.

IV. A.

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

(Sunday* excepted) by th<

every Jhv

POBTLAM) Pl'BIiWUING CO.,
Terms :

TOL. 11.

1862.

many worthless imitations made with common
novl4-12w
tar.

Thk Purest AfH ^wketkst Cou-Liveb Oil
is Hazard's and Caswell's, made on the seashore, from fresh selected livers, hy Caswell,
It is absolutely
Hazard & Co., New York.
tweet. Patieuts who have once take.i
pure and
I it prefer it to all others. Physicians have decided {({superior to auy of the other oils in
I market.
novl4-12w

I

|

Merry's Muséum has been united to the
Youth's Companion, of Boston—a nnion of tiro
of our oldest youths'publications.
Nathaniel
Willis, father of N. P. Willie, first published
the Companion, nearly fifty years ago—anil, to-

day, it is

one

of the

terprising sheets

iprightlieqjt

in the country,

and most ennovlld&w

βμβηββββμβμβ·^

THE

PRESS.!

The Election.
The tables below give the Presidential vote
The popuaccording to the latest advices.
lar majority will rather exceed than fall short

__

THURSDAY HORNING, NOV· 14, 1872.

,

The popular
of the estimates.
nearly double that received by

majority

is

any other
read anonymous letters and communi- j successful
President Lincaadidate,
except
in
are
writer
tlie
cations. The name and address of
coln at his second election, and is more than
all caae3 indispensable, uot necessarily for publication
but as a guaranty of good faith.
200,OQj greater than at that time:
FOB GRANT AND WILSON.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve ccmElectoral
m Auicarions that are not use·!.
States.
Majorities.
Vote.
Alabama
10,000
10
5,000
G
Arkansas..
Elertiou.
12,000
6
Presidential
California
Finishing U|» tlie
c
Connecticut
The Presidential election is popularly said
Wε do not

j

I

5S3K*
Î™

Really it has just begun. Hut m j
ordinary course of events the formal pro- i
ceedings by which effect is to be gu-en
to the decision of the
people attract
little or no attention. Indeed, the chcosing
of electors s regarded as ordinarily so conclusive as to the final result that many people
of average intelligence have never taken the
trouble to trace the proceedings to the end.
The real election of President takes place on
thefirxt Wednesday of December. On that
day the electors chosen on the 5th will assemble in their respective States and ballot

to be over.
the

:::::::

kSL:::::::::::
μ"™Λ.ιμΗ»

4
«

»

M-LÎrn»

MicUigau
Minnesota
Mississippi
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire

13
11
5
8
3
3
5
9
35
10
22
3
29
4
7
5
11
5
10

»

4»
«!;«»

».«»

îMg
οϋ,ΟΟΟ
74,000
43,000
18,000

40,000
ΙΟ,ΟύΟ

2,000
7,800

TUe Gm» Pire.
The following mutters ot interest
Tom

the Boston

papers of

are

taken

Wednesday

cve-

ling;
operations in the burnt district.
Clouds of steam and smoke continue to asjend from the ruins, in the midst of which numerous working parties are engaged in digging
;>ut safes, and experts in opening the same,
rhese operations are witnessed by crowds of interested spectators, prominent among whom
were the owners of the vaults,
watching with
anxiety the developments which increase or
diminish their losses. In some instances upon
opening the safes nothing is fouud hut the
blackened pages of books and the chaff of notes,
certificates of stock, and the ashes of Bauk
notes.
Homer & Wyeth, whose store was on
the corner of High and Congress streets, had
one of Sanborn's steam safes which fell from
the second story to the main floor and did not
appear to have been subjected to extraordinary
heat; yet nothing was saved, a lot of silver
even, which it contained, being melted.
James L. Little & Co. opened one of their
vaults on Franklin street, which had been
packed full of choice woolen goods,all of which

destroyed.
Cutter, Tower & Co., stationers,

were

corner of
Dilk and Congress streets, were more fortunate
Their large vault was opened to-dar, and all
50,000
their books, papers and a considerawre quantity
15,000
of goods foudd in an excellent state of preserOhio
40,000
vation.
Oregon
2,500
130,000
Pennsylvania
.1. E. Buerk, dealer in watches and jewelry,
Rhode Island
8,338
had two safes in Simmons Block, over the
Soulli Carolina
40,000
Hide
and Leather Bank, the contents of one of
Vermont
30,000
for President and Vice President, in accordwhich were in a tolerably good condition, while
Virginia
5,000
twelfth
amendof
the
the goods in the other were totally destroyed.
ance with the piovisions
West Virginia
3,000
The owner commenced the sale of the best
Wisconsin
15,000
ment to the constitution of the United State?.
30 States.
preserved articles, and found ready purchasers
292
for French clocks and watchmen's time pieces
778,987
They then make out three lists of the perFOR
GRKELEY AND BROWN.
among hundreds of relic hunters. Mr. Buerk's
sons voted for as President and Vice Presiloss
was about $17,000.
11
12,000
Georgia
dent for transmision to the President of the
Kufns S. Frost & Co., formerly iu Franklin
12
7,000
Kentucky
at
on
the
first
8
Louisiana
Senate
10,000
Washingtoc, who,
street, saved their books and papers intact.
8
1,200
The high wind Tuesday nignt blew down
Maryland
Weincsday in Febuary, will open thein in I
15
Missouri
18,000
many of the fragments of wall and Wednesday
;....12
Tennessee
5,000
the presence of both houses of Congress and
morning several gangs of men with ladders,
8
Texan
20,000
ropes and tackle, commenced systematically to
7 States.
duly proclaim the names of the successful
74
pull down others. W. M. Kumney & Co. razed
73,200
candidates, who are then, and not till then,
the granite front of the store of William Horton & Co., Franklin street, and David H. Jafairly out of the woods and beyond the reach An Address
by the United States Centen- cobs did the same with the remaining walls of
of accident or malice. Before that day arMercantile Building, corner of Summer and
nial Commission.
rives a dozen unpleasant things may ocHawley streets. A portiou of the walls of
To the People of the United, Slates:
Capeu's Postoffice Building, corner of Summer
cur to annoy the candidates if not to enThe Congress of the United States has enand Chauncy streets, fell during the gale of
For
indanger their final triumph.
acted that the completion of the One Hun- Tuesday night, and Wednesday forenoon the
front of the block was pulled down, falling instance, the spirit of intrigue or ambition
dredth Year of American Independence shall
to and across Summer street.
might possess the electors, in which case be celebrated
Exhibition
an
International
by
Superintendent Harris with a strong force of
they would resume the power conferred upon of the
.and products of laborers, in addition to the streets mentioned
Arts,
Manufactures,
as having been opened Tuesday,
lias a passage
them by the constitution by which they are
the soil and mine, to be held at Philadelphia,
through High street nearly to Pearl. One gang
authorized to exercise an independent judgof
with
men
are
their
way
digging
picks,crowin 1878, and has'appointed a commission conment iilwint tliρ selection of President and
bars and shovels, through Congress, from High
of representatives from each State and
sisting
to Milk streets, and the latter is now open from
lias
exThis
President.
Vice
power
always
Washington street to Central wharf.
territory, to conduct the celebration.
isted, but bas always been voluntarily abdiREMAINS EXHUMED FROM THE RUINS.
under the auspice» of the' NaOriginating
cated. If the electors all met together, so
On searching through the ruins on the site of
tional Legislature, controlled by a National
that 306 men would find themselves assembled
Edward Hixon & Co.'s store, formerly of No.
Commission, and designed as it is to "Com- 172 Washington street, Wednesday morning, a
in one hall with the absolute power to choose
small bundle of charred human bones was dismemorate the first Century of our existence,
a Chief Magistrate, the situation would be
Whose remains they are It is imposby an exhibition of the natural resources of covered,
sible to find out. Two men are kuowK to have
extremely favorable to concert of action in the
and their development, and of been burned there. On the
country
morning when the
the direction we have indicated, and the
fire reached that spot there were over twenty
our progress in those arts which benefit manmen in the
and Deputy Chief Qui an
store,
meeting of the electoral college would be an
kind, in comparison with those of older na- stepped in and ordered them ali to come out as
event attended with considerable anxiety and
tions," it is to tho people at large that the the walls -vould fall in a miuute or two. He
excitement. But the constitution precludes
Commission looks for aid which is necessary had hardly reached the opposite sidewalk when
the possibility of such a meeting for official
the crash of falling wails was heard aocompanto make the Centennial Celebration the
iu<1 !iir
cnrnaniiirr nl/inrl nf cmnlra niwl Ά
ilrt
action, This being the case, the probabilibris.
Then followed the cries of two men from
the
world
has
ever
seen.
anniversary
grandest
on
the
ties are all against any self-assertion
under the ruina. Every effort was made to get
That the completion of the first century of
part of the electors. If, however, the suc- our existence should be marked by some im- them out, but the flames drove off their wouldbe rescuers.
cessful candidate for President or Vice Pres- posing demonstration is, we believe, the patThe remains taken out are carefully preserved
riotic wish of the people of the whole counand efforts to secure more will be continued, iu
ident should die before the first Wednesday
of
the
United
States has the hope that sufficient will be obtained to
try. The Congress
in December the electors would then neceswisely decided that the birth-day of the Great solve the problem of identity by means of putsarily exercise tlieir constitutional functions, Republic can be most fittingly celebrated by ting the parts together.
and the people of Maine would probably conthe universal collection and display of all thé
Λ» Infant Abandoned.—On Monday eveIt is designed to
gratulate themselves most heartily that they trophies of its progress.
ning an unmarried woman, nineteen years old,
bring together, within a building covering named
were to be represented by such safe and able
Harriet E. Manual, daughter of J. C.
miy acres, 11υt omy iue varieu prouucuons 01
Manual, laborer, of Hallowell, arrived in that
men as Hon. S. E. Spring and his assoour mines and of the soil, but types of all the
S P. M. trail, from Great Falls, N.
on
the
city
ciates.
intellectual triumphs of our citizene, speci
H., with a female infant five months old in
mens of everything that America can furnish,
her arms. Instead of going from the depot diThe day on which the electors meet in
whether from the brains or the han is of her
rectly to her father's house, she went up Union
their several States, the day on which the
street (from Second street) as far as Mr. A. D.
make
evident
to
the world
children, and thus
votes are opened and counted in the presence
the advancement of which a self governed
Knight's new residence, and there placed the
babe, which was dressed in only its ordinary
of Congress and the manner of authenticatpeople is capable.
indoor clothiug, in a culvert or ditch, and then
In this "Celebration" all nations will be ining the lists made out by the electors are viti'd to
proceeded to walk away from the spot. TXpon
participate ; its character being In
a suggestion from Conductor
left by the constitution to be regulated by
Bodge, on whose
ternational.
Europe will display her arts train the mother with her child
came from
law. This is done by the act of March 1st,
and manufactures, India her curious fabrics,
Brunswick, tbe police had watched the youug
while newly opened China and Japan will
mother's movements,and followingberat a dis1792. This law requires that the executive
lay bare the treasures which for centuries tance, met her without her child, as she wa«
authority of each state shall make out and their
ingenious people have been perfecting. returning down the hill. She was then arcertify three lists of the elector» of that Each land will compete in generous rivalry rested by Officer W. H. Oilman, and the cries
of the little infant sounding faintly through the
certhat
and
the
for the palm f superior excellence.
State
governor's
To this grand gathering every zone will darkness drew Marshal Fowles to the cruel
to
each
attached
shall
be
tificate
spot where it had been laid. He took it np
contribute its fruits and cereals. No mineral
votes.
We presume, however, shall be
list of
tenderly, and though severely chilled and much
for what the East laeks
wanting;
with the water in which it bad been
strangled
that Congress would, in its discretion, direct
the West will supply. Under one roof will
placed, it was soon restored. The mother was
the South display in rich luxuriance her
the counting of votes not so certified, and
taken into custody, and accompanied by her
growing cotton, and the North in miniature, mother passed the night in the city marshal'·
thai if Gov. Hoffman of New York or Gov.
the ceaseless machinery of her mills convertthe babe being placed in the mother's
office,
Parker of New Jersey, for instance, should
ing that cotton into cloth. Each section of charge rnee more. The examination of tbe
mother
their certificates,
took place yesterday afternoon befere
on any account withhold
the globe will send its best offerings to this
Hon. S. K. Gilman.judge of the Hallowell mualleging fraud or some other reason, their exhibition, and each State of the Union, as a nicipal court,
S. Lancaster, Esq., of this city apmember of one united body politic, will
States would not on that accouut be disfranfor the respondent, and F. H. Jackson,
show to her sisrer States and to the world, pearing
of
Hallowell, for the government. The
chised.
how much she would add to the greatness of Esq.,
testimony of the
marshal, of Officer W. Η.
The proceedings of the electors iu other re- the. nation of which she is a harmonious Gilman, and of city
the mother herself, was given
—that of the two officers being in substance
spects than those to which we have referred part.
To make to Centennial Celebration sucli a
what we have stated above, and that of the
are regula'ed by t.h2 laws of the several
success a3 the patriotism aud the pride of evmother, seeking to deny that she intended to
and
Counthe
Governor
States. In Maine,
absolutely abandon herchild—which is a feeble
ery American demands will require the copuny thing, its little life flickering in its tiny
cil are in session, in accordance with chapter operation of the people of the whole country.
tenement
that is not able to withstand much
four of the Revised Statutes, on the third The United States Centennial Commission more
hardship in tbe cruel world into which
has recieved no Government aid. such as
it was born. Tbe examination was continued
Thursday after the election, for the purpose
England extended to her World's Fair, and until to-day, Wednesday, in order to obtain
of examining the returns of votes for electors
France to her Universal Exposition, yet the
the testimony of Conductor Bodge, by whom
labor aud responsibility imposed upon the
aid sending special messengers to towns that
the government expects to prove that the
Commission is as great as in either of those
mother attempted to abandon her child at
have neglected to make the necessary reIt
is
estimated
that
ten
millBrunswick by leaving it in the ladies' room at
undertakings.
turns.
The Governor and Council meet
the depot. The mother is apparently of a
ions of dollars will be required, and this sum
again on the Thursday before the first Wed- Congress has provided shall be raised by stock feeble mind, imbecile as well as sinful,and is to
be
as well as blamed and punished for
nesday of December and send a certificate to subscription, and that the people shall have herpitied,
alleged inhuman crime.—Kennebec .Tourin
the
of
subscribing
proportion
opportunity
each elector. If a majority oi the electors are
nai.
to the population of their respective States
not cheson, a special session of the Legislaand Territories.
Wateuford Bank Bobbery.—The recent
the
at
is
called
arc
fillture
vacancies
which,
The Commission looks to the unfailing paremarkable robbery of the Saratoga Bank at
is brought afresh to our minds by an
Waterford
triotism of the people of every section, to see
Our electors meet iu the
ed by joint ballot.
event which occurred to-day.
Last night, two
that each contributes its share to the exSenate Chamber at Aug sta at two ο 'clock
bundles of what appeared to be legal documents
penses, and receives its share of the benefits
in the afternoon on the 4th ot next month.
were found by tbe policc,
one hidden behind
of
an
which
all
are
enterprise in
tbe iron fence corner of Hudson avenue and
They are authorized to fill a vacancy caused so deeply interested. It would furthand the other in Madison avenue,
Philip
street,
in
by death or resignation, by a majority vote, er earnestly urge the formation
where it had seemingly been thrown away.
each State and Territory of a centennial orThese were turned over to the property clerk
And they will select a measemger to carry one
which shall in time see that counin the usual manner. Chief Maloy, this foreganization,
of their lists to Washington and deliver it to
ty associations are formed, so that when the noon, happened casually to inspect them, aud
trom what he saw was convinced that the
Vies Presi lent Colfax before the first Wednations are gathered together in 1876 each
Com
mou wealth can view with pride the conpackages had at one time a lodgment in the
nesday in January. To most people it seems
vault of the burglarized Waterford bank.
tributions she lias made to the national
He
as if an election by a direct popular vote
at once telegraphed to Cashier Van
Hovenburgh
glory.
who
took
the
nrît
train
and
came on to this
would save a vast deal of unnecessary and
Confidently relying on the zeal and patriot- city. On
arriving at, headquarters lie was
ism ever displayed by our people in every
costly machinery.
shown the packages, and at ouce identified
national undertaking,
we
pledge and them as his own personal property, aud ones
prophecy, that the Centennial Celebration which bad been taken ou the night of the
A skrmon recently delivered by a leading
will worthily show how greatness., wealth and robbery.
Romish prelate of Quebec evidently designed
After discussing the matter awhile he left
intelligence, can be fostered by such instituwith thç intention of returning to Waterford.
of
the
entire
clertions as those which have for one hundred
to represent the sentiment
He
had scarcely got out of
blessed
the
of
the
United States.
years
people
sight, when a wogy of that church in the Dominion, has been
man appeared at
Joseph R. Hawley, President.
headquarters with a bag in'
the subject of general comment in Provincial
her hand, which she said she had found under
Lewis Walk Smith, Temporary Secretary.
the front stoop of her residence on
The prelate assumes the aggressive
Lodge street
papers.
near State, while
engaged in sweeping this
t.!i« fcpe school svstem of New BrunsTiie Glen's Falls Ν". Y. Messenger gives
morning. The bag was emptied out, when it
was found to contain the
wick or any system that looks to uusectarian
following articles:
an election incident worth repeating:
One silver watch, two gold watches, two masThe
schools supported by the government.
sive gold seals, one gold finger
At Caldwell, Warren county, the hangers
ring, two pocketgeneral education of the young by the State around the polls stopped their rowdy noise hooks, two purses, a warranty deed, twa notes
for
a
and
bead pocket book, besides
and coarse jokes as a well-known old man
552,750,
is in the opinion of this devotee of the church,
numerous
entered the polling place, accompanied by his
scrapt of paper, containing memoa cunning invention of the Adversary and
randa of deposits, etc.
neatly-clad wife. They moved on through
A messenget was sent to overtake Mr. Van
He
consequently receives his anathamas.
tobacco smoke and worse fumes, through the
and bring liim bank, and succeedHovenburgh
in
all
declares
that
matters
astonished
crowd
to
the
emphatically
polls
straight up
ed in doing so, when ho identified the
bag and
where
a
Democratic
board
of
and
the
of
the
church
where the authority
inspectors pre- most of the property as having been also
stolen
sided.
It
was
to
be
a case
of
from
thought
the
bank.
From this it was evident that
State conflict, the former is superior and that
woman's rights—a demand to vote: but it.
the robbers were
in
the
city, and even
lately
in the matter of schools the authority of the
turned out that the calm and dignified old
now may be concealed in our midst.
Every
church is supreme. It would seem that one
lady had no desire to vote herself. It seems ïffort will be made to ferret them out by the
her liege lord was not a strong minded man—
luthorities.—Albany Journal.
of the foremost questions that will engross
was somewhat in his dotage, and
although a
immediate public attention in the Dominion
HIE INTERNAL KEVENUE.—The fortheo înRepublican he had not then yielded to Demois that long since settled in this country
cratic st.rateirv.
Uv nnrrbase. cnavinc or
ng report of the fifth auditor of the Treasury
namely, the right of the State to protect it- misrepresentation he had once or twice given nrill show that the total collections of internal
his suffrage to swell the majority of that
revenue for the year ending June
self against ignorance.
30, 1872, were
Democratic town. His wife determined that
5117,314,323,the assessments having been $123,this fall there should be no failure of duty,
69,377. The total expense of collecting the
Tue New York Stockholder attributes the
and accompanied her
foi that
nternal revenue were $1,903,002, over $418,000
increase of our imports the prespurpose. The old man cast a full set of Regreat
ess than for the
year preceding. The revenues
publican ballots, which it took the demoralent year,
over
those
of the last, to
rom the New England States were:
ised board a half hour to receive, and then
the immense quantity of raiTroad iron that
the aged pair quietly left the room and reMassachusetts $6,876,092, Maine $303,591.
has been brought from England for the comturned to the hum le abode where dwelt this
iew Hampshire $385,275, Vermont
$147,045,
ihodo Island $038,11)1, and Connecticut $1,pletion of roads now building. The fact of sovereign and his brave old better, much bet104,613. The Massachusetts districts contriter half.
this large balance against us amounting to
mted as follows: First $161,723, second $224,about a hundred millions has caused consid'42, third $286,046, fourth $148,716, fifth $395,A veracious Han reporter describes the ser;
erable apprehension as to the result should
171, sixth $729,565, seventh $259,900, eighth
vices at Plymouth church, Brooklyn, last Sun\
5220,308, ninth $120,217, and tenth $229,579.
theie be a demand for its payment. The
The cost of
day, and mentions the fact that Mrs. H. B.
the revenue in New Engassessing as
Stockholder thinks that the unprecedented Stowe was present, giving a minute description
and was distributed
follows: Maine $23,459,
<ew Hampshire $74,743, Vermont
$12,035,
immigration from Europe to this country with of her dress and the manner in which she
Massachusetts $145,634, Connecticut $45,724,
their money and the result of their invest- conducted herself. He says:— "At the foot
md Iihode Island $23,490.
The forthcoming
ments and labor together with the earnings of of the stairs leading to the platform sat Mrs.
eport of the Commissioner of Internal Kevemc will show that the total revenue from taxes
Harriet Beecher Stowe warming her feet over
the new railroads, will so far equalize the
in spirits for the
year ending June 30, 1872,was
the grating. She wore a dark dress, very plainbalance as to dismiss any apprehension.
549,475,516, from tobacco $33,735,171, from beer
ly made, η warm, woolen shawl, long cotton
md fermented liquors
$8,268,498, and from in■oines $14,436,862. For the
gloves, an old-fashioned, sensible bonnet, with
preceding year the
An old Democrat who did not fail to exwere:
From
■eceipts
black ribbons, bearing a flower in gold, and a
spirits $86,281,848, tobac;o $33,578.1)07,
beer
now
deat
crow
$7,159,740, and incomes
diet,
warm comforter around
press his intense disgust
her neck. Her thin
518,375,388.
clares that Horace Greeley despairing of degray hair was arranged in small riogletson
stroying the Democratic party by any other each side. Her face was pale and pinched.
Commissioner Baker of the Pension Buj
■eau at Washington, appointed Drs.
Though the wrinkles of age were there, yet
meaus, put himself at its head for that purWilliam
wore a soft and benevolent excountenance
her
The
N.
old
W.
hunker
be
and
he
VIcCullum,
and
right,
Leigliton
Albert E.
pose.
may
Summer, the examining board of applicants
might have added that Mr. Greeley fully ac- pression." Of course it was not of the slightthe
to
that
lor
est
all
reporter
consequence
during
pensions in Brooklyu,New York. Tue first
complished his purpose ; but in pulling down
;wo members of the
this time Mrs. Stowe was spending the day
Board are allopathists,
the old structure, Samson like, he involved
irliile the third belougs to the rival
quietly in New Haven.
himself in the general ruin.
school; and
lie appointments end aud decide a severe and

New Jersey
New York
Nortb Carolina

♦

—

rwv

voting-half

of this

month, as the
first Tuesday
show ; but in the town of Dresden,

returns

where
one hundred true old Bourbons voted for Mr.
Kimball in September, not one of them went

polls to vote for H. G., one hundred
thirty-seven Grantites doing all the vot-

near

and

the

ing. No

crow

in theirs.

The value of a wife's life, according to a
Brooklyn judge's estimate is nothing worth
speaking of. Thomas Fitzpatrick recently
beat and stamped his wife to death and the
fact being proved against him he was sentenced to one year in the
penitentiary.

Τ UK Boston papers rematk the great falling

disturbances and rowdyism, caused by
the closing of aii -the bars in the city.
If such
good results are observable on a few day's
trial, why not continue that policy.

off in

Encounter with a Burglar.—Rev. C. C.
Thompson of Canandaigua, Ν. Y., had a fearful encounter with a burglar Friday night. He
went up to his stndy and found the door locked,
After demanding entrance the door was finally

opened and he found himself in the grasp of a
strong man. A terrible struggle ensued in the
dark. The burglar at last dragged Mr. Thompthe stairs and threw him over the banisters, but the latter clung to the villain and
they both went to the first floor together. Mr.
Thompson was only slightly stunned by the
fall, and the burglar, apparently uninjured, attempted to escape by the hall door. He was
held still by the half unconscious preacher, aud
only released himself by breaking his arm by
Who the bura powerful blow, aud escaped.
glar was is unknown. Mr. Thompson lies in u
serious hut not dangerous condition.
son

to

Portland Man.—James A.
Hooper, Esq., brother-in-law of Η. N. Jose,
Esq., and Η. I. Robinson, Esq., of this city,
who is
agent of the Portland KeroDeath of a

purchasing

tion were hindrances. Rev. Mr. Whitcher added the lack of time which two sermons a day
occasioucd. Revs. Byington, Kytc, Bean and
Leavitt followed with brief remarks.
Rev. J. J. Abbott then introduced the second
topic : The relation of the church to the Sabbath School. First, it is one of sympathy, sec.
ond, of generous support, and third, co-operation. Mr. L. W. Berry of the senior class,
Bowdoin Cullege, compared the school to a garden and showed the need of similar culture.
Rev. M. H. Williams thought the school and
church identical, the former but one form of
activity of church work. Rev. Mr Leavitt
would have an appropriation of parish voted
Rev. E. P. Thwiug
to it and also more time.

spoko on the exceptional character of
school as its essential weakness, and on
need of the co-operation in· its work of

sine Oil Company, was killed Tuesday atTitusville, by some accident of the cars.

protracted controversy
fession in Brooklyn,

[lieported for the Press.]

Yarmouth, Nov.

13. 1872.
The fourth annual convention of this associition was organized this,
Wednesday, afterιοοη, at the Central church, John

Furbish,

Esq.,

of Brunswick President; Mr. H. A. McKenney of Portland, Secretary.
After devotional services, the Secretary reported from 31
schools 4467 members,443 teachers and
scholars,

110 conversions.

The

Baptist

schools

heard

Eromare3in number; Methodist 4; Episcopal
I; Free Baptist 8; Congregational 14; Allen

Mission,

and

Independent. Of these 25 have
inifonn lessons, 18 hold session at noon and
:he time spent, averages from
forty minutes to

;wo

hours.

Verbal reports were then given.
New GlouX'ster has pupils from four to ninety years of
ige and one clais of deaf mutes; Free street,
Portland, reported 15 or 20 conversions. He v.

system

LORING'S

SPECIFIC

It Ε A

D ¥

HIDE

WORK.

bricator of the bowels; it

phosphate

OYSTERS.

He is about twenty-five
three or four languages
with fluency, and lias spent several years in
foreign travel.
A Kansas county has only twenty-six runthe

ning candidates
J udge.

for

the

office

of

stop it
Hereafter the worst you can wish your enemy
will be that somebody may put a Mansard roof
him.—iV. T. Commercial.
A guard is stationed at the door of Gen. Leo's
old room in the Virginia University, to see that
not even the dust is disturbed.
Leaden pills administered through au iron

on

tube by little brothers and sisters are still decimating Western infants.
The Louisville Journal considers the real
cause of Mr. Greeley's defeat to be the opposition of the New York Evening Post and the

Pittsburg

papers.
The arithmetic man cf the New York
has "put on a sub."

During October eightv-six

new

World

newspapers

established in the United States, and forty-one suspensions were announced.
Hartford has had a convention of business·!
men and women to infuse holiness into the
transaction of business. Unfortunately the bylaw kind of holiness is what there is now too
much of already.
were

An Iowa

sharper named Dorris lately sold
$8000 worth of somebody else's land to a lady
on a forged deed and
escaped with the proceeds.

The Philadelphia Trade Journal claims for

City

of

WHAT TO BEAD.
no time
no one

and

A Book lor Every Man.
The "SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF-PRESEUVATION," a Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure of
Exhausted Vitality, Premature Deciine in Man, Nervous and Physical Debility,Hypochondria, Irapotency,

Spermatorrhoea or Seminal Weakness, and all other
diseases arising from the errors of youth or the indiscretions or excesses of mature years. This is indeed a book for every man. Thousands have been
taught by this work the true way to health and happiness. It is the cheapest and best medical work
ever published, aud the
only one on this class of ills
worth reading. 190tli edition, revised, much en-

bound in beautiful French cloth.
Price only $1. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt cf
Address PEA BODY MEDICAL INSTIprice.
TUTE, No. 4 Bultinch Street, Bostou, Mass., or Dr.
W. H. PARKER, Assistant
Ν. B. The
author may be consulted on the above as well as all
diseases requiring skill and expekiknce.

which,
strong inducement, if

per corpse,

ment, to live

persons,
not an absolute

be

UNDER

and feathered

ANI)

auction, at New York, December 12th, the
Guerriere and Albany, two of the largest and
most useless vessels in the navy.
Other sales
are expected to follow this until uhe department is relieved of the care of its surplus and
unserviceable property.
The governmentr of Russia and of Spain have
instructed their representatives in Washington
to tender President Grant the official congratulations of their home governments upou his reelection and the emphatic approval by the people of his administration.

STATE

AT

—

NEWS.

ANDBOSCOGOIN COUNTY.

The roads in Aroostook are so mirey that
can't travel over them.
J. C. Hamilton
is waiting with 1200 at Bridgewater for the mild
to freeze.

The Sunrise hesitates to endorse the scheme
>f dividing the county of Aroostook. It demands a railroad to shorten magnificent distances.

at

Tuesday

market?

the

BUCKNAM &

liary.

Secretary reported

140 conversions in

H'hools of tbe county ! he past year.

the

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

The Whig says that the first piece of baggage
becked through from BostoD to Halifax, "all
rail," weut up over the Ε. & N. A. road Mou-

lay night.
Bnugor has

door-mat thieves.
The formal dedication of the Brown Soldiers
Monument has been postponed until Memorial
Day. It bears the names of 43 men who died
11 the late war.
The Whig says that on Monday night the
itor.: of Mr. Win. J. Smith at Newport was euiered liy burglars, who pried up a back window,
ransacked the store, and smashing open the
money draw found and carried otf about $430 in
;ash. This is the third time that this store has
Mr. Smith lost an arm 111 the
jee 11 robbed.
Union army during the war of the rebellion,
ivhich renders him unable to perform manual
abor, and as he is just starting in business the
oss falls heavily upon him.
The Whir/ says that on Tuesday afternoon, a
Mr. Oilman Lcavitt of Oldtown, aged
1011 of
ibout 15 years, was caught by his clothes 011 a
iliaL't in the canal mill, and whirled over and
>vcr at the rate of 250 revolutions a minute for
loine time before the machinery could be
stopjeil. The poor lad's arras and legs were broken
11 a shocking mannner, the bones being
terri-

Lucina P. Stockwell of Mexico.

ance

wishing

security

FROM

Olympus
City of Paris

re-

Australia
St Laurient
Wisconsin
Crescent City

against

Erie

Sarmatian
Soutli America
Siberia

1st—Their Strength.
Being superior to any Safe now manufactured, the
walls of the smallest size being of the same ihick-

FOR

DATE

Moravian

the largest, and each being bound with
Angle Iron at the corners, rendering them able to
resist falling walls or concussion with heavy ma·
r.hJtlPrv nr inArnhnnHioA ihirincr thn iimtrwico nf

Nov 14
Nov 14
Nov 16
Boston
Nov 16
Liverpool
New York. .Liverpool
Nov 16
New York. .Glasgow
Nov 16
New York. .Havre
Nov 16
New York.. Liverpool
Nov 20
New York. .Havana
Nov 21
: .New York.. Rio Janeiro...Nov 23
Nov 23
Quebec
Liverpool
Nr.w York..Rio Janeiro. .Nov 23
Boston
Nov 25
Liverpool
Portland... Liverpool
Nov 30

Quebec

Liverpool

as

^liuiature Aluinuac
Sun rises.
Suu sets.

«

fire.

Composed as it is of various chemicals, poured into
the walls in solution, (all of which being repellant
to fire) soon becomes nearly as hard as flint. ; but
when the Safe is surrounded by fire—renders the
water from the tilling—causing steam to pervade
the Safe, therefore impervious to the action ot the
fire, insuring the neceasury presence rf steam, at
the time it is required, thus presenting the best
method of scouring steam, without the damjmess
consequent upon the carding xca'er constantly in
the safe.

November 14.

,6.50 I Moon sets
.4.38 High water

I

MAJElIlNrE

6.00 AM
10.15 AM

NEWS.

received irom the
Commerce Ins. Co. of Albany*
"
To J. H. WEBSTER, Agent,
Boston loss about $50,0)0, only about One-eighth
OF OUR GUOSS ASSBTS.
G. A. VAN ALLEN, Vice President.
Traders and Mechanics Ins. Co. of Lowell, To J. H.
WEBSTER:—We are all right. Pay $200,000 and

Wo lines day, Nor. 13·
ARRIVED.
Barque Pbilena, Chase, Boston, to load for Buenos
Ayres.
Seh CoUCddy, McBeau, So Amboy—coal to James
& Williams.
Sell Raritan, Bickford, Boston.
Sell Pelro. Kelley, Calais tor New Haven.
Sell Pilgrim, Kellev, Jonesport for Boston.
Sell Globe, Kendall, Bangor for Nepon&et.
Yacht John Ε Fowler, Sargent, Falmouth.
CLEARED.
Steemer Chase, Mulligan. Halifax, Ν S—John Port-

fartlierest removed from the front of tlie

door, not only renders better security against Burglars, butr, after being removed from the fire, is
easily openeil by the combination of the Lock, the
bolts not being warped by the terrible heat ot the
fire, thus preventing the necessity of breaking the
door to aeccrtaiu the condition oi the contents of
the Safe, as was fully proved by the disastrous

eous.

Brig A D Whhlden, (Br) Ellis, Windsor, NS-A D
Wliidden.
Sch Gertrude Plummer, Snow, New York—Ε Free-

ible ordeal.

man.

Sch

Emma Linwood, Lin wood, New York—Ε Free-

man.
are

now

on

Sch Reward, (Br) Hill, Windsor, NS—J Porteous.
Seh Annie Currier, (Br) Peck, St John, NB—John
Porteous.
Sch Ida J, (Br) Walsh, St John, NB—J Porteous.

Exhibition and

for Sale at the Rooms of the

[from our correspondent.]
KENNEBUNKPORT, Nov 13-Cld,ich William Η
Andrews, (new, 187 tons) Avery, tor Portland, to load
for Philadelphia. This vessel was built by Crawtord

Wheeler & Wilson Sewing Machine Agency

Β. B.

Portland, Nov. 4,

& Wanl for Calvin G Crowell and Ο Ρ Nickerson &
Co of Philadelphia, and Wm Η Andrews and others
of Woonsocket. She rates A1 for D years at French
Lloyds and is commanded by Capt Peter Avery of
Provincetown.

DYER, Agent.
novllsnif

1872.

The new Lhrce-masted schr building by Hutchins &
Stubbs at Yarmouth for Cant Orr of uape Elizabeth,
is to be launched on the 15th. The new three-masted
Bohr built for Capt Loring was launched a few days

FOR FERROTYPES, TINTYPES,
and the Chromo Ferrotypes, go to A. S. Davis & Co
No. 80 Middle St., near corner cf Exchange.

ago and will

sn

W. N. GOOLD.

Portland, June 24th, 1872.
jun23newlt then su tf

1) ENTAI,

NO ΤIC Ε.

come

BROS.,

DENTISTS,
Have removed tlielr office to Room» over George W.
Whittier's Dru,' Store, Congress Square.
Dr. Macalaster Is now reailv at his new office to
wait on those requiring his protessional services.
Entranco to Dental Κοοπιβ,

PORTLAND, ME.

sntf

these popular ten per cent City Bonds for

B.1IVK

A.

OF

&

CO.,

Prav, Charleston.

WILMINGTON—Cld 5th, sch Era L Leonard,
Gookin St Mare.

BANKERS,
No. 1 S>cvosiMhire,

cor.

State

BALTIMORE—Chi 9th. sch Four Sisters, BickBoston, and sailed.

more,

St., Boxtton.

PHILADELPHIA—Cl»l 11th,shipElizabeth

four per c*ut. interest allowed on deposit
accounts, subject to check, drawn as any city bauk.
Out-of-town depositors will have their remitances and
collections promptly acknowledged.
a General Banking and Commission busiNegotiate Bonds, Stock, Notes and other Securities, make collections through the United States and

We do

ness,

As

DEALERS IN SECURITIES,
invite Inquiries relating to investments, and give
below the prices of a few of the most desirable
we

Bonds :
B., C. R. Sc

M.f Milwaukee Extension, 7s
92$
90
Midland Pacific, 7s
Loganeport, Crawfordsviile & Southwestern, 8s.. .97$
U. S. Bonds and other marketable securities allowed full price in exchange.
§ep3-3mo-tt&f)

f'
I

Ham-

Clap», Havre; brig Maripo«a, MHton, St Jago.
NEW YORK—Ar 11th, schs Annie Guss, Sawyer,
V Vandyke. Samuels. Portland ; Jos Hall,
Calais
Rankin, and Maggie Cummings, Smith. Portland;
Wellington, Barbour, Bangor; J Paine, Stevens,
Richmond, Me; Mount Hope, Bishop, Providence; Ζ
Stratton, Pray, New London.
Cld 11th, brig S Ε Kennedy, Hall, for Havana; sch
Helen A Bowen, Alexander, Savannah.
Ar 12th. brig Τ Remick, Rose, Cadiz 32 days; sch
Lugano. Dow, Mansanilla 18 days.
Cld 12th, brigs Mary Gibbs, Upton, Cette; Mary Ε
Leighton, Gay, Havana; schs Louisa Bliss, Strong,
Lisbon ; Addle G Bryant, Staples, Galveston ; Ocean
Belle. (Br) Branscomb, Portland.
Passed through Hell Gate 11th, schs Ζ A Paine,
Jones, New York for East-port; Tahmiroo, Kent, do
ior Southnort; Ruth S Hodgdon, Pendleton, do for
Boston; Kate Mitchell, Eastman, do for Hallowell ;
Congress. York, do for boston; LTiconia, Hall, do lor
Northjsrt.
NEWPORT—Ar Ilth, schs ChasComery.Pitikham.
Bangor ; Winslow Morse, Oliver, Bath for Fall River.
VINEYARD HAVEN-Ar 0th, brig NellieClittord,
ilton.

Europe.

discharging.

CHARLESTON—Sid 11th, barques H F Hussev,
Stacey, Havre; Wallace, McCormick, ior Liverpool;
brigs R S Hassell, Hodgdon, West Indies; Wm H
Parks. Dix, Baltimore ; sch Annie Harris, Harris, for
West Indies.
GEORGETOWN, SC-Ar 4th, sch Georgo Β Somes,

DEPOSIT.

HAWLEY

oil' without

man, New York.

CHABLE8 m. HAWKER,
28 EXCHANGE STREET.
nov9sn3w

F.

sea.

Camp, Gardiner, Liverpool.
KEY WEST—Cld 28th, sch Ralph Carlton, Patten,
Pcnsacola.
PENSACOLA—Ar 6th, brig Nellie Husteed, White,
Galveston.
BRUNSWICK, G A— Cld 7 th. brig Henry Trowbridge, Hinkley, St Vinceut; sens D Talbot, Amesbury, Demarara; Abbie ingalls, Ingalls, Philadelphia.
SAVANNAH—Cld 11th, sch G L Bradley, Chip-

SEDALIA WATER BONDS.
A few of
llP bJI

ready for

er, Boston.
Cld 6th. shin Anna

39i Congress Nlrrfl and 9Λ Free Street,
nov7

be

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 3d, barque Monitor, Emerson, San Pedro.
Cld 2d, ship Southern Cross, Hughes, Liverpool.
Sid 2d, ships Daniel Marcy, Marcy, tor Liverpool;
Regent. Chase, do.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 7th, ship Expounder, Crock-

REMOVAL.

MACALAStTr

soon

nEMORANDA.
Brig Alberti, Herriman, at London 28th ult from
New ^'ork, reports: Oct 20. lat 47 30, Ion 25, experienced a very strong eale from the westward with
heavy sea, the wind suddenly changing to NNW aud
blowing a hurricane, making dangerous cross seas;
shipped a sea which swept deck fore aud att, carrying
awav water casks and breakiug in hatch house ana
doing other damage.
Sen Alfred F Howe, Ellis, from Weohawken. with
coal, while making for Newburyport harbor on Monday morning. misstayCd and went ashore at Plum
Island, where she remains, but it is supposed will

BANK OF PORTLAND·
Un, and after this date, the un lersigned will carry
on a strictly Banking business, at the Banking
Rooms now occupied by the Second Natioual Bank,
in Portland, Maine, under the style of the "BANK
OF PORTLAND" and as such, will receive Deposits
and make Discounts, in the regular course of the
Banking Business.

been

I'm
T'a

A S. V.

«JoM

»'·

BARRETT.

Bankers and Brokpm.
lOO

MIDDLE

MTBEET.

Sept 7-eo<ltf-u

Oeiitlemeii's

Garments

CLEANSED,
OB

Dyed Brown, Black. Blue-Biatk
and Blue,
AND PRESSED, READY FOR WEAK.
No Ripping required.
AT

Warranted not to crock.
DVB

KOSTEH'M

jy23eodnew

ΙΙΟΓΝΙί,
34 Lui on Mi

tf

Chinese aud Japanese Goods.
We have just received overland
IVORY

Î

a

consignment

MAN OAL

A *D

of

WOOD

and other Goods, eome very rare «and bt.untlfui.
Tuere are GU*r Boxen* Cbew If.Icn, rum..
Pal/lex, Ac., to which we invite attention.

HAYES

DOUGLASS.

Λ:

novl4

1w

RECEIVED THIS DAY

130 Tubs choice Vermont

Butter,

Made in September and October.

D. B. RICKER & CO.,
Wholesale Grocers, 185 Fore Streel.
tdecl4

OYSTËRS.
NCII. H. PRE8COTT
has

Ι

arrived from Norfolk with Oyater» for

A Τ W Ο O D

,

43, 4T

I

Si 4» CENTBE MTBEET.
Fat, freeh and delirious.
novl412w U

Sleighs! Sleighs! Sleighs!
(The Best Tiling Yet.)

Smith's Patent Metallic

STUDDED

O. F. OSGOOD, Sec'y.

FOlft
The Thrice

8 ALE.

Weekly
Journal,

Kennebec

Bound Volumes from 1833 to 1S6S
inclusive, bound Volumes and
unbound from 1863 to 1H70.
TO

Tbis sleigh was awarded the SILVER MEDAL at
New England Fair, hold hi Lowell, Ma**., also
highest Prem urn at the Statu Fair hoMen in
Bangor. It has been extensively use ! before a criticising public for the last four years, and is rapidly
gaming favor for the following reasons:
the
the

FESSENDEN,

Vessels Wanted.
To load Lumber at Portland, Bangor,
Machias. Calais, Montreal, and SouthPorts, for the Hirer Platte.
Also, To loal Coal, at Pictou, Lingan, and Port
Cale lonla for Now York, Boston, the Souond ports,
and St John, Ν. B.
BIRD, PERKINS & JOB.
103 State St., Boston. 27 South
St, New York.
em

d3m

leased my Carriage Factory (recently
occupied by Lwkhart & Sloan) to ALBERT
CHASE, to continue tlie manufacturing of Carriage!*
and Sleighs, and knowing him tu bo a Irat clan» mechanic, and one thoroughly acquainted with all
branche» of the business, 1 would cheerfully recommend him to my former customers.
Ε. K. LEMONT.

HAVING

ALBERT CHASE,
Manufacturer of all kinds of

•First Class Carriages and

at

PRCBLE

To >11 Person· intrrmcd in either of Ike
Setalcs hereinafter named:
Probate held

at Portland. within
ATand for the County of Cumberland,
Wedneson

day following

the first Tuesday of November, In the
year of our Lord eighteen hundred and seventy-two,
the following matters having been presented tor the
action thereupon hereinafter indicated, It it) hereby

Ordered,

That notice

and
combined. Pariicular attention given
alldurability
kinds or repairiug. All those who wisli t» nave
their carriages stored and insured during the winter
and put in repair for spring can do so at low rates.
Λ spccialitv of repairing all kinds of
springs. AU
orders in this line by express will be promptly attended to. By strict atteution to business I nope to
receive a liberal share of patronage.
References—Charles Sager, C. J. Walker, G. & L.
P. Warren, P. G. Blanchard, J. F.
Libby, Hanson
C ay, Leander Valentine, C. F. Sargent, Elias Thomas & Co., J. M. Brown. J. P.
S
Baker.
Libby,
oc22
TT&Stf

NOTICE
All who desire

Made to fit the FOOT, though it be

can

next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and be
heard thereon, and object if they see cause.

C. F.

ffresented
named.

FIT,

JELLERSON'S,

101 IWiddlc

Street,

ami leaving their measure. The best work is done
here. Those who have work done here can TESTIFY
to its qualities. The Custom Department is under
the managemeu t of Mr. J. W. Farrell, one of THE
BEST workmen in New Englaud.
Aiso one of the
best stocks of First Class Sale Goods for rotaii, conAll styles, sixes and widths, for
stantly on hand.
Ladies and Gents. Call and examine for yourselves.
Portland Sept. 11th, 187?
sepl2-eodtJf

THE NEW STYLES
—

OF

—

Fall and Winter Millinery
JI'ST RECEIVED AT

ber

ROSCOE MARTIN & AL, minor children and heirs
of Johnson M. and Elizabeth i?. Martin late ofBridgtou, deceased. First Accounts presented for allowance by Edwin F. Fessenden, Guardian.
JULIAN F. YOUNG & AL3, minor children and
heire ot Aisos A. Young, late of Bridgton, deceased.
Petition for Mcense to sell and convey real estate,
presented by Sophia F. Youug, Guradian.
ELIZABETH P. GRAY, minor child and heir of
Samuel Gray, late of Harrison, deceased. Petition
for license to sell and convey real estate, presented by
Caleb A. Chaplin, Guardian.
THOMAS RICHARDSON, late of Brunswick, deceased. Third and tinal account and private claim
against said estate, presented for allowance by George
P. Given, Administrator.
HEZEKIAH BREWER, late of Freeport, deceased
Petition for allowance out of persoual estate, presented by Margaret E. Brewer, widow of said deceased.
LEVI A. CATES, late of Freeport, deceased. Petition lor allowance out of personal estate, and for assignment of dower in real estate, pre3onted by Ellen
A. Cates, widow of said deceased.
PETER BRAGDON, late of Gray, deceased. Account presented for allowance by Sarah Bra gdon, Administratrix with the Will annexed.
HANNAH M. NEWCOMB, late of Windham, deceased. Will and petition for the probate
thereof,
by John N. Newcomb the Executor there-

TO

obtaiu the same, and at short notice by coming to

*

said, that they may appear at a Probate Court to be
held at said Portland on the first Tuesday of Decem-

a

Perfect Fitting Boot,

DIFFICULT

thereof be given to all persons inter-

ested, by causing a copy of this order to be published
three weeks successively in the Maine State Press
and Eastern Argus, papers, printed at Portland afore-

'STREET.

to

tdie

2w

Court of

Sleighs

Having secured first class workmen in all branche
and buy nothing but the best of stock, I believe lean
build work second to none in style, lightness,
strength

Stylish and

Wanted.
learn Boot or Vest making. Will give time
while learning, Address "A. B.,M Press office,
novl4d3t*
Exchange street, Portland.

α

COBB,
iwdtf

PRESS OFFICE.

_novl4

&

SPECIAL NOTICE.

MANASSEH SMITH.

Partner Wanted.
9?00 Capital. Enquire

beine const rat-ted

0022

A large black Newfoundland Dog about
3 y oars old. A suitable reward will be
paid
for bis return to

WITH

durable,

SOUTH OKAY.

Dog: Lost,
nolW3t·

more

smith

2*

NEW CI TV BFILDIKC.

nov!4

vastly

1st—It is

without tenon or mortise, secured by bolts only.
2d—The post with a brace is of best quality malleable iron.
3d—Its elegant and light ai»i>carance,
4th—The ease with which it can be repaired.
Parties intending to purchase are resjiectiully invited to call and examine our varied assoitinent of
both single and double nlci«?lw.

▲t Factory ·Γ Κ. Κ. Lrnaont,

CLERK'S OFFICE,
novl4d4w

SLEIGH,

(Patented by Hugh Smith,Oct. 3,1871.)

stand it.

I» ΚΟΒΑΤΕ, NOTICES.
POBT OF POBTLAWD.

3d—The Patent Inside Bolt Work

Three SafcN

J. H. WEBSTER, Agent.

following has

TO

2ad—The Peculiar Filling.

Being the

reliable Insurance.

D. W.

DEPARTI BE OF OCEAN Ν ΓΕΛ3ΙΕΚΝ

Burglars and Fire.

ness

of Canton

years 9 months.
In Lisbon, Oct. 29, Eugene Wade, agjed 17 years and
1 month.
In Lisbon Falls, Oct. 17, Laura P., wife of Lafayette
Dennison, aged 33 years.

Nestorian

liable

have In the

nol4d2t

MoroCastle
New York. .Havana.
City of Limerick.. New York. .Liverpool

the most

Company of Salem

give notico to

$220,000 counting every
burnt district a total loss, and
our assets $310,000.thus leaving the Company perfectly iolveut and worthy the entire confidence of all

In Cumberland, Nov. 11, Mr. Edward B. Stubbs,
agci 67 years 4 mouths.
iu Durham. Nov. 11, Mr. Wm. W. Strout, aged 68

NAME

β>·

VIN-

SALE BY

SWAN &

Brown, from

HPOKEN.
Sept 7, oft* St Helena, barquo Hosea Rich, Piercci
from Batavia lor New York.
Oct 1, lat 13 N, Ion 26 W, ship Pactolus, from Liverpool for San Francisco.

APPLY

IRELANdT

as

TOR

Ar at Genoa 23d inst, Arietta, Dow, New York.
Cld at Liverpool itftb, Shatmuc. Soule, fbr Now Orleans.
Ar at London 28t.h ult, S C Blanchard, Meady, Callao: Ε W Stetson, Moore, do; Albert!, Herriman, do.
Sid fm Melbourne Sept 8, Burnside, Pendergrace,
Yokohama.
Sid tin Brietc* 28th ult, Etta Whittemore, White,
for Newport and Ancona.

X> IKD.

BAILEY,

DANVILLE A'

ATCUINON, TOPEKA

Hamburg.

Hastings 28th ult, Alexander.

7-30'·

CENNES Β. Β. «.Id

Passed Deal 271h, Augustine Kobbe, Cbaee, from
Dunkirk for New York.
Sid fm Falmouth 27th, Susan A Blaisdell, Sawyer,

NC.
mington,
Off

Β

CEIiTBAL IOWA R. R. «· 4

Calcutta.

Sid fm Liverpool 2Cth ult, Η β Emery, Small, for
Havana.
Old 28th, Pomona, Bruce, New York; 20th, Olive,
Clark, Singapore; Bombay, Jordan, Tybee.
Entout28tb, Garnet, Oliver, for Callao; Everett
Gray. Loriog, Matanzas.
Ar at Carditt'28th ult, Leonora, Griffin. St Nazaire.
Sid fm Calcutta Sept 30, Goodell, Crockett, for
Cochin.
Ar in the Texel 25tli ult, Eureka, Holway, "Wil-

Β.

El BOREAS & N. AM. Κ. Β, <·α1·1

A r at Bordeaux 8th inst, barque Don Juato, Bennett, Baltimore.
Sid fm Rmnhftv Ot, 3. Mt Wa.ftliin<rtoit. Tftanmlt.

for

SAFES.

„

COUNTY.

The Kennebec Journal, has a ripe strawberry
licked in Manchester last Saturday.
The Kennebec
Co.,Sunday SchoollConvcntion
ivns held in Augusta, Tuesday and Wednesday.
The

aud

BURGLAR and FIRK PROOF

taken bleeding at the lungs within
ibont a mile from home, and died before arrivHis
death is a severe blow to a
:ng there.
widowed mother, and oasts a shadow over the
ivhole community in which he resided.

The Journal says that Andrew Neal, the inau
«nested on suspicion of setting fire to Stacy's
ihoo factory at Augusta, had an examination
Tuesday, and was discharged, there being no
mdence adduced to implicate him as the incen-

sn

by

octl9-sntf

MORRIS &

YEOMANS,

officiating clergyman.
In East Poland, Nov. 5, Harvey Ripley

*'·

CHICAGO,

[Latest by European steamers. 1
Antwerp 26th, Ρ C Merriman, Young, from

Ar at

Akyab.

policy we

Deer Isle.
In Norridgewock, Oct. 29, by Rev. L. Packard, F.
M. Tinkham and Emma J. Packard, daughter of the

No. 199 Fore St., between Exchange and
Pluui Streets.

was

KENNEBEC

Manila for Boston.
Ar at Cadiz 23d ult, barque Sylvia W Swazey, Colson, Boston.
Ar at Antwerp 2t>th ult, Victor, Waes, Akyab.
Sid fm Rosario Sept 28, barque Saml Β Hale, Matthews, Boston.

Firy in

city. Nov. 7, at the Preble House, by Rev.
Fenn, Everett C. McCausland and Mise
Wing, both of Wiuthrop.
city, Nov. 12, by Rev. A. A. Smith, Thomas
Wallace and" Misa Susan Cameron, both ο 1 P.
In this city, Nov. 13, by Rev. I. Luce, G. D. B.
William of (jloucester and Miss Carrie H. Spofford of

STOVES!

Low Prices

dated,

PORTS.

lte members and all othHEREBY
Interested that their loeee· at tne Oreat
Boston do not exceed

€«l«r,

Immediate Application.

for

FOREIGN

Β. B. Consoli-

NOBTMEBN PACIFIC

At Calcutta 4th ult, ships Cora, Coombs, for Dundee; Wm McGilvery, Nichols, une.
Passed down river 4th ult, barque Goodell, Crocket,
tor Cochin, i
Ar at Bombay Oct 23, barque Harvester, Carver,
Boston.
Ar at Batavia Sept 13, barque Clara, Nichols, Buenos Ayres; 18th, Dirlfeo, Staples, do; 24th, Nettie
Merriman. Rollins, Rio Janairo.
Passed Anjier Sept 21, ship Golden Fleece, Bray,
Iloilo for New York; barque Kodasb. Matthews, from

ers

or

In this
Wm. II.
Sarah F.
In this

and
sale

*'»

BANGOR—Ar 11th, brig Geo Amos, Noyes, Elizabet hport; sch Gen Grant, Moshier, Portland.

can

THE

Very Bc$)t in

»'·

COOK COUNTY

ton.

MARRIED.

To Let
commodious four storied Brick Store, No. 57
Commercial St.—immediate postssion given.
ELLAS THOMAS & CO
Inquire of
No. 90 Commercial St.
Or ot
W. W. THOMAS, Canal National Bank.
septl2entf

The

LOUISVILLE, KV.,....«
HAINE CENTRAL

Stewart, Bangor.
Lelow Jlth, sctas Ε C Knight, Carle, from Rockland
for Boston ; R Baker, Rollins, Boston lor Thomastou ;
Post
Boy, Fountain. Gardiner for Boston ; Florida,
Jordan, Bangor for Weymouth; Delaware, Kellar,
Thomas to η for Boston ; Emeiine, Roberts, Wiscasset
for Boston ; Allston, Fitzgerald, Calai* for Providence; brig Abby Ellen, Foss, Bangor for Washing-

WHITE !

Geueral Eastern .Agent,
83 Commercial St. Portland.

snlf

CUMBEBLAND COUNTX.

Timothy Weymouth of North Gray, a very
■stimable" young man of 24 yeais of age, 011

PUREST

PRICES.

£93 CONGRESS STREET.

PARLOR

«'·

delphia; Howard, Wooster, do; Orozimbo», Wood,
and Ann, Jones, Klizabetliport ; Onward, Bunker,

The Holyoke mutual Fire Insur-

DURABLE, BEAUTIFUL, ECONOMICAL.

—

au20 d3mo

theep

Manufacturers of

Prepared

octll

8'·

MT, LOCI*,

INSURANCE CARD.

ATerill Chemical Paint Co.,

SOLD By The GALLON ONLY

163 MIDDLE STREET.

lupply.

improved

ee28-eodtf

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

Eor fire purposes.
One horse carries the mail from Presque Isle
:o Houlton and tbe Sunrise is dubious about an
iclipse next week on account of short paper

BONDS of Towns and Cities, and MORTGAGES
of
Real Estate in the west, bearing 10 per
cent, interest, payable in the east, for sale by
CHARLES M. HAWKES,
28 Exchange st., Portland.
f
sep28snt

—

LOW

ZANEft VILLE, OHIO

Antwerp for Savaunah.

SECURITIES :

CHARLES CUSTIS & CO.,

test of that ter

The horse distemper is having a thorough run
in Houltou.
Houlton village lias organised a corporation

MUNICIPAL & REAL ESTATE

Any Deeired Shade

Chicago Fire—there being One Hundred and Thirty-three of these celebrated Safes subjected to the

Auburn is troubled with bad gas even now
that the campaign speaking is over.
The Journal says the epizootic is having a severe run in Livermore aud vicinity.
Recently
a man
carried the mail fifteen miles on his
nark, being unable to obtain a horse.
The Journal says that the Auburn shoe manufacturers lost comparatively small amounts by
the Boston fire.

Sept 18-sntf

D. M.

VERY

T'·

jfranenuia, Adam·, Elizabethi»ort fordo; C H Eaton'
Shackford, Newburg for do; Harriet Baker,
New York for do; Ζ Suow, Ricliardsonson. Elizabeth jK»rt for Portsmouth ; Wesley Abbott, Smith, ftn
Providence for Ellsworth; Grace Gushing, Bailey,
Gardiner for Gardiner.
BOSTON— Ar 12th, sclis Hesperus, Conary, Phila-

The

Their claims

young men. Since the night of this occurrence
he has not been seeu.
The Navy Department advertises for sale by

J. B. LUCAS·.

SHIRTS

require-

insulted a young lady,was tarred
a few days since by a party of

CAPS.
BUY THEX AT 51 EXCHANGE ST.,
:

AND

DRAWERS

on.

having grossly

SHOT,

mar25-dly

sn

a

A Western man who has been living in
Gotham since the war, has just applied for a divorce frsm his sixth spouse. He has reason to
say, as he does, that he has had 'badluck in
wives.
A young man in Huntington, Long Island

GUNS,
POWDER,

Physician.

denomination of the national

must

now.

larged, illustrated,

Gen. Custer has gone into the sporting line
and purchased an expensive young equine

to most

prevalent

so

W. W. WHIPPLE & CO.,
oct25sntf Drngg»tH,9l Tlarket Hquare.

BATCHELOR'S HAIR DIE.

reformatory institutions in Germany.
The "Thunder Clap of Freedom" is a new paper lately started in Ashville, N. C.
Single pews in the new church of St. Bartholomew in New York reuted as high a· $3250
the other day.

nickel coin.
What is considered a lirst-class funeral cannot now be had in New York at less than $3000

Disease*

other

Sold cheap by

This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world.
The only True and Perfect Dye. Harmless Reliable
and Instantaneous; no disappointment; no ridiculous
tints or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill effects of
bad dyes washes. Produces Immediately a suoerb
Black or Natural Brown, and leaves the nair
clean, soft and beautiful. The genuine, signed W. A.
Batchelor. Sold by all Druggists.
CHAS. BATCHELOR. Prop., Ν. Y.
oetl
s ν
d&w
lyr

—

one

LIME.

CARBOLATE

Which satisfies no human need.
sure the "rhymes of George Fenno's
Which tell where Boys shouldbuy their "Clothes,"
Coat, Pants, Vest, Hat and Shoes complete,
Corner of Beach and Washington street,
Boston.
nov!3snlw

Λ bale of human hair weighing 141 pounds
was recently abstracted from the
Eamburgh
depot en route for England. It had chiefly
been obtained in lunatic asylums, prisons and

on

Portland.

Rea<l

ample.

It is already remarked that the next great
division of parties will be upon the subject of
"Free Trade." There was a good deal of it
practiced at the last election.
The Richmond Enquirer wants to bury things
"in the grave of the forgotten past. " Well,
go ahead. The corpse is waiting, and there's a
good deal of it.—Ν. Y. CommercialA lady in Missouri has brought an action
against an election inspector to settle the question of the constitutional right of women to
vote in that State.
A likeness of Thaddeus Steveus is to be

novlsntl

lost,

are

possession of the proprietor.
TK09. G. LORING, Apotlaeeary,

Highly recommended for use in Stables to prevent
HORSE DISTEMPERS

Love the honor of having been the first to introduce street cars, in
the year 1858. Cincinnati followed her ex-

stamped

be

up weak digestion,
stomach and bowels;

good will do;
Read what will benefit you most,
Avoid the false—read what is true.
Read carefully the current news,
The useful " advertisements" read,
But all mere worthless tra.uk refuse,
Reading what

Brotherly

named "Frogtown" which he proposes to run
against "Bassett" and "Monarchist" at the
New Orleans race» next Spring.

in

nov!3snlw

reading let

tones

Abundant testimonials from well knowu «itizens

JAMES FREEMAN.

In

The Mayor of St. Paul has issued a proclamatiou against the horse duease, but it doesu't

the

Arrived schooner H. PRESCOTT, from
Norfolk, with OYSTER."·, for sale at
headquarters, No. 2 Union Wharf.

Probate

—

gives strength and vigor to the
fortifies the nervous spttem; m peed i It relieve·
and dure» Conntipation, Dyapepeia, Indigestion Flatnncy, Pile·, &c:9 as no other
medicine ever has done. Χη ruing mothers afflicted
with constipation, not only find in this remedy, relief for themselves but transmit its curative properties to the child.
This medicine is a blessing to the
aged. A gentleman 80 years old who for twenty
years had suffered from constipation, and found no
relief except by the use of injections, was completly
cured by the use of one bottle of I^OHING'S
VEGETABLE NPECIFIC. As a dysqepsia jure to* challenge the world to qroduee its evual.

To the
ConeampliTe.—Wilbor'e Com·
pound of Cod Liver Oil and Lime, without possessing tiie verv nauseating flavor of the article as
»f lime
heretofore used, is endowed by the
with a healing property, which renders tfie oil doubly
Remarkable
its
efficacious.
testimonials of
efficacy
can be exhibited to those who desire to see them. For
sale by A. B. Wilbor, Chemist, 1C6 Court St., Boenovl4eod3t
tou.

Harper family.
years of age, speaks

of

This remedy is composed of the expressed juices of
Roots and Herbs which grow in our native forests.
It is not cathartic neither does it contain any mineral or any thing that would do any harm even to an
infant. Its action is tonic or strength giving. It
stimulates the Liver to secrete healthy bile, the lu-

290 & 49'i Co η grenu H tree t.

youngest, and is said to be the best educated of

β'·

CLEVELAND, OHIO

—

OR1K HAWKES Oc CO.,
novllsntf

cure

DYSPEPSIA.

MAKERS WANTED
ON

«'·

POBTLA.ND

sohs D W Clark, Peck, and Ε F Williams,
Pitt, Portland ; Ida May. Drisko. Calais.
Ar 13th. brig Carrie Winslow, Welsh, Rosario Sept
12th via Montevideo 21st.
Cld 13th. barque Eva H Fisk, Emery, Galveston.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 12th, sch John Bunyan, Gilmore, Cadiz.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 9tb, sch S Β Small, Colbath,
Port Johnson.
Ar 10th, brig Hampden. Smith, New York.
Ar 11th, sehs Concord, Gray, Rockland ; L Stewart,

CONSTIPATION
AND

ΝΤΛΤΕ OF MAINE

Westport.
Cld 12th,

for the successful treatment and

o

BONDS.

KAf„nUîhViBf,l'™Er?iîî.:la,1VCo'c·
Sî?
iwî'
Adffin'for^NewYork

,m Port Jolinson for
m d" fur Portland
; Orion,
?«ii
York for Îi
Mitchell.New
Harrington: Amirald Hirkv
do for Calais; Josie, Look.
schs
Fannie
Tcazer,
Sid,
Pike. L Λ Orcutt Je*se
Fanny Pike, Paragon, J C Libby, Senator Grimée,
F A Heath, Maraeaibo, Mary Langdon,
Col
F.idv
*
^ol Ά(Ηίϊ'
Georgiana. and others.
Ar lltli, sohs Howard, Wooster, Philadelphia tor
Boston ; Margie, McFaddou, Georgetown for do

do; Pilot's Bride, Brewster, Fort .Johnson ; Webster
Kelley, Marshall, and Senator Grimes. Philbrook, do;
Isis, Bullock, Hoboken; Nettie Gushing, Jameson,
Clinton Point; Light Boat, Wood, do; A G Brooks,
Smaliage, Gouidsboro ; Τ W Allen, Carter, Pembroke; Ghas Heath, Warren, Bangor; Belle, Dunton,

VEGETABLE

COAT, PANTS AND VEST

fiancee of Governor Cooke's sou.
Edmund Yates is sorely exercised—and very

Tacey McDonald, daughter of ex-Senator McDonald of Arkansas. Mr. Harper is one of the

o

NEW ADVERTISEMENT*.

Webber!

tormenting tortures aud terrors—The "living
death", as it is called—both these distressing maladies CAN BE CUBED by a newly discovered principle in medicine secure» 1 in
with its

—

married in December at Washto Miss Kate Dodge, sister to the

name, and will not discontinue it. albeit he has
frequently remonstrated against the outrage.
Fletcher Harper, jr., of the publishing firm
of Harper Brothels, will shortly marry Miss

DYSPEPSIA.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
ι

justly too—because the Citizen in New York
city is piiuting a weak audirasby tale over his

the fountain head of almost every disease affecting
the human family, and Its concomitant and twin brother.

Shadow.

and mind alike deteriorate when the
stomach falters in its duty and the bowels do not perform their part as scavengers of the
regularly
and naturally. In chronic dyspepsia the body is
usually emaciated, the muscular fibre loose and flabby, and the brain incapable of prolonged or vigorous
exertion. Every organ, every member, even the immortal mind itself, is to a certain extent dependent
upon the stomach for support. Strengthen and regulate this feeder of the
with
Hostetter's
system
Stomach Bitters, when it foils to perform its functions properly. A good appetite, an increased flow of
the gastric juice, and perfect disgestion and assimilation will assuredly be the result. The manner in
which the great tonic and alterative olfects a cure of
dyspepsia is direct and simple. It stimulates the
discstive organ,s cleanses without convulsing the
bowels regulates the flow of bile ajid determines it into the right channels, and exercises^ tranquilizing influence over the nerves.

ly fulfill its engagements.
Lieutenant Augur, sou of General Augui, U.

Α., will be
ington, D. C.,

ΝΟΤΠΙΝΙΙ IjIKE IT IN MKOICINK !

CONSTIPATION,

Flesli, muscle

the

Breakfast jackets of light blue cashmere,
bound with velvet, are very much in style.
The South Carolina railroad now runs fourteen through freight trains daily, and can hard-

S.

α

mes
Ϊ"Ί**·η*
f<»r

SPECIAL NOTICES.

PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
Fo^r inches of snow are reported at Moosebead Lake.

News and Other Items.

among the medical pro-

Cumberland County S. S. Convention.

the
the

can recover.

Worn to

■
"ι ■ «ρ
Bsitau : loba M L Vemey, '
V u
Newburvportj Marv l.nngf0* Hookiand ; L S "Wat sou,
wïii? χΕ?1?»®β,Ιβ>«1
^Iw York
for
Brooklyn, Me: L W Pierce,
Sni ù, ?WT
Col Elle!y, McBean,
ï
L,?™i
rV"^81»;
So Amboy for Portland.
*

My shattered, and he also received Infcattul 1»· J
juries, Ho was In iKHÛe^aion of his sonsoa when ;
released, but it seema hardly possible that he !

christian household.

12,000

—

Thet—the Democrats of Maine—didn't
take the Greeley crow at all gracefully the

Ci. WUwell uf Windbata, râoJ a paye» on thn
iifflcultles of whools in the country, showing
the lack of children there, of adult», of teachars, of teachers' meetings and sparse popula-

MRS.

CUSHMAN'S,

Cor, Congreew and Oak Ste.
Also a uice assortment of

HITMAN HAIR
At lowest Cash Prices.
nod

eot!3w

Mandarin

Tea !

Imported by

The Woman's Tea Co.
UIDKOUT SISTERS, Sole agents for Portland.
OÛice at 3011 Congress Street.
CALL AND TRY Λ. PACKAGE

sep!9-T Τ * S 3m

€ΪΙ0Ι€Ε

BIJTTER.

n

ELBRIDGE THOITS, late of Yarmouth, deceased.
Petition for allowance out of personal estate, presented by Mary H. ThoiU, widow of said deceased.
KEUEL DUINKWATKK, l«te or Cum friend, <Icceased. Petition for license to t^ell and
convey real
ostale, presented by Charles Humphrey, Administrator.

65 Tabs Vermont and i'auada Butter.
Also the best brands of Family FLmr for eale by

William .Millikrn & Co.,
novl.3d;!w*

3S'J COXGltKfM» STBKET.
BENJAMIN F. WARREN, late of Gorham, deceased. First and final account presented for allowance by Nathan E.
Warreu, Executor.
JOHN FROST, late of Westbrook (now Deoring),
decease I. Will and petition lor the probate thereof,
presented by Warren H."Vinton, tue Execu tort herein named.
GEORGE RIGGS, late of Wesfbrook, deceased.
VANCFAtTUKRB UY
Petition for administration, presented by Grace
WOT.
Ε.
HOOPER & SONS,
deceased.
of
said
widow
Riggs,
Send for price-list.
HENRY S. JACKSON, late of Cape Elizabeth, deBaltimore, Md.
junl5-Gm
ceased. Wili and petition for the probate thereof,
Executor
B.
therein
Jackson,
Henry
presented by
named.
Gait Biock War»* house
ISABELLA W. BISHOP,Bute of Portland, deceasNo«. » and β Ouït Block.
ed. First accouut presented for allowance by L. Eugene Weymouth, Executor.
JOHN CARNEY, late of Portland, deceased. Pefor Flour and Merchandise, t'ai s distition for liccnse to sell and couvey real estate, precharged and loaded in front ot' the stores. Waresented by William L. Putnam, Administrator.
house
W. J. DYER,
given.
receipts
ELIZABETH P. DODGE, late of Portland, deceasS. MAI ONE.
ed. First aud tinal account, and petition that Wornov4eod3w*
E.
A. NORTON.
thy C Barrows may be appointed Administrator,
presented by Bonjamin Dodge, Guardian and eldest
1!(NA
J.ULMEIt.
brother of said deceased.
ELIZA C. MORRISON, late ofPortland, deceased.
T«aelier of the Cabinet Organ and Piano
Will an 1 petition for the probate thereof, presented
.TJO C'OXiREJtX NTREKT.
by Andrew Jackson, the Executor therein named.
HAPPY MORSS, late of Portland, deceased. First
Reference, Q. Walter Goold. References and oraud final account pieaented for allowancobv William
ders left at Stockbridge's aud Hawee Λ CraginV
W. Thomas Jr., Administrator wirli the will annexoctl5
eo<l3m
ed.
EMMA H, SHAW, late of Portland, deceased.
Notice.
First and final account presented for allowance
by
Ε. A. NORTON retired from our Arm on the
Hanno W. Gage, Administrator.
]VÏR.
of
1T1. first
September ult. The business will be
SAMUEL SIMMONS, late of Portland, deceased.
continued bjr tne remaining partners hereafter at
Copy of will and petition that the same may be veroffice No. 11 Moulton st.
ified and established as the will of said testator,
NORTON, CHAPMAN & CO.
presented by Thankful W. Simmons widow of said
novldSw
Portland, Nov. 1, 1872.
deceased.
OLIVIAS. VAUGHAN, late ofPortland. deceasStrain Engine For Solo·
ed. First and final aceount presented for allowance
portable Steam Eugene, six horse power
by Byron D. Verrill,-Administrâtor with the will anof the Ames Co. manufacture. May be seen at
nexed.
43 Union street.
nov2ood3w&w4w
PATRICK DOYLE, late oi Portland, deceased.
NORMA HULL & CO.
Petition that Clarenco Hale may be appointed Administrator, presented by Henry lay lor, creditor of

FISHER Μ Ε

NT

TWINES AND NETTING,

Company,

STOWAGE

ANEW

FOR

WATERMAN, Judge.
original Order.
Attett,—WILLIAM K. NEAL, Register.
A.
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Our *·■)<« «ϊίΟΛ» Vilk·.
The lecture last fvenins by the Bc*v. BuWi l
Collyer of Chicago, was a most decided sue
1
cess, if a large an appreciative audience be
The liall wa< completely filled, and tin
test.
lecture listened to with (lis closest attention
the lecturer being frequently interrupted b;
hearty bursts of applause. The title of tin

THE ΡΧΙΈΒΒ.
THURSDAY MORXrSG, XOV. 14,1872.

CITY AND VICINITY.
*

ΐΙΙΕ PBKM
obtained at the Periodical Depots of FesBr-w., Marquis, Robinson, Brinell & Co.
\ndrews. Wentvrorui, Glendenuiug, Moses, Henrccrιοή, ami Chls':V,im Bros., 011 all trains that run out ox

Maybe

seuden

the oily.
At Biddi i ird, of
FKlsbwy.
At Sac of L, Hodgdon·
At Waterville. of J. S. Carter.
At Gorham, of News Ageut.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Lowlstou, of W. F. Stanwood,

!»w

AdrertiM·»·!· To-Day.

AUCTION COLUMN.
Furniture, &c.—F. O. Bailey & Co.
Furniture—F. O. Biiley & Co.
SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
1 0 Coat, Pants au l Vest Makers Wanted.
To the Consumptive.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Insurance Card—J. H. Webster.
I>og Lost—Manasseh Smith.
Partner Wanted.
Wanted. To learn Boot or Vest Making,
For Sale—Bound Volumes of Kennebec Journal.
Chinese Gaoils—Hayes & Douglass.
Oysters—At wood.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Clothing—Orin Hawkes Λ Co.

J

discourse, "Our Folks and other Folks," is oin
of those indeterminate titles which permits tin
speaker the utmost latitude of discussion, a
nothing he chooses to say can well be construct
to l>e out of the pale of liis subject.
Mr. Collyer is an effective speaker, inter
spersing the subject matter of his lecture witl
streaks of pathos and fun, and flavoring the
mixture with a dash of ihe prevalent pulpit or
atory of the day. He is a capital raconteur
and bis anecdotes, many of which pre draw;
from his own personal e*perienC3, put his auHe began by
dience in the best of humor.
saying that he had chossn "Our Folks and other Folks" for the title
of his lecture becaun
there was about it a taste of the fireside, of tbt
bread our own mothers had baked and the wa
ter from our own wells.
He then proceeded t(
give an outline sketch of the material prosper
ity of our country and the great ai vantage!
which "our folks" possess over "other folks.'
We have twelve millions of people engaged in

gainful occupations,and by gainful occupations
the speaker did not mean gambling hells oi
.grog shops, or the Washington lobby or the
Credit Mobilier. The condition of the workinj

mainly by testimony
opinion in regard to

of medical

experts

the woman's

as

having

to their
been in

labor at the time the defendant was called, and
s to whether the course of treatment by the defendant was a proner one under the circumstances, and
other minor {roïnts. Evidence all out. Mr. Butler
will commence the argument for the defendant this
(Thursday) morning and will be followed by Mr.
Keed for the plaintiff.
T. B. Reed for the plff.
Butler & Fessendon for deft.
true

*

Municipal Court.
JUDGE

MORRIS PRESIDING.

Wednesday.—Thirteen cases of libelled liquors
forfeited. No claimants.
One case of libelled liquors claimed by Jas. Welch;
order of restoration.
Bradburys.
John Foley, search and seizure. Discharged.
Howard & Cleaves.
Michael Joyner and Michael O'Donnell, affray.
J. O'Donnell.
Discharged.
Thomas lting, intoxicut'on. Fined $5; committed.
Law Derision*·
Charles C. Andrews et. al. vs. Farmers' Mutual
Fire Insurance Co. Judgment for plaintiff for twothirds of the value of the property insured, or *000
and interest, as by terms of the policy.
George VY. Whi'tcwore ν». Jacob Lndden. Exceptions and motion overruled.
Alfred Haskell vs. Charles H. Sampson et. al. Hin-

ceptions overruled.
David A. Van Valkeuburg
al. Exceptions overruled.

vs.

Francis B. Smith ct.

The Μλιχε State Pbess, issued to-(lay, contains a full account of the disastrous fire in
Boston, with a chart of the "burut district"
aud vicinity. It is a live newspaper and is as
admirable substitute for a daily. Terms $2.
Brief Jottings.
Schumacher has received some excellent views
of Farmington, including the scenery about
Little Blue, the Willows and other noted

places.
The Long Shore Boat club give
a ball at
Lancaster Hall (this) Thursday evening.

a

Indian suinnierish yesterday forenoon.
The buyers of woolen goods apparently have
bias in favor of Portland markets at pres-

ent.
The

going to

men are

wear

seal skin caps

this winter.
The horse cars made their appearance

again

yesterday.
Don't forget the rich musical treat tonight.
After the lapse of mauy days the streets
have resumed their usual animated aspect.
The mystery of the melodramatic Spauiard
still awaits solution.
Boston fire news are beginning to pale upon
the public taste, and people are longing for
another first class sensation.
If you have a stock of leather 011 hand hold
it for a further rise
The public are becoming auxioue to know the
result of that deep laid plan by means of which
the Deputy by the name of .Jordan proposed to
clip the wings of "Professor" Haioes.

"Marking up" woolens has been the principal employment of our dry goods dealers for
the last two days.
Stanley, the discoverer, ef Livingstone,reaches this city on his 950,000 lecture tour, the 28th
proximo. As the most prominent representutive of American.energy and "go-aheadiveness"
now before the public, ho will bo likely to draw
a crowd.
Jennie Kempton the 2d of December, Sharpe
& Buckley Thanksgiving night,Stanley December the 28th.
The steamer

Express

has recommenced her

The Boston boat had all her smoke stacks
swept away in Tuesday night's gale. Her captain says it was the hardest passage she ever
had.
Mr. Macdonald, the Pullman car conductor,
died at Montreal Tuesday afternoon.
Among the signers for the formation of a
Maine Association in New York are the followJames Brooks, Erastus
ing Portland men:
Brooks, J. B. Libby, J. W. Parker, H. G. K.

Calef,
Lothrop, J. C. Noyés, H. Gruntal, M.
M. Robinson, A F. Libby, J. E. Dow, Jr., S.
M. Milliken, D. W. Robinson, T. R. Capen and
F. G. Dow. There are 298 eigners to the call.
J.

The children realized about 50 dollars at their
fair Tuesday evening.
Capt. Dee ring has built an additional story
on bis bouse on Brackett street.
Λ thirty-five year old horse died yesterday of
the epizootic. The "Palmer mare" died TuesThe
day night, and another horse yesterday.
trouble with the two last was purpura hemor-

rhagica.
At a meeting

of the -McLellan Cadets held
last evening, the following officers were elected :
Captain, Oeorge T. Cushing; 1st Lieut., C. M.
Smith; 2d Lieut., C. L. Cummings; Clerk, C.

M. Hunt.
The schoouer Casco Lodge of this city, according to the Times, collided with the steamer
Clipper in Saco harbor Tuesday evening, dam-

aging the Clipper considerably.
We understand that the dining hall of the
United States Hotel is about to be enlarged, it
being sufficiently capacious to accomodate
the guests
There were 100 guests at the teatable last evening.

not

of

the St

Lawrence

Webtbrook Semlnarv.—Tho annual catalogue of Westbrook Seminary for 1871-72 is received. This institution of learning appears to
be in a flourishing condition.
The board of
instruction consists of C. B. Varnev, Α. M.,
Acting Principal, Instructor in Greek and Latin; J. N. Norton,A. M., Natural Science; Bev.
R. N. John, B. Ph., Mathematics and Book,
keeping; Miss Helen L. Pratt, L. Α., Preceptress; Miss Lizzie A. Hoyt, Music and French;
Geo. \V. Maraton, Music; Mrs. Cordelia S.

Pierce, Painting, water colore; Mis» A. A.
Latham, Drawing and Oil Paiutiug. A general summary gives the number of students in
the collegia fe department as 43.
Academical
80. General list, ladies 90, gentlemen 76. Total 289. Attendance, winter term, ladies 4!),
gentlemen 47; total 96. Spring term, ladies 84,
gentlemen 70; total 174. Fall term, ladies 100,
gentlemen 90; total 190. Total by terms 460.
This institution confers the degrees of Laureate of Arts mid Science. The course of study
embraced in the several departments is marked
by variety and thoroughness. Under the Nor-

department special attention is given to
those fitting themselves as teachers. The convenient and healthy location of this institution;
its Apparatus and library, low scale of expenses, and personal care of those in charge, have
given to it the distinguished reputation it has
so long
justly enjoyed.
mal

Commanoer Mayo gives notice that a meet
ing of the Local Board for the examination and
promotion of Light-house keepers and assistant

Light-house keepers for Cape Elizabeth, Negro
Island (Camden),
Manbeigan, will be held at
the Inspector's office at
Portland, on the 3d of
Dec. next—and for Mt. Desert
Bock and Grindels Point (Penobscot
Bay) at Ellsworth, on
the 26th of November.
Appointments will be
given by the Light-house Board in accordance
with the recommendation of the
Local Board,
subject to transfer and promotion.

Me. Morgan's Lecti-re—The Boston
Journal speaking of Morgan's lectures iu that

city,
was unprecedented.
Many
not being able to obtain

"The crowd
turned away,
standing room." Our readers will therefore
see the necessity of securing their tickets in
season for his lecture at City
Hall, Sunday
Bays:
were

evening

next.

then to strike it down if it commake it pay the cests for both
sides. We have abolished slavery. The speaker had a realizing sense of this fact
when he
saw in Chicago an Irishman step from the sidewalk into the mud and the snow of the street
to let a colored wo man pass.
Mr. Collyer then looked upon the reverse of
the medal and pictured some of the evils of the
He
age, to which "our folks are subjectedurged the necessity of starting children right.
Good mothers are the mould in which are cast
good men and good women. When Napoleon
remarked that the great want of France was
mothers, ho saw in the distance the dark shadows of Sedan and Metz.
In a certain large
factory iu England when a boy applies for a
situation they inquire into the character of bis
mother.
If that be good, he Is aocepted, no
matter what his father may be.
The speaker
closed a glowing tribute to mothers, by alluding
to the Madonna and child of Murillo.
The
child has the aspect of a king on his throne,
but the look of the mother is in his eyes.
We
may be sure that aspect of majesty is nut on for
the benegl of the wise men of the East, and
when they had gone he began crow ng and
cooing in his mother's arms, putting to shame
the wise by the foolish.
Bv and bv a time connu wlu-n th*
of our father is felt, but it never equals that of
the niothor. The speaker had sometimes almost
regretted that he could recall bis own
boyhooa so vividly. When his little ten year
olu was guilty of some mischievous prank, the
father's chiding tongue was stilled by the recollections of his own boyish freaks, and he felt
as tlio' he ought to take half the blame himself.
There ought to be a mutual trust and confidence between father and sou. No more beautiful sight is to be seen than an old man leaning
upon the arm of his sod, who is the staff of bis
ape. Don't think a boy's taste must of necesBecause you
sity coincide with your own.
failed in mechanics is no reason why you should
dissuade your sou from the study.
The speaker's father attempted all his life to get to America and failed. The son succeeded in coming
and had found his fortune here.
In the treatment of boys you must temper
kindness with Hrmness.
Apropos to this, Mr.
Collver related the anecdote of the Scotch
teacher who was placed over a school of turbulent boys.
He entered the school room, took
his place at the desk and began to pray, but
with his eyes wide open.
Presently fie saw an
urchin slyly reach forth his hand and pinch
his neighbor.
The teacher gave Dim a soundiug thump in the side of his head and continued
his prayer.
That conquered the boys.
They
fouud it impossible to resist a man who could
watch and pray at the same time.
The father should also maintain courteous
and confidential relations with the daughters.
He should court her until the other fellow
to

Omittf.d.—-We were obliged to leave out the
statement of the excellent Insurance companies
represented by Mr. J. H. Webster in our last
issue. They will be found elsewhere.

BY TELEGRAPH.

Baxoob,

Nov. 13.—A severe gale commenced
liera at eleven o'clock last night raging through
the night with great frenzy.
The schooner Seraph was blown ashore and
carried away her rudder post.
It is reported
that two or three others are ashore below.
An unfinished house in Glenburn was com-

wuuiu uu oeutc

aeil

TEXAS.
Galveston", Nov. 13.—The net majority in 40
counties is 8,773. It is gonerally conceded that
the Dsmocrats have elected all the Congressmen
and have a majority in both branches of the

Legislature.
Austin has about 10,000 majority for the permanent

Wnrmnlb** Trick'·.

Orleans, Nov. 13.—Gov. WarmuLh has
re-organized the election returning board by retiring Secretary of State Herron, Senator'An-

derson

and Lieut. Governor Pinchback, and
substituting Col. Jack Wharton, Durant Daponte and Col. F. II. Hatch. Senator Lymau
retired voluntarily. There is much excitement
in political circles. Judge Dibble has issued an
injunction ill favor of Herron. It is believed
the Superior Court, which has decided that two
®f the late members were ineligible,will sustain
the Governor.

A Nhooling Affair.
Lo'îAXsport, Nov. 13.—Judge Dykeman, a
prominent citizen of this place, shot W. C.
Morean, one of the O'Conuor electors from
this State and now editor of the Loganspori
Sun. The cause, of the shooting was an article
which appeared in last week's Hun denouncing
Dyketnan. The wound is serious but probably
not fatal.
An attempt wrs made last night to
tar and feather Morean, but was prevented by
the police.

Bosto.v,

Nov. 13.—Considerable progress has
to-day in clearing away debris and
recovering safer, and levelling walls in the
burnt district.
The military guard will ha continued till the
buried vaults and safes containing valuables
are mostly recovered.
The city polico who worked hard during the
fire are needed on their regular duty. All bar
rooms remain closed.
The reappearance of
gaslight litter twonights
of darkness, gives the city a more cheerful appearance, and is appreciated, particularly by
the newspaper offices.
been made

Abandoned Vessel.
R. L, Nov. 13Γ—Stcauiship.Citv
of Galveston from New Orleans, re|K>rts passed
on the 12th iust.,
lat. 3ti 30, long. 74 30, a herliiapheodite brig, waterlogged and abandoned,
black, with a yellow streak, cutwater surmounted by a gilt eagle's head. The spars
were lying "across the deck and both anchors
were in the sail.

Providence,

Suspemaioa.
The suspension of F. A. Hawley & Co. .bankand brokers, is announced, It is said the
firm will shortly resume busiuess.
KfO More Greenback».
Bostox, Nov. 13.—The Itelief Committee
have issued the following:

ers

Relief Committee Booms,
j
City Hall, Bostou, Nov. 13. I
It having been suggested that the Secretary
of the Treasury might issue an additional
amount of currency in view of our calamity.
Resolved, That this committee earnestly re
monstrate against the issue as unwise, unuecessary and prejudicial to the whole country.
William Gray, Chairman.
(Signed)
Caught in the Act.
Lowell, Nov. 13.—The clothing store of
Charles E. Sargent on Central street, was entered last night by breaking a glass. Officer S.
L. Bailey discovered the breakage and entering
through the same found a mau who gave the
name of Thomas
Morgin,supposed to hail from
New York. He was held in ^1000 to appear at
the Superior Court.

Lime.

Men and women must take time aud trouble to
find oat if they are fitted for each other before
they marry; they should not come together like
alkali aud acid, making a fizzle and steam
and then settling down into dish-water, but
like the clear rills let them flow together with
The woman's rights mean
sweet harmony.
this, she says, "I challenge your declaration ol
Independence until it makes me equal with
yourself." This is a lost prerogative. Your
old Saxon ancesters let me vote and then
fought for me, says woman, and justly too.—
Irving says, "Columbus hud his attention first
called to America by a woman."
What a woman means by her rights she shows by her actions—she takes the platform and draws like
I once knew a man aud wife,
an old tea-pot.
both preachers—he supplied a pulpit and re
celved pay as much as they thought he was
worth; she supplied it the following Sabbath
NEW YORK.
and tliev paid her just twice as much and 91
The speaker touched rapidly several ilover.
lustrations showing woman can ant nobly and
The Pigeon Hole Indictment·.
decisively as well as man. In France a woman
heroically snatched a child from the track in
Sew York, Nov. 13.—The Sun reports the
front of a locomotive at the peril of her own
District Attorney as hwring declined to take
life, and as soon as she reached a point of safe
all the indictments from the pigeon Ink's and
The railroad
ty she spanked the youngster.
try thein at once. There are about nue hunlier
a
sent
franc
cents,
compauy
piece, twenty
dred pigeon hole indictments for homicide and
for her own safety, or saving the boy,or spauk
various grades of manslaughter.
The bonds
ing him, they did not say which.
men are mainly politicians. In addition, there
By their rights the wonieu mean anything are about twenty prisoners waiting trial for
they can do, at home, in the commonwealth 01 homicide and manslaughter.
elsewhere. There is an unjust inequality uadei
Belmont'· Art Collection.
the law—wills is an illustration. The woman
The sale of Belmont's collection of foreign
I
takes care of religion, the man of politics.
paintings last evening realized about $8000.
believe it would be better if she would make
her husband take a half interest in the one anr
Confession of α Defaulter.
she take a half interest in the other.
Iliram C. Itogers, the defaulting cashier of
he
to
said
like
the
wh<
Referring politics,
boy
the Gold Exchange Bank has confessed the
had a canary for sale and was of which sex thi
crime. He stated that lie lost the money in
buyer wanted, so some of the politicians are on<
stock speculations.
thing or the other, and there area good man;
yew Disease among the Horses.
in that way just now in this country.
(Ap
A species of dropsy hus attacked a number
plause.) The soldier alive and the hero alea<
of diseased horses throughout the
demand of us that^jve make our country illus
city. It is
surmised that tlio swelling is occasioned
trious too.
by poison yet lingering in the system,
woman's
to
he
said,wi
Referring
rights again
Insurance Hatters.
must put the woman's intention* beside man':
reason.
We have got to pay woman what hei
At a secret meeting of tlie Board of Fire
labor is really worth, i'iios. Hughes told m<
underwriters resolutions wore adopted making
that in England the plan of giving the work
the rates of insurance conform to those of 1870,
in the profits works well.
Thi 1
men a share
which are understood to be an advance ou pre»Talmud says "add a trade to your study am I ent rates from 10 to 15 per cent. The
subject
then you will be free from sin.'
I of Mansard roofs was referred to a special comAs the speaker made liis adieu to the audieno
mittee, who it is expected will declare uninsurable all buildings, dwellings excepted, that have
he was given a parting round of applause. Hi:
tho Mansard roof constructed of other thau
sympathetic manner had evidendtly placei ' fire-proof material. Insurance men are becomthem en rapport with liini. It is quite impossi
ing more cheerful and believe that the losses
by the Boston fire will fall below the estimate
ble in a report necessarily so imperfect aR this
of Monday.
to give an idea of Mr. Collyer's many felicitie
.Hore Ring Villainy.
of expression, of his broad, human and dee]
There were some astounding disclosures in
the Harlem Court House investigation yesterpathos. To appreciate the lecture one mus
day. John Scallon, the contractor for building
hear it.
thé court house, told all about the private house
that Genet built.
Slight Fihe.—An alarm of fire was gi ven a
Losses of Insurance Companies,
midnight caused by the discovery of a fire ii
The Spectator says the following insurance
the foundry of the Portland Company's Work ,
companies have suspended: Bay State and Peoby Mr. Bartholomew Beroney, the veterai
ples' of Worcester, and the Market of New
watchman at the Grand Trunk depot. An alarn
York. The Bay State losses $250,000, and will
pay 75 per cent. The Peoples' loses §600,000,
was given, aud the prompt prescuce of the en
and will pay 50 per cent. The Humboldt will
gines quickly extinguished what would liavi I
pay 40 per cent., and the International 50 to 60
been one of the most disastrous fires that coul· 1
The Narragansett Company loses
per cent.
have occurred in the city. The loss is trifling
$250,000; the Union of Bangor, $150,000; the
Firemen's
of
New York, $80,800; National of
and will not materially interfere with the opera
New York, #140,000; Merchants'of New York,
tiens of the Com pan y.
$116,000; Standard of Now York, $278,000. A
special to the Sped itor from Boston says the
New Bcildlngb.— Ceo. R. Davis & Co. ari
National pays in full. The Boylston and Washbuilding a block of three genteel residence:
ington companies start afresh to-day. The
Mutual Companies of Massachusetts will pay
cor. Brackett and Neal streets.
They are tw<
in full and must assess the full amount requirstory, French roof, bay windows for both floor:
ed by both.
and will bo supplied with bath rooms, gas arn
Frightened Insurance Companies.
£ebago water. They huve also put a founda
The Equitable Insurance Compajy in this
tion uuder a cottage in the rear and intend put j city has stopped taking risks and have called a
j meeting of the stockholders. The total risks in
ting on a French roof and piazzs.
the burnt district are $317,000; total assets $430,000. The Merchants' Company have also cullCoos Hunt.—There was a coon hunt 01
ed a meeting of the stockholders to determine
York street yesterday. Several private watch
The total assets are $335,on a future course.
men in that vicinity got on the trail of the ani
461; total at risk in the burnt district $210,000.
mal and hunted him down with their pet dogs
Tammany Uognes.

Morton Rc-.'VoiuinnteH.
Indianapolis, Nov. 13.—The Rspubliean
caucus to-night unanimously nominated SenaI ator Morton for re-election.
(•enaMr

Fay Steam Mill Co.—The following name »
have been elected officers at the Fay Stear
Mill Company for theensuingyear:—President
Alfred S. Perkins; Directors—A. 8. Perkins
Samuel Crafts, Geo. W. Woodman, W. H
men

Woodbury,

John N. Lord;

Secretary

and Treat

nrer, W. E, Donnell,
The loss of the Mauhattan Insurance Co.
of New York is but Ç3Q,000 instead of .$300,00 )
as given in the
advertisement of Messrs. Do«
Coffin & Libby. The mistake comes iron
the hurry
consequent upon the late reception ο Ε

advertisements.

It is statod that some inspectors and canvassers of the election districts in thiscity, inwhich
returns were held back nnd the plurality figured up for Lawrence, the Democratic candidate
for Mayor, are to be arrested for making false
election returns.
A Judge Bises to Kxplain-

Judge Ingalls publishes a
that his

denying
Ingersoll complaint has
statement

decision in the
staved off the ring suit. The matter stricken
out was only what O'Conor declared in the argument before tlic general term to be irrevelent
and not bearing ou the case. His decision only

simplified the

case.

A

Scamp Arrested.

& John H. Tonnant, said to be a merchant of
this city, was arrested yesterday for breaking
open the door of a private room in the Astor
House and making an aggravated assault upon
a lady occupant.
He was committed for trial
without bail

FINANCIAL AÎSD CD.1IÛIERCIAL

METEOROLOGICAL..
SYNOPSIS OF WEATHER REPORTS FOR THE >*AST
TWENTY-FOCH HOURS.

War

Dep't,

Office Chief Siunal)
>
Officer, Washington, I>. C.,
Nov 13. (8.00P. AMI
Probabilities.—The barometer will probably
continue fulling over the lower lakes and thence
over the entire sections of the
Middle States
and New England, with south-westerly to
south-easterly winds, threatening weather and
rain to-morrow; in the south Atlantic and Gulf
States, south-easterly to south-westerly winds
and partially cloudy weather will prevail; in
the north-west and thence to tho Missouri and
upper and lower Ohio valleys, northerly to
westerly wiuds, and clearing and partially
cloudy weather, with occasional light rain and
snow ; on the upper lakes,brisk and
high southwesterly to nortli-westerlv winds, threatening
weather and rain, extending into Illinois, Indiana and Ohio.. The report»
from the iveiterπ
Gulf, the uorth-west, and the north and south
Pacific stations are missing. Warning signals
continue at Duluth, Chicago,Milwaukee,Grand
Haven, Detroit, Toledo, Cleveland. Buffolo,Oswego and Rochester.

FOREIGN
Peace in Mouth America.
13.—The steamship Bayne,
froui Rio Jaueiro Oct. 23d, lias arrived.
Gen. Mitre, the Argentine Euvoy, was rapidly bringing negotiations with the Brazilliau
government to a satisfactory termination. All
obstacles to an amicable settlement are removcd. The Argentine confederation was to make
a separate treaty with .Paraguay.
1rm»|r of President Thin·».
Paris, Nov. 13.—The message of President
Thiers was received by the National Assembly
to-day. The message begins with thanks to
God tor the progress of the work ofr reparation
and general prosperity of the country.
Referring to the extraordinary success of the last
loan asked by the government, it says that the
whole available capital of the commercial
world was offered to France. Half of the loan
has been realized in three months.
Germany
has been paid 800,000,000 francs of the war indemnity, and she will receive 200,000,000 more
in December. The Budget shows that there is
a deficit of
132,000,000 francs for the past fiscal
year, but the estimates show that the equilibriuni of expenditure aud reserve will be restored in 1873, and that the surplus
be looked
for in 1874. Allusion is tunde tomay
the disasters
of the late war, the cruel dismemberment of
the country and the frightful burdon it had to
bear, and the establishment of the Republic.
All these things suddenly bursting on a surprised and disheartened country might have
resulted in an irrepairable disaster. Order had
not been maintained.
A forcible appeal is
made to theoretical Republicans not to spare
eTen excessive sacrifices for order in their own
interests. The Republic exists as the legal
government. An attempt at any other form of
government would lead to a most terrible revolution. The President deprecates the formal
proclamation of the Republic by the Assembly.
The 1 letter policv would lie to impress on the
institutions of tlie couutry the features of conservative Republicanism. The Republic must
be conservative, otherwise it cannot exist. The
absolute need of France is repose.
The mass
might live through η f«w days of agitation, but
after fighting others it fears itielf and falls into the arms of an adventurer, travelling the
sad and humiliating journey from anarchy to
despotism and despotism to anarchy. The
slightest fault is sufficient to wreck the Republic. France orderly and strong inspires confidence in foreign powers, who desire above all
a just equilibrium.
France, it she chooses,
may become surrounded by trusting and useful
friends. To the Assembly on the left, the invitation of constitutional measures, the decisive moment has arrived for the work.
The
President promises deference, co-operation aud
dovotion. He concludes by invoking God to
bless the work of the Assembly, aud render
complete and durable a consummation which
has not been attained since the commencement
of the country.

Lisbon, Not.
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MINOR TELEOBADM.
Rogers, the defaulting cashier of the Gold
Bank of New York, was a General during the
war, aud served on Gen. Slocum's staff.
Gen. Bancroft, the American Minister at
Berlin, is now on a visit to Constantinople.
Jordan's music hall, an unfinished three
story building at Dauielsouville, Conn., was
The loss exceeds
blown down Tuesdav night.

£4,000,
An Havana special reporta the insurgents
as being in some force at Vista Hertnasa, under
command of Enrique El Americans.
A steam saw mill at Plymouth village, N.H.
owned by Clark & Huston, was burned Tuesday night. Loss sm,000: insured for .«8,000;
cause

incendiary.

First

keep them
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Thursday

a

wore

United
United
United
United
United
United
United

the quota

ions

coupon C*e, 1881
3-20 8 1862
States 5-20's 1SG4
States 5-20's 1865, old
States 5-20's 1S<>5, new
States 5-20's 1867
States 5-20's IfCS
States 5's. new
States 10-40's., coupon....

Currency (i's

115
1094

ll»8i

113J

shade firmer and less active; sales 59,000 bush; Not
Spring 156 @ 1 59 ; No 2 do 1 45 @ 151 ; Winter Red
Western 168 @ 1 63; White
Michigan 1 70 @2 00.—
Corn less active and unchanged; sales 91,000 bush;
ft earner Mixed Western 634
y, G4c ; <lo sail 64 ® 64Jc.
Oats firmer and fairlv
active; dale* 51,000 bush; new
While 46 @ 50c ; oM "Western Mixed 47 @ 50c. Beef
dull. Pork dull; new mess 15 87 @ 16 00. Lard is
weak at lit M ftje. Butter weak; State 24 @ 30c.—
Whiskey dull and lower at 95J @ 96c. Rice quiet at
71 @ 8$c. Sugar firm ; Porto Rico lui @ 11c ; Muscovado atsj@iic; refluinz 91 (g 10c. Coffee firm ; Rio
15®18Ηη Gold. Molasses dull; clayed M è 25e ;
Muscovado 22 H ;io<:. Naval Stores—Spirits Turpentiuo quiet at e>c; Rosin quiet at 4 35 @ 4 40 for
strained. Petroleum 1» quiet: crude 14J @ 14Jc; refined at 27Jr. Tallow Ib quiet and weak at 0 @ 91c.
Wool very flrmlv held ; pulled 50c.
Freights to Liverpool steady; Cotton per steamer
7 @ 74α ; do per sail 5-33 @ 3-lnd ; Grain per steamer
9Jd; do Ball 9(1.
Chicago, Nov, 13.—Flour iiulel and In ratlier more
shipping demand, but still thero is difficulty in delivering. Wheat steady; No 1 Spring at 114; No2
Spring at 1 02} on spot or Nov; 103ideo. Corn Irregular and unsettled and closed dull; No 2 Mixed at
31|@32c; rejected sold at. 30c and closed at 2t»jc.
Oatsateady; No2at 2le; rejectod at 17J ® 18c. Bye

steady;

No 2 at
61j @ 52c. Barley active andhigher;
No 2 Fall at 62c. Provisions quiet and weak. Mess
Pork nominally at 13 25 @ 13 50 for new cash sales;
seller Jan 12 25.
Lard steady at 7ic on spot.
Bulk
Meats none; for old short clear middles β}; January
hams iu pickle sold at luj <S 11c ; bulk short rib middles boxed 7c.
Whiskey steady at 90c,
Lake Freights nominal at 8J ® 9Jc.

1

OTHER

possesses the peculiar properties which so exactly
suit the various conditions of the human hair.
For sale by all DniggiVts.
no29 en
eodly

ΛυυιιυΛ

celebrated Violinist.
Third Concert Thursday Evening, «Van.
9th, by the following distinguished talent:—Mrs.
JULIA HOUSTON WEST. Soprano. Miss Addie S.
RYAN, Contralto. .JAS. N. WHITNEY, Tenor, H. C.
BARNABEE, Basso, HERMANN KOTZSCHMAR,
Director. Also will appear on this occasion, for the
tirst time in Portland, MASTER ALBERT VAN
RAALTE, (only 12 years of age,) Violinist.
Fourth Coneert TliurNdny Eveniug, Jan.
i.'ld, by tbeMENDELSSOHN QUINTETTE CLUB
of Boston (24th season), assisted by Mrs. H. M.
SMITH.
Lecturer»—Hon. DANIEL DOUGHERTY, ot
Philadelphia. November 22d. Subject—"Eloquence
aud Orators." Hon. THOMAS FITCH, of Nevada,
(late Counsel for Brigham Young) December 5th. Sabject—"Scalpers and Quakers." "JOSH BILLINGS"
(Henry W. Shaw, Esq.,) December 28th. Subject—
"What I know about Hotels." ANNA E.DICKINSON, January ICth. Subject—"Things hooed for."
The full Portland Band will furnish music on the
evenings of lectures.
Season Tickets, admitting to the entire course of
Lectures and Concerts, $2.00 : for sale [evervwbere.
Members, Tickets $1.00, (each member entitled to
two,) to be obtained of the Treasurer. Thos. J. Little.
Evening Tlekcts to Concerts, from 75 cents to $1.00.
Reserved seats for the course $1.00 each. Male to
commence on Wedncaday Evening. October :iOth, at H o'clock at Armv and Hall, after
which date the plan of seats can be found at Rand &
Thomes', next door to Music Hall entrance.
oc26
td
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Course.

HALL,

commence

Rev. Robert

with a Lecture

l»y

Coilyer,

13, 187*4·
SUBJECT—"Our Folks and Other Folk·."

Rev.

November

FOLLOW CD

BE

BV—

Henry Ward Bcecliei\

Tuesday Evrninj;, November 19» 1879·
(With a new Lecture.)

1). R.

Locke, esq., "Nasby,"

Wednesday, Evening» November iJ7, 'ί'-Ι
SUBJECT—"Hannah Jane."

John B.
I

Gough, Esq.,

Wednesday livening,

Furniture at Auction.
THURSDAY, Nov. 2l»t, at 10 A. 41.,

ONsell the Furniture
in House
of

well

street,

December

F. A.

rear

J. S. BAILEY Λ TO.,

Commission Merchants,
—A>*n—

AUCTIONEE R Β
kx€ham;e 8TRKk r.
Next l>eîow Merchants' Exchange.
JOSEPH S. BAILEY,
GEO. W. PAUKER.
References— Messrs. II. J. Libby & to., and Hun.
Charles P. Kinib.il
Me.; Messrs. Leonard
& Co., and Lee & Shepard, Boston.
apllt
IVO.

NEW

Wecnesdny Evening, Derenaber 11,187'2.
Subject—"Women in the old time and in the new."

James T. Fields, Esq.,
Wedncdny Krrnini, Junnnrr S, Ι87.Ί.
SUBJECT—"Masters of the Situation."

Edmund Yates, Esq., "of London."
! Wednesday Evening, Jnnnary

1873.

SUBJECT—"English Society,"
AM)

A

Musical Entertainment

:

!

by

tlie

Portland Band previous to each

Tickets for the ('«urn· $1.50: Reserved Seats (In
the Gallery) 31 extra; Evening ticket» 50 cents, at
the usual places.
Members' tickets (each member
entitled to two) $1.00, to be obtained at Stnckbridge·'
Music Store, ExchanKe Street, where the sule of Re- :
served Seats will commence'on Wednesiiav, Not. β,
at 9 o'clock a. m.
Doors open at 6J ; Lecturo at 7J o'clock.
LECTURE COMMITTEE:
M. N. Rich
Charles E. Joso,
John C, Procter,
Charles H. HaeJceu,
Chas. \V. Roberts,
Henry Fox,
11. F. Furbish.
octtOdtf.
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PKINTINfJ
roe
Office.

IS

JYORK !

An

Importer*

Bankrupt
—

or

Stock

—

JIILLIXEfiY (liOOI)S
recently bought In New York, eon»Ut!cg of

RIBBONS,

VELVETS,

VELVETEEN'S,
Tt'KUCOEIsi·: SILKS
OSTRICH TIPPS A"
will

be ofiered at

a

FEATHERS,

great sacrifice at

LATXER'S.
KID

GLOVES!

Just received .**00 doa. pairs of

GERMAN AND FRENCH KIDS !
Best qualit ies, desirable shades, in
at 95 per cent less than our former

all sizes, selling
praee«t

REAL MALTA LACES !
Newest patterns, best qualties, hand made. We
will rush oft' 200 pieces at almost half their
real va'ue.

FRINGES !
Iridic»'

WIMPS !

I* tick-kin

CORSETS !
Kid

and

Guiiuilei

<;iovr*:
Η ο η I Κ R »*
marked

down at almost cost price*.

TADIEM, TAKE ADVANTAGE
buy bargains and save money

at

L ΑΤΛ KR'S
:STEW

YORK

335 I'oiisrross

HBANCH,

Street, Portland, Me.

uov4

«

11m

Portland
...

Bath

Dayton Ohio
Columbus "
Cook

neatly executed at this

....
....

Count;

....

Cincinnati
.....
Iwds A FasuiiiiKlou 1ί Κ.
Portland A Rocheetcr R. Β.
Maine Central R. !?.—oi-il
Contrai Railroad «t lon a, (icUl
Chicago, Danville Λ Vîuitimips
Β. B.Oold

C's
6's
«'<i
y*
g'*
î's
ï's
β'»

ϊ'*
î's
1\

ï*s
Kortbrm Pacific B. It.. <Jold 7-ilO's
FOB

SAL!: BY

H. M. PAYSON,
32 Kxchungc Strct't,
PORTLAND.

no9
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BONDS.
Port laud City
Rockland City
Bath City
St. Louis City
Leeds & Farminçtou, ((Juaranteed>)
Maine Central, Consolidated.
Cook Couuty, Illinois,
■

β'h
6's

4>„

β'
β'*
7's
7'e
Clay County, Illinois, ...
7's
Iowa Centra], (Jold,
7'*
Northern I'acitie (Jold,
7.80's
West Wisconsin It. H., <iold,
7's
Exchange ou England, Scotland and Irelaud.
■

—

Wednesday Krrning. Jnnuary IS, 1878.
Concert
Lecture.

PANIC
—

HEAVY FAILURES.

4, 1879»

George Wm. Curtis, Esq.,

—

«ball

we

went side of Cass-

Clark's store, consisting of
Sofas, t'as y Chairs, Card Tables, Mahogany and
painted Chamber Furniture, Feather Beds, Hair and
Husk Mattresses, Carpets, Extension Table, Chairs.
Crockery and Glass Ware, Magee Cook Stove, together with the entire Kitchen Furniture.
F. ©. B.IVLFV <V CO., Auctioneer».
nol4
dtd

SUBJECT—"Circumstances."

j

nt Auc-

BONDS.

The MERCANTILE LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
bug respectfully to announce their Annual Course of

—TO

niY.ij.iV5.

ON

A.

Auuual

Wednesday Evening,

dtf

SATURDAY υ «it, at 10 A. M., we kuall sell at
oiflco, Parlor KnU.Onter Table*, rburaber Svtt»,
Hair Mattrcssoe, Feather Beds, Excelsior MattreatOtt
Carpets, Comforter», Spring B<"lsf Extension Tables
Dining Chaire, Crockery and iila«s Ware, Edwards
Cook Stove, 1 Magee Cook Stove, 1 Model Cook Stove
Parlor and Air Tight Stoves, 125 boxes Soap, tie.
P.O. HAIM-:V A C O
Aurtiouerr».
novU
d3t

Bangor

to

Committee.

tion.

WEB
The Managers take pleasure in announcing the following programme of Lectures and Concerts the
comiug season at CITY HALL, commencing on
Thnnday Evening, Nor. 14th, with a Grand
Concert by MRS. CHAS. MOULTON, assisted by
MRS. CHAS. A.BARRY, Contralto, W. J. WINCH,
Tenor, M. W. WHITNEY, Basso, HERMANN
KOTZSCHMAR, Musical Director.
Orand Concort of the Nea«on, THURSDAY
Evksino, Dec. 12th, by the full THEODORE THOMAS Orchestra (60 musicians), assisted by Mr. GEO. L.
OSGOOD, the great American Tenor, (his tirst appearance) aud Mr. BERN HARD LISTEMAN, the

CITY

J

)

Furniture, Crockery, A»·.,

—

1873.

Tweuty-Third

DOD'rE,

Lanergau, GREAT

1873,

COCOAISE,

COMPOUND

Manager.

Lectures and Concerts !

M.

—

Actor

Army & Navy Course

'I'lic UcM aud Cheapest Hair Dre«»iug

Ο

PRIV. .1. W.

beautiful and talented

the

THE

COUP. E. H. PEABSON,

FRIDAY AM) SATURDAY, Not. 15 & 16.

Entertainments,

BV

Drill anil Bayonet Excrt iee
from beginning to end without commands, a thing
which has never been done by any other
in
company
ihe United States. Hand Concert previous
to drill.
Tickets 50 cents each, to be had at usual pi ces and
at the door. Clothing checked free.
SEBOT. F. E. 1)0\V.
)

Admission prices as usual. Doors opeu at 7J; Performance to commence at H o'clock.
P&^For further particulars see programmes.
nov9dtd
H. PRICE WEBBER, Agent.

that

Hair in the World.

CONCERT

will appear in

eod3w

Promoter ofthe Growth and Beauty af the

4....

the eminent

HALL, PORTLAND,
FOB TMO-MlillTS ©SLY,

Large size cheap

Universally acknowledged

New York Theatre.

IHU8IC

the subscriber has
hereby given
been duly appointed Executor of the Will ot
CHARLES J. WILLARD, late of Cape Elizabeth,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and lias
taken upon himself that trust by giving bonds as the
law directs.
All persons having demauds upon the
estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the
same, «*nd all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to mukc payment to
BENJAMIN J. WILLARD, of Port! »nrt,Execntor.
n«>9 law3wS *
Cape Elizabeth, Nov. Otli. 1872.

If

Myers'

who, with

Distemper!

BURNETT'S

Exhibition Drill !
Band and Promenade

FLORA MITERS,

"VTOTICE is hereby given, that the subscriber has
been duly appointe»! Executor of the Will of
EDMUND L1BBY, late of Portland,

NOTICE

Sawyer,

Mr. J. W.

men

is

:

Frank Merrill,
C. E. Skllllngs,
Le onard Penuell.

Engagement of

Advertising; Medi-

iu the <'ounty of Cumberland, deceased,and has taken upon himself that trust by giving bonds as the law
directs. All persons having demands upon the
estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the
same: and all persons indebted to said estate are
called upou to makepavment to
EDWIN COBURN, Executor.
Portland. Nov. 6, 1872.
no9-lawS*3w

Firemen,

A. B. PUKOELL

1.1

Flour is

as

Cloves,

Flora

novll-eodlw&lw

public
twenty-eighth

13-*Evening—Cotton £chigher;
uplands at 19Jc.

Store 173 and 175 Fore
iioy»W&S3w

ing at the northeasterly corner of said lot on said road
on land of Thomas H. and Nathan W. Davis and
running southerly on said road to land of Jacob
Hamleu, thence westerly on line of said Jacob's land,
to land of the heirs of William Willis: thence northerly on the line of said heirs' fond to land of NathaB
W. Davis,thence easterly on land of said Nathan W.
and Thomas H. Davis, to the first mentioned bound,
containing nine acres more or less, being the lot conveyed to said Sarah H. and Charles F. Boynton. by
the heirs of William Willis d< ceised, with authority
in the case of the breach of the condition in said
mortgage, to sell said premises at auction ami from
the proceeds to pay the debt secured thereby.
And whereas the said Sarah H. Boynton and
Charles F. Boynton on the thirty-first day of July A.
1)., 1871. by their second mortgage deed oi that date,
recorded in the York Registry of Deeds. Book 328,
page 1, conveyed to me theirintereet in the above described real estate, with authority in case of the
breach of the condition in said mortgage, to sell said
premises at auction, and from the proceeds to pay
the debt secured thereby.
And whereas, the conditions of sa id mortgage deeds
have been broken by said Sarah If. and Charles F.
Boyutou, this is to give notice that said parcel of land
with the buildings thereon, will be sold at
auction un said premises on the
day
of December A. D. 1872, at eleven o'clock iu the forenoon, for the reason and purpose aforesaid.
JAMES R. DEANE.
sep30 to oct5—oct30 to nov5—nov30 to dec6

114}

1872.

Concert will commence at 8 o'clock and contiuue
hour, to be followed by a review of the several
companies in uniform.
The committee will spare no pains to make this
the event of the qpason.
Admission— Floor Ticket» $1.50. admitting gentleman and Ladies; Gallery ->0 Cent*·
each ; to be obtained of Committee of Arrangements and at the door.
nov9dtd

WHEREAS

115}

15th,

one

Notice of Foreclosure and Sale.
Sarah 11. Boynton and Charles F.
Boyntou of Portland In the County of Cumberon
the
land,
twenty-seventh day of March, A. D..
1971. by their mortgage deed of that date, recorded in
the Registry of Deeds for York County, Book 321
page 76, conveyed to me a certaiu parcel of land, with
the buildings thereon, situated in Buxton, in the
County of York, and lying on the wcHtcrlv side of the
road leading from Thomas H. Davis' by Otacob Hamlin's dwelling, and buunded as follows,*to wit : begin-

112*
112}

Nov.

Frank W. Green,

B. L.

stable and fed upon Vegetables.
Price .35 and 75 cents per bottle.
est. Sold by all Druggists.
noC

»omc«tie Market*.

Middling

G. H.

valued at from $1000 to $5000, with "Adamsons
Botanic Cough Balsam."
Dose:—1 tablesi>oonfu[ placed upon the tongue once
in six hours, the horse must.be kept warm in the

112-5

HALL,

COMMITTEE OF ARRANGEMENTS

Thousand three hundred and eleven Horses
TWO
cured, besides several Knox and Fearnaught
colts

110$

Concert and Oram I 1

A. J. CuMMINOi, CI ief Engineer, President,
C. H. Rich, Vice President,
C. 11. Leiguton, Secretary,
J. C. Tewkesbury, Treasurer.
C.
Henry Fox,
F,
Moody,
X. Littlefield,
Spencer Roger*,

family medical work that has ever been published.
Lawyers, Merchants and High School
Teachers. A liberal salary will be paid. Address,
stating age, experience and salary wanted, W. J,
HOLLAND & CO., Springfield Mass. novl3WFM3w

The following were the closing quotations oi
Stocks :
Western Union Telegraph Co
77i
Pacific Mail
87*
Ν. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated.... 93ϊ
Erie
49§
Erie preferred
71
The following were the quotations for Pacific Railroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds
100
Union Pacific do
S7J
Union Pacific stock
34$
Union Pacific land grants
76
Union Pacific income bonds
87^

Nf.w York, Nov.
salis* 2307 bale*;

their duties

We wish

of Government

CITY

Friday Evening,

first class references as to ability need
apply. We wish one or two Physician* to sell our
Prevention and Cure of Diseases, the best book for a

opened

Baud

Ball at

[

I.

—

For the Relief of Disabled Firemen.
a

ntuull bill»·

xev

P.

Grand Benefit Ball !
There will be

50 Cents Each.

StockhrWkcV, Hawen Λ Cragln's,

Vor farther parlicidnm

novS

nuvl2-eodlw

llorsc

Tickets,

BAND CONCERT

character

New York. Nov. 13—Evening.—Money opened easy
7 i>er cent, currency to per cent. Gold ; became closer
iu the afternoon when call loans were done at 1-32 @
@ i per day and closed at 7 per cent, currency,
flowing South, West and to Boston. Sterling Exchange heavy at 1084 @ 108f for 60 days and 110J @
110$ for sight. Gola heavy and lower in the morning but was higher in the afternoon ; it opened at
113$, fell to 113^, rose to 113} and closed at ll.^@
113$; loans were made at 7 (&· 2 per cent, for carrying; clearances $50,000,000; Treasury disbursements
$116,000; engagements for export to-morrow. Gov.
at { @ £ per cent, better on the exernments
pectation of the purchase of an extra amount by the
Treasury, which confined itself to the million advertised: the market was steady and quiet the rest of
the day. State bonds dull and unchanged.
Stocks
were strong early in the day, advancing J ® I per
cent., with the chief rise in Lake Shore, Pacific Mail,
Toledo & Wabash and St Paul common. In Pacific
Mail the market was weak and £ <î£ 2i per cent, lower, with an increased pressure ίο sell, closing quiet at
about the lowest figures of tb< lay. Stocks prominent in the decliue werePacifi Mail, Western Union,
Kick Island, Lake Shore, Indiana Central, Union Pacific, Ohio «fc Mississippi and Ν Y Central. The currency balance in the treasury is reported at $9,664,821. So the purchase of additional bonds would involve no new issue of legal tender?.

tf

Tin?

Wanted.

York Slock ntid IVlouef JIarkcl.
New York, Nov. 13—Morning.—Gold at 113$.—
Money at 7 per cent. Sterling Exchange, 1085 @ "Of.
Stocks strong. State Stocke dull.

15th,

Tickets for the course only $1.00. Evening tickets, 25 cent», to be had at H. S. Davis, Stockbrldge'·
Music Store, Exchange St., Whittiers Apothecary,
junction Free and High Sts., and at the door.

theui.—

Eminent ComjOsers, and

SOMETHING NEW !
The Company will execute the entire
novrmfaln, .Hanunl of Arm»,
Cenpanr
ttklrmiah

Finit Lectnre

Friday livening Nov.

AND

most

TIO\D VY EVEKIKO, Nov. 18, 'ίί,

GEOLOGY and MAN !

—

of the

of

PORTLAND LIGHT INFANTRY,
AT CITY HALT,,

Lecture»* at

(Cor. Congress and Chapel Sts.,)

novlleodSw

our nf.w

Kew

of Hix

course

some

variety

—

DEMTOM

ARCAXA

Salesmen, between 30 and 40 year? of age,
to sell
FfVE
of good
publications. Only
and

interrupted,

give a

will

The attention of advertisers is called te the excellent aud constantly improving condition of the Daily
Press as an advertising medium. It* circulation
which has long been the largest in Maine has considerably increased during the past six months, and is
steadily aud rapidly increasing. It goes to the very
best class of readers in Portland and vicinity, is sold
largely on railway trains and steamboats, and Is
found in all public plaees.
sn

nearly

The following

ηΛΝΛΟΚΚ, P. Nallivau.
Aids—J. Sullivan, P. McKunc. J. Caswell, T.
Paine, P. O. Donnell.
Music by Raymond's Full Quadrille Band. Tickets
§1.00. The Championship Flags of the State will be
011 exhibition at the Hall.
Ν. B.—Clothing checked free.
..oviklui

PROF.

a

nov7-10t

will take place at

LANCASTER HALL,
On Thursday Evening, Nov. 14.

um.

fi»r the same period last year.
As every boot and shoe house in the city with a few
exceptions was destroyed by the tire, there is no market to report and the trade are busily employed in
seeking new quarters for future operations. Ôf the
300 firms that were burned out
one-third have
secured rooms elsewhere, and a considerable number
of others whose factories were out of town would
need nothing but au office fer the present. The stock
of boots and shoes here has been quite nearly destroyed, and we think there ie a general feeling
among the trade to manufacture with extreme caution. As a whole the manufacturers are strong, and
while there will l>e some
temporary embarrassment,
and manufacturing operations will be
there will Imj a fair stock of Spring goods in readiness
for the Spring trade.

securities:
United States
United States

LONGSHORE BOAT CLUB

hair to grow on a varnished gourd ;
but where ever the roots of the hirsute fibers
remain undisturbed it will cause them to put
forth new shoots, and in all cases where the
hair lias become thin it will increase its vol-

cases

CH ©RUSE*
From

For sale at J. C.
and at the door.

.VIumîc bjr the *'ull Portland Band.

Tin» Press as an

Consisting of

Which oannoi fail to please the bearer.

The best argument that can be used in favor
of Smolander's Huchc is that it is a preparation constantly prescribed by family physicians
of note in our immediate community, for

ume.

Monday Evening, Nov. 1H,

SOLOS AND LIGHT PIECES,

C.

ASSEMBLY.

âTlie

not cause

Boot and Shoe JIarkel.
Boston, Nov. 12.—The shipments of Boot» and Shoes
(torn tliis market to places outside of New England
f>r the past week comprise 20,571 cases, against 19,791
for the same week last year.
The total shipments from this market since January 1st have been 1,208.346 cases, against 1.177,958

Β.

first Grand Assembly of the

fruitful, we positively assert that Lyon's Kathairon is uuequaled as a fertilizer and beautifier of the hair. Twenty-five years of success is
the basis of this unqualified statement.
During that time it has been used by many millions
of both sexes, and the first instance in which it
has failed to fulfil the expectations of a rational purchaser has yet to be discovered.
It will

Boston

uovl3d3t

GRAND

HAl.

ON

Friday evening there will he a Hot Sum* r ami
pleasant entertainment by the Sabbath School chil-

W.

for

—

Friday Afternoons and
Evening».

L·.

The Culture of the Haiu.—Just as surely
as a soil infested with Canadian thistles can be
made to produce line crops of golden grain, the
scalp now sparsely covered with harsh, dry,
unmanageable bair may be made prolific of
silken tresses. All that is necessary to effect
the change in either case is the right kind' of
fertilizer. Leaving the agricultural chemists
to determine how the barren land shall be

pkgs sundries.

ox

"t

PEr

FLUENT

Admittance 15 cents.

I wear Elmwood folded Edge Collar. So say
we all.
Be w ise and try them.
novllrod2w

and Steamboats.
Steamer Dirigo. from New York—1780 bble
50 do glassware. 10 casks zinc. 9 do linseed oil,
117 bales rags, 150 rolls leather, 500dry hides, 20 bales
buffalo hides, 2000 fire brick. 100 coils rope, 100 l>oxe8
tobacco, 1200 do raisins, 50 do starch. 25 do cheese, 50
do drugs, 20 do hardware, 50 do clocks, 25 do window
glass, 20 (lo soap, 25 do saleratus, 30 hf chests tea, 300

ami

entertain?

an

F A L R

dren.

All that have used Elmwood fold Edge Collar will have no other. Try them. novlleod2w

Receipts* by Railrod»

Will give

Useful and fancy articles and Refreshments for

Always send your friends to Geo. \V. Eich

ST. JOHN.NB. Schr Anna Currier—1000 bbls of
flour, 10 tons feed.
Schr Ida J—liuo bbls flour. 10 tons feed.
COBNWALLLS NS. Schr Reward—1100 bbls flour.

Haydn Association

sale.
Ou

Dress and Cloak making done in the best
style, at W. L. Snell's Millinery and Dressmaking Koom<, 337 Congress St. novis-eodlw

Foreign ΚχιιοΐΊλ·

|

ΛΤ

Given under the direction of the Trustee* of the
Relict Association of the Portland Fire Department,
f«r the purpose of raising funds to assist members of
the department injured or disabled in attending to

Clothing.

THE

a

AND
—

kidney, bladder, and glandular diseases, loss of
vigor, nicutal and physical debility, female irregularities and nil maladies of the uriuo-gen-

HALIFAX. NS.
Steamer Chase—2500 bl»ls ilour,
1560 gals ale, 1020 bush malt, 100 bags feed, 13 sewing
machines, 13 pkgs mdse.

hold

will

novlleodâw.

& Co.'s for
street.

POPULAR CONCERT
j

THE

Elmwood folded Edge Collar, only 35 cents
a box, for sale by all the first-class
furnishing
homes in the city. Try them.
novlleodïw

ital organs.

6t

St. Lawrence Street Parish

Try the Elmwood fold Kdge Collar, the best
collar ever used. They will make you happy.

β

no9

The Ladies of tho

The best place to buy Clothing is at George
W. Rich Si Co.'s, 173 and 173 Fore street.
noviV\V&S3w

excited state for woolen manufactures; cottons are
steady. Portland duck is steady and in good demand. The market for fish is quiet both in receipts
and demand, the season being about over; there is no
alteration in the price of anything excepting No. 1
mackerel which are higher. Flour is quiet and steady
at unchanged prices.
Fruits are without change.
Grain is very firm especially for corn, and stocks are
not over heavy, Hay is unchanged. Iron is a little
lower for common and refined, while cast steel has
advanced. Lard is dull. Lumber is very firm at our
quotations. Lime is steady and unchanged. Leather
is very firm with an upward tendency on all hinds.
Molasses is quiet, with light stock. Naval stores are
quiet, with a slight advance on turpentine. Oils are
in fair demand, with a slight advance on linseed
Paints are without change. Plaster is higher. Produce is in good demand ; eggs are scarce and bring
35@36c in packages. Provisions are very quiet. Salt
is unchanged. Sugars have advanced, and the market
is somewhat excited, as the stock of raw is not one
half as large now as it was at this time last year.
Forest City granulated i«« selling at 13J@13fc, and
Coffee crushed at 12J@12}c. Eagle sugars have also
advanced, as will be seen by our prices current. Teas
are quiet but firm.
Tins are unchanged. Wool is
very firm, though.our quotations arc unaltered; the
tendency is upward, and the prospect is that the
market will be higher before another week.
FKEIGHTS.—Freights to Cuba are offered at the
rate of 30c American currenov for sugar boxes, but
there is no tonnage. The engagements since our last
report are brig W. H. Bickmore, hencc to N. side of
Cuba, at 30c Am. currency for box shooks ; barkentine Fauny H. Loring hence to Las Tunis and back
N. of Hatteras, at #*.87* for molasses, and 50c
100
lbs sugar'. Coastwise freights to New York are offered at $3.5$ for lumber, fcut there is a scarcity ο
vessels.

ry? How some act who do!!" lecture at 7:30. Admission only 20 cent*.
Mr. Morgan delivered bJs lecture—'"Fast Young
Men," tor the twenty-eighth time in Koston, to an aùdienee of over three thousand persona. He Is now
drawing immense houses with bis new subjects.

LEVEE AND FAIR.

best Paint I have ever seen. The gloss on it
louks like varnish, aud it is ut a virgin white
color, perfectly faultless and pure. You are at
perfect liberty to use my nauie attesting to its
value.
A. Watson Atwoop.
Agency 83 Commercial*

Try

MOULTOX,
first claw talent

assisted by the following
.Mr»,
«•ha». A. Barrr, Contralto. \V. j. win, h
Tenor 1Λ. W. » hi«n«-y. i™ apwarance «lace
in
Euroi*) Basso.an.t Hrrmnnu
his two years tour
Kola.rhmfii·, Musical Conductor.
Evening Ticket» TSceuti. Forsule at Jtockbridij*·»,
Hawes Λ· Orauin's Music Stores, Kan.l A lhoui.-s.
open at 14.
Dp'jring Block, and at tbe door.
Concert, ut 8. Reserved s ots for tbo e»eiiiiig_o
cents extra; for the entile season it for sale at Kaiid
j
novidUl
& Thonies', next <loor to Music Hall.

Gents:—Drm-ite the objections of my
Painter, 1 know tlie value ot the Avcrill
Chemical I'aint, and I declare it to be the very

Elmwood folded Edge Collar.
You will always wear them.

!

Soprano

MRS. CHAS.

144 South St., rhila., Pa.

and steady.
Copper ami cordage are unchanged.
Drugs and dyes are steady. Dry goods are in a rather

concert,

ΤΙΙΓΚΝ»ΛΥ
KVKNIH», NOV. 14th.
*n which will appear, for the first time in
Portland,
the distinguished Prima Donna

nov9th-dlw&wlt

The great fire in Boston has a marked eftect upon
the wool and woolens markets, in consequence of the
largo amounts destroyed there, and also upon the
lumber market, consequent upon the large demand
anticipated for rebuilding purposes.
The money market continues very stringent. Gold
has advanced, and has sold as high as 114. The ruling
price for a few days past has been about 113J.
Apples are selling at $2.75^53.00 for choice winter
fruit Beans are not plenty, and yellow eyes bring
$3 ψ bushel. Box shooks are nominal at 75c. Butter
is selling at 32@35c for choice tubs. Coal is firm at
Cheese is very firm. Cooperage is
our quoted rates.
in better demand, but stocks are light. Coffee is firm

MR. MORGAN AT CITY HALI..
Rev. Henry Morgan, of Boston, will
give bis tirst
lecture in Portland, Sunday evening, Nov. 17th, οt
City Hall. Subject—"Marry ! why men don't mar-

Entertainment

GUAM» opening

Da. Clav.

there.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

ARMY AND NAVY COURSE.

1

Persons suffering from impure blood, or
whose health is giving way, either as minister
or those who
study closely, will find in Fellow's Compound Syrup or Hvpophosi-hites,
the material to build thein up and the tonic to

flour,

■

The coon proved to be the little auimal that S(
much resembles a piano, inasmuch as it'smelo
dious (it smell odious).

capital.

New

The Raina.

boy.

iiiu nine

informality.

MASSACHUSETTS.

A «other case of ill-sorted marriage came uuder my observation, The man was 30, the woman f>0 ; lie thought she would soon
die and
leave him her nice little property, but she lived
'till she was 90. He marrieil again a woman oi
20 and had six bairns, and,said the man to me,

re-

ΛΚΚλλΜΙ.
A special from Little Rock says Arkansas has
given 4,830 majority for Grant, and a Republican majority of 27 in tin Legislatre, which secures a Republican United States Senator.
VIRGINIA.
Ricamojtd, Va., Nov. 13.—Official returns
from 101 counties, cities and towns, give Greeley 530 majority. Unofficial returns from seven
others, give Grant 2,088 majority. Only two
counties are unheard from. These gave Wells,
(Rep.) for Governor in 188!), 350 majority.
Grant's majority in the State will be about two
thousand. There is a probability of the election
of Davis (Dem.) iu the lifth Congressional district. It is contested by Thomas (Rep.) on the
ground that a number of votes were thrown out
in Halifax county by the canvassers for alleged

examined on the charge of abandoning her infant child. She is hold to answer under SHOO
l»nd for anptarauce in the higher court.
Rise is the River.
The water in the Kennebec River has been
rising rapidly this afternoon and evening. The
wharves arc covered. No damage is yet report
ed, but the water is still rising.
The Epimotic.
The liorse disease is rapidly disappearing and
in pleasant weather trucking, &c., is nearly as
brisk as before the disease made its appearance.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

The horeo disease has made its
The cheapest and best Paint in the wo Id, is
appearance in
Wilmington, N. C., Wheeling, West Va., and ! the Averill Chemical.
in various points of Ohio.
For sale at 8;i, Commercial St., Portland, tf
The government of Ohio has
given its consent
for a line of telegraph from
Portugal to Brazil.
Save vour buildings by paiuting theui beThe United States flag
ship California ar- fore winter conies ou, with the Averill Chemirived at San Francisco
yesternav, H2 davs from : cal
Puiut.
Panama.
For sale at 83 Commercial St., Portlaud,
Charles Francis Adams arrived by the steamtf
ship Kussia at New York yesterday!
Advertisers naturally seek the means of
George Tanner, who shot his father at Coop
erstown, N. .T., Tuestday, is believed to have reaching the largest number of readers, and
cscaned, as neither he nor the officer who had those of the best
quality. The Daily Press
hini ill charge have been seen since they left
fills the bill in both particulars better than any
his father's house.
other daily journal iu Maine.

Busiuess lias been rattier quiet (luring the week
succeeding the Presidential election. The difficulty
of transportation has had some
effect,, but as the
Thanksgiving season approaches the orders will come
in more freely. The markets, as a general
thing are
very steady, the changes In prices being very few.

cratic.

losses in the Boston fire, down to 8150,000,
which will be promptly paid.
The Child Dropping Cue.
Augusta, Nov. 13.—Before the Municipal
Court at Hallowell, to-day, Harriet Manuel was

Obammtox, Nor, 1 J.-Cotton firmer; Middling
p»ndeJ7}«.
Savanxah, Nut. 13.—Cottou tlrm; Middling up.
laud* at lSJe.
Mobile, Not. 13.—Cotton firm : Middling upland·
18Jc.
I
New Orleans, Nov. 13.—Cotton utronger; Middling upands l$jc.

Charles W. Hovey, a Boston merchant, has
been arrested in New York, charged with having obtained $45,000 wort h of liquors under
Kuropvnn Market·.
false pretences in 1870.
London', Nov. 13-5.00 P. M.—Consols closcd unBusiness in Buffalo is still suffering for the changed. Erie Railwayshares3f:J.
want of transportation, only one-fourth of the
Liverpool. Nov. 13—3.00. Ρ M.—Cotton elosed
horses baing 011 duty. Several cases of
dropsy unchanged.
have appeared.
)|IM< KM.A\KOIX ΜΙΓΚΚΝ.
Several of the Ferrol revolters in Spain have
been sentenced to death.
Men's
and Boy's Glove* in cloth, kid, leather
In consequence of
reports of cholera in the
southern part of Austria, the Italian govern- an<l Plymouth Buck.
ment has issued orders
requiring all vessels ar- Orin Hawkes & Co., 290 aud 292 Congress St
riving at ports in Italy from the former country to undergo quarantine.
Insurance Matters.—Loring & Thurston
The relief committee of
Philadelphia have have received intelligence that the Merchants'
appointed a sub-committee to visit Boston and I
Insurance Company of Providence is all right,
ascertain whether contributions for the relief
of the sufferers by the fire would be
acceptable. and ready for the contiuuanee nf business.—
Λ heavy gale prevailed ou the British coast I Also instructions from the London Commercial
Wednesday and much damage to shipping is ] Union, directing thein to draw on the home
reported.
office for all losses, without disturbing the
George Grant, convicted of the murder of American assets.
Amanda Spence about a year ago, was hung in
Westchester, Pa., Wednesday.
Old paper* for sale at this office.
Tin silk weavers in the Phceuix mill at Patterson, N. J., struck Wednesday on account of
Dr. C. C. Bennett, Falmouth Hotel.
a reduction of
The strike Is expected
wages.
to become general
throughout the city, where
TuE-hest place to buy Clothiug is at Burthe business is au extensive one.
Gov. Caldwell of North Carolina denies that
leighs, 8!» Middle St.
lie intends to forbid the
assembling of the
All Kinds of Mens' Gloves at Burle'gh's, 89
Legislature Mouday.
Middle St.
Κ. H. Benners has been arrested in New Orleans, charged with
conspiracy and fraud in ! Undershirts and Drawers all grades, cheap,
counterfeit election tickets.
He was ! at
Burleigbs, 89 Middle street.
ailed in

ΊΕΜΗΚΝβΚΕ.
New York, Nov. 13.—Parson Brownlow
writes a long letter clai.niug the election of
eight Republican Congressmen out of ten in
Tennessee.

ported from all but few counties in Tennessee
give Greeley 17,0(H) majority; Brown for GovThe Congressional delegation
ernor, 16,500.
stands seven Republicans and three Democrats.
Both branches of the Legislature are Demo-

Mill and carried around at the rate of 250 times
a minute.
L. H. Avcrill, station agent at Lincoln Centre, on the Κ. & X. A. railroad,.slipped this afternoon while getting ou to a locomotive and
the tender passed over his left arm, severiug it
from his body.
The Union Insurauce Company figure their

1

mostly fatal,

of

THE ELECTION.

Nashville, Not. 13.—Official returns

pletely demolished.
A boy fifteeu years old, son of Gilbert Leavitt
of Oldtown, died last night from injuries received by being caught in a shaft in the Canal

The speaker then went into a consideration
of the marriage relation, condemning tho laxity of the divorce laws. No doubt there may
be, now and then, a divorce as right and as
solemn as a wedding,but the instances are rare.
Marriage docs not menu that you are to marIf I had
ry the first girl you fall in love with.
I should have been terribly taken in. A young
man came to me to marry hini one
Sunday afternoon. I asked him if he had a license. "No.
your worship, must I get one?"
"Yes," 1
said, "and you must wait until to-morrow."
He looked blank, hut the next day ho looked
blanker
and
terrible
sad
as
told
he
me he
conld not get his license.
"Why
"Because I am only nineteen
not," asked I.
years old and the consent of my parents must
be had, and I have only a mother living and
she is in New York Slate. And," added ne, "I
don't think she would like it."
"Well," said
I, "yeu musn't go baek on your mother." The
he
came
into
rushing
daj after,
my office, radient; "I got it," he cried, and I married him.
The woman was 32 years old and looked ten
She evidently was one of that
years older.
sort who don't care what they marry jf they
a

Accidents—Insur-

ance.

comes.

only get

Ciale—Fatal

cases

Review of Portland Klnrketn.
Week Ενοικο Nov. 13, 1872.

MATTERS IN MAINE.
A

Some twenty

dropsy,
have occurred witliin α few
days among the
horses in New York city.
President Grant was in the Treasury Department
Wednesday morning, in consultation with
the Secretary.

εriuting $10,000.

Merchant* Asking for Belief·
Washington, Nov. 13.—The Secretary of the
Treasury received a telegram from sundry [Boston merchants asking to be relieved from the
additional charge of 10 per cent on goods in
bonded warehouses remaining there more than
a year.
The Secretary replied that he had no
power thus to relieve them, but if any of the
sufferers by the fire allowed their goods to remain beyond thai; time he would recommend to
Congress that the charge be remitted.
Bailroad Collision*
By a collision this morning on the Baltimore
and Potomac railroad in the southeastern part
of Washington, four colored men were injured.
Meeting Called.
Governor Cook has called for a meeting of the
citizens to-morrow night in aid of the Boston
sufferers.
Boulon

Boardman, author of the popular religious
work entitled the "Higher Life," will remain
during the meetings aad participate in the exercises.

nation, and

il

regular trips.

Don't forget the fair
Church to-niglit.

American must have his bread and butter.
We are the only nation to which England has
ever apoloffized.
Her usual course is to wrong

can

WASHINGTON.

Chestnut Strkkt Church.—The monthly
meetings of Holiness commenced Tuesday afternoon at the Chestnut street church, and will
be continued through the week.
Rev. Dr.

an

a

j

$440,000.

in this country is far better than that ol
even the skilled artizan of Europe.
While the
Euglisliman is content to earn his daily bread

plains, then

teem·

our

urer.

man

Superior Court.
NOVEMBER TERM, BEFORE JUDGE SYMONDS.
Wednesday.—In the case of Amandel Barbour,
Adm'r vs. Κ. K. Martin, the whole day was occupied

hitdly nco- Siwui RhCi and FIh<Fh«î Ball*·
in·*.
readers to the
The Brooklyn Uuiou says there is uut, thut
and
the
of
concert
Army
Na\y ! we are aware of, a .-ingle example of a Mangrand opening
So 1 sard roof in New York, and the only approach
Course which takes place this evening.
to one in
lover of music should fail to join in the welBrooklyn, we believe, is that on the
Academy of Music. They used to he very comcome to be extended to Mrs. Moulton on this,
mon 50 year· ago and in the last century. Manher first appearance before a Portland audience.
sard is no more dangerous than any other kind,
half so much so as the flat roofs, which
nor
of
that
The marvelous sweetness
soprano voice,
The
were once almost universal in New York.
almost capable of drawing tears from a marble
great towering structures composed mostly of
statue, is a melody, the hearing of which is a pine wood placed on so many of the new houses
pleasure not to be neglected. Her support, too, in New York aie uot Mansards at all, and the
objection to them is not in their shape but in
is strong in musical talent.
Mrs. Perry, Mr.
the material of which thevare composed. The
Winch, Mr. Whitney, (fresh from his r.uropean only fire proof buildings in the city are these:
experience) and our own Kotzschmar, go to The old Custom House, now oceuyied by the
sub-treasury. It is constructed wholly of white
make up a musical galaxy such as very seldom
marbl»; with iron railings and shutters, and the
sheds its light upon our city.
roof is covere by marble tics. The new Custom
House is similarly constructed, and the Custom
That Fhkscoing. —The Argus wants to know
House is built entirely of granite and brick
the
with
a brick dome; anil the banking
isn't
to
fresco
house ef
talent
employed
why home
Brown
Bros., is built of marble and iron. If
Custom House. We would suggest that its
nearly all of New York were to be consumed
anxiety might be relieved by au application to these buildings would resist the flames. Brook
Mr. Mullet, the official who has charge of sucli
lyn contains 110 fire-proof buildings that we
know of, except the tower of East Kiver bridge.
matters. A letter directed to Washington, L>.
Advance in Hides and leather.
C., will reach him. The Custom Home officials
Unfinished leather has edvauced 10 percent. ;
have nothing to do with the matter, the responsole leather 3 to fi per cent, and further adsibility resting wholly with the Washington vances are expected in the course of the month.
officials.
Slieep skins are held at low prices.
.Vtorr
of the \V n lr r ford Bonk Fund*
Masonic.—Last evening, Portland Lodge, F.
Fourni.
and Α. M., elected the following officers for
Axbaîtt, Nov. 13.—One of the small iron
Band was found here
safes
of
the
Waterford
the ensuing term; Joseph A. Locke, W. M. ;
to-day, containing some §31,000 ill bonds. The
Emmons Chapman, S. W. ; Geo. L. Bailey, J.
total amount taken by the thieves is computed
W.; W. O. Fox, Secretary; C. O. Leaeli, Treas- ! by the directors at
Τη* G8.orD Co*CMT.—It
essary to call the attention of

FOR 8ALK

15Y

WE E. WOOD, iR t,
Seyt

ef

5—ltfts

■»·

Ladies Dresses ami Cloak
and

Hasted, fitting Rraeefnl ami eauy.

New

j patterns constantly receive!I, Samples shown
(>ιΓΤ
and coods sent for from any of the leading Houses In
no*t«ii

and New York.

order.
No. 2

nov4d2m

Suits and Cloaks made to
«'· " *IA*T1W,
Modistes Building. Elm street.
Portland.

ΓπΐΐίίΑΙΙ?
villillOIl

liKA

* ΡΚΚΒΠ!Η'

·fforptstershire Sauce

Buveri

ft if

cautioned to avoid the numeruu. Coun-

terfeits and Imitât tons ottered fur sale.

JOIIM Dl'JtCAJt tt SOSS, New York.
octte

Agent* fur the United States.

todsnly

ιιιιιι

INSURANCE.

THE PRESS.

RAILROADS.

ATLANTIC
MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY.

LORING &

Portland Wholesale Price Currenf·
Corrected for tlie Pkess to Nov. 13.
Apple·.

11

@2.00 Sheet & Pipe.. 10£@
Cooking
8 ija)
gj I
2 50 («3 00 Pig
Eating
Leather.
Dried, Western 9 (c£ 11
York,
New
13
do
eastern. 10 (a>
28 @ 20
Ahhc».
Light
Mid. Weight. 29® 31
11®
Pearl, ψ Vb
29 (g 31
Heavy
90 10
Vol...
38 @ 43
Slaughter..
Beau»-

THURSTON'S

51 WALL

BULLETIN.

■

1 00 (al 20
@3 7 ο Am. Calf.
Lime.
Blue P»d
40 @
c'sk.l
Rockland
1Yellow byes.. .3 OU (αμ
Lumber.
Uox Shook··
Clear
Pine,
Pine
Nos. 1 & 2.57 SO ®C0 0J
Bread·
45 ou -w
Ν» 3
10 00 <®12 oo
Pilot Sup.
,3U UK (a35 00
I No 4
6
00
3 50
Sliip
ISOOfeieo.)
50
10 a

(ORGANIZED

n""ei2

••

Companies' Assets, previous

Oar

to the Boston Fire,

l|

Ciaikcr.-PHHJ

Duller.
25
u

Family,

Store

S/'™!*·.·

@ »
® 16

B

CaudleK.
Mould, t>lt>
i; ®

35 ^
Ccmcul.
2 36 @2

Sperxu

Sltfuce ex.33 00 ®36 00
ilo No. 1 20 00 («127 0.)
®° °°
M

J?
37.

■··■

Their Losses

4-5 @ jo,)
3 00 & 3 SO
do Shaved 5 50 @ β so
Pine do... 5 00 ^ 750

«...
J^uiu
Ce 1er No 1.

I

Laths,

of Sound Insutance

ΟΠ.
Kerosene,....
Port.Hef. Petr

28 vffi
30 (α> 31
40 00 <g 42 0
50 00 (g)

JOHN W.

'V

Copper.
45 @
Cop.Bolts.
Y. M. Sheathing27
Bronze do.
Y. M. Bolts,..

27
30

k>

^orgie,
Ljin^ueUdo.,..
soiled
!»m
-"iv.e

®
(g

Coniage.
American, fc> lb, 13 @
Kussia,
13i(gi
Manila

13
14
19

,u»'

ν
.\eatsfoot,....
Elaine
B'ltr'p 2li«J
■*nial·.
Drugs aad Dyes.
Alcohol. gal, 1 85 ($20C rort. Lead... 11 25 (ffi
Allow Uoofc,
25 (g) 5Î
Pure Gr'd do U 60 @ II
ui e Dry do 11 50 ία>
Bi-CarbSoda, 7 ig} ί

Manila

30 ^
45 (aj
43 (a}

Borax,
C imphor,

Creaui Tartar

3"i
51
4=]
5U

125®
Indigo,
Logwood ex.,. 11 <&

...

17
21
8 50
1 00

Iffi

Litharge,!...

(0

24
30

Si.

υβ

2,

Backs,....

20 00 @ 20 50
M DO & W 50
17 00 (g

Clear,
Mess,
Prime
Hams

®

Bice,

7fr3

bollock,
Haddock,....
Hake,
bbl
H&
Scaled,!?

bx

No. 1

3 50
26
1«

50
75
00
50

Turk's Is. ^

hhd.(8bus),.

2 25

@2

2 25
pd 2 50
bond 1 75

@2

7a
none
75
(φ 2 87$
(jg 2 25

St. Marl in,..

Bouaire,

® 4 BO Cadiz,duty

|Cadiz,in

!jS 3'S 25

,ivernool,duty
2 75 @ 3 25
paid.
Liv. iu bond,. 2 00 (g 2 50
Gr'nd butter, 25
ISpracuse, —none @

Mackerel, t* ^bl.,
Bav No. 1,..IT 00^19 5(
Bay So. 2,.. II 00312 0C

L une 3
8 00 (S! 9 0C
Sliore No. 1,. 19 50 «2:1 »
H 00 ®12 51
No. 2,
7 00 @ 8 0(J
Medium.
* 00 <g 5 011
Clam Bail,·

ftecd».
Clover lb.,
10 @ 10J
Ked Top bag, 47 >
H.Grass, bush. 325 @ 3 50
do Canada, 375

Vlonr.
Monp.
β 10 @6 50 Ex St'm Kefd
Superfine,
Τ 25 ® 7 ΐβ Family,
Sining *,■
xx,.. 7 25 (j*J 8 25 No. 1,
Mich. Winter, 9 01) @ 9 75 Cliem. Olive,.
·<
"
xx 9 25 o} 9 < Crane's,
Illinois *,.
Soda,
"
b «ο vffi J »
XX,
Spices.
9 7 Cassia, pure,. 42
St. Louis x,. 8 75
t<
'<
xx, 10 00 @ I- 01 Cloves,
Fruit·
20

@

...

@
@

V" ^/<|27
(gj

Soli

Shell,..

Shelled
Nul»,
Citron
Currant», new,
Dates, new,·
Tea

20
40
25
55
10

J®

Figs

IGinger,

Pearl,

® 30
@
1 65 (si
1 20 @ 1 25
28 (&
30
(glare la.

@ lié

Mugnr.

iGranulated,.. 13£@ 13$
Coffee A,
12*φ 12*
'Extra Ο
12fe 12f

°

J?

Val.new.plb.

Ex

INSURANCE

ξ*

give

good

as

as

Policy

a

of

Losses in BOSTON

After

Assets

{@20

Iron·

Common,.
Ketined,

01

English,

@

40

41

15 50
φ 13 0C Char. I. C.. .15 Oo
Char. I. X. .17 50(^18 00
IAntimony,.·
21 @ 22
5}

..

Tobacco.
gj
84 iFives and Tens,

Swedish

Norway,

9

Casi Steel,.
22 ^
German Steel 14 '.<3
Shoe Steel
7* (&
Spring Steel.. 9@
Sheet Iron,
..

.Englisli,\\.

*è@
8}vg

Β. α

ltussia
Gal ν,

22
12

(qû.
(S2

^4
lo
8
12

73

9
23
15

Brands 65 @
Medium,.... 55 @
Common,... 50 (a}
Half lbs.
50
Nat'l Leaf, lbs 80 (φ
lbs
50
Navy
@
Varnish.
Best

...

Damar,

@

1 75

2 25
Coach,
Furniture,.... 1 50
Wool.
Fleece washed 5
<λ
do. unwashd 35
10

Lard.
Kegs, lb... 10|@
Tierces, lb9£α}
Pail,
12t Palled,Super
Caddi "s
12i© 13 Pelts,
Portland

75
60
55
58
90
68
2 50

@5 50
@ 2 50

@ 60
@ 40
55 (ffi
65
75 @ 1 20

Assets over Boston

losses, $12,000,000

ending Nov. 13,1872.

orrected by W. E. Wood, Broker, G7 Exchange.
Par Value. Offered. Asked
Descriptions.
113*.... 113*
Gold,
Government 6's, 1881
116*
110§
112
G ) ver η nient 5-20's, 1862,
112^
112 ....112*
Government 5-20's, 1864
Government 5-20's, 1865,
112§... ·112§
Government 5-20's, July, 1865,
114§
114f
115
Government δ-20'β, July, 1867,
115$
Government 5-20's, July, 1868,
114*. ...115
Government 10-40's,
108
1075
State of Maine Bonds....
99*.... 100|
Portland City Bonds, Municipal,
95*.... 96
Batli City Bunds,
90
89*

American

OF

Assets

..

...

....

BOSTON LEAD
I Incorporated

in

CO.,

Capital

BROOKLYN.

This is one of the strongest Companies in the country, and will have a large surplus over its capital,

ON

paying all losses.

Springfield

Fire

and I

by reinsurance.

Assets over Boston losses,

$S00,000.
950,000

People having;

250,000.
300,000

Brewers' Fire Ins.

This old and popular Company
stands secure.

OF. JIILWAITKEE,

Capital,

Office -ii, 44 A: ill Oliver Mrct,

McPhail

the Best in

get

the Market.

9200,000.

Losses in Boston,

Rates

51,600,00-

I

no

higher in the best then

in the poorest.

of the oldest and best Companies in the
backed Ίφ wealthy stockholders.

Co.,

GIVE US A CALL.

one

Hanover Insurance
OF

Assets
Losses

Co.,

Capital

NFWYORK.

losses in BOSTON

925,000

manuiactured in the United
States.

unent

and

225,000.

....

This Company has always sustained its
under the severest trials.

Fame Insurance

stability

OF

Providence Washington

AGENTS,

Company,

and

Most

EFFECTIVE.

UNION

7

National Insurance

novl3

Co.,

F.

if

Aetna

J. £. BOW &
J. S.

Insurance

Company,

Boston Losses,

Company,

of

«4,675,000.
Boston losses less than Ι.ΟΟΟ,ΟΟΟ,
Insurance Co. of No. America, of

AGENTS,

PHILADELPHIA.

Agency,

Assets,

NO. 1 EXCHANGE STREET,

representing the following companies, all of which
are out of the Boston Fire,

$3,212,000.
Surplus.

PORTLAND.

novl2

SOUND AND RELIABLE.

eod2w

Phoenix Company, Hartford, $1,400,000
National Company, Hartford,
650,000
Orient Company, Hartford,
650,000
International Co., New York, 1,000,000
Continental Co., New York,
2,000,000
Hoifman Company, New York, 800,000
Atlantic Company, Providence, 350,000
Alps, of Erie, Pa.,
350,000
Aiemannia, of Cleveland,
425,000

—

vont

Assets,

...

$430,000.

Boston losses about

30,000.

Cash Capital,

DWELLINGS

Merchant», Trailers and Householders and others
risks to place
maybe accommodated by ue
with the above named reliable

$300,000.

Telegraph

"All Right."

Other Cos. not officially Reported.

—

DOW, COFFIN & LIBBY,
Agents,

AGRICULTURAL

having

Amegcai).order to

as

Portland.

All persons

42

tyTentt

49 1-2

Exchange

to

-OF

with

let.

Assets,

EXCHANGE COMPANY, OF BOSTON,
(which has been compelled to suspend) are requested
ni» call at our office without
delay and surrender
their policies, their risk.s having been protected
by
us in other sound companies.

protect ourselves, we have adopted
trade-mark an eiglit-pointed red afar, with
the
in
seal
centre. This is on every packcorporate
None genuine without it.
age of our Pure JLcad.
our

W. F.

Phillips

&

Co.,

Olflce No.

91

Exchange Street,!

Creditors of the late Arm of XV. II
lYIeleher & Co·

ΓρΗΕ undersigned, constituted by an instrument
I
dated Sept. 30. 1870. Trustees of the estate ol
the late firm ot W. H. Meloher & Co., and to whom
was conveyed the property of said firm, to be distributed among said creditors, hereby give notico
that such creditors as have not already proved theii
ctoims are allowed until the 30th day of November
next inclusive, and no longer, to do so to the satisfaction of said Trustees, who will receive proofs every
day from 3 o'clock to 5 o'cloek P. M. at the office ol
Cummings, Leavitt & Widber, No. 220 Commercial
etreet, Portland, Me. Immediately after Nov. 30tli,
1872, said Trustees will distribute to those creditors
who have proved their claims the share of said estate and property belonging to each.
Dated at Portland, Oct. 31, 1872.
ALFRED S. PERKINS,
THOMAS F. CUMMINGS,
WM. W. BROWN,

ROBERT HOLYOKE.
JAMES C. SHERIDAN,
JERE. WAKEFIELD,

nov2

2w

t

40 & 48
an

6d6m cod

MIDDLE ST.

Works,

INSURANCE

17 I'l.l U STREET.
Wo have bought out the above
establishment, with
all the machinery and good will of the
earne, with all
the admirable facilities, conducted
by a practical
chemist and dyeis; fully confident of tnrnini
out
ot
t
cannot
fail
hat
work
giving satisfaction.
Ladies' dros-es colored and liniehed in a superior
Oonfe
garments cleansed and colored without
style.
being ripped,and warranted not to smut,and pressed
in a superior style. Piano and table
covers, Marseilles covers bleached and frame l ; blankets scoured
aud the wool raised. JOIIN S. MILLER & CO.,
sep26
Proprietors.

IS

ELIAS HOW h

m

Sewing Machines
AND EUTTEKICK'S

COMPANY,
USUAL.

Kates lower than any other

Company

—

Middle St.. up Stairs.

ibe

!

—

AND

Assets

·

$240,000

Capital

& Marine Ins. Co.

$230,362.82

■

Lous Hniall.

Company

all

patronage

so

a

liberally accorded in

J. I?I.

the past

HEATH,
neatly

executed

30

Ε Χ Τ

Exchange

their liabilities. The Policies issued by these
Companies are all good. Thanking the public for their
patronage for the last 23 years, I respectfully
request
a continuance of the same.

OFFICE,

at

tbit»,

,

NO. 166 FORE

PUBLIC

therewith, must first obtain the wriiteu permission
of the Harbor Commissioners or a major part ot
them, therein describing the' extent and character ol
the erection or deposit so permitted, as required by
law. And all i»ersonb making any erections, deposits
or excavations as aforesaid, without the written
permission of the Harbor Commissioners, will be prosecuted according to law.
Hereafter no deposit of dredgings ami other material will be allowed to be placea in said waters except
during the hours of the day between sunrise ami sunset. Application for permits may be made to the undersigned at No. 4 and No. 42 Exchange St.
JACOB McLELLAN. ) Harbor
S. T.
C. H.

CORSER,
FARLEY,

Registered

{

Com-

WOOD"

and SOFT WOOD for sale at
]I HARD
coin street
Also Dry E<lgings.

No. 43 Lû*

WM. HUSE.

S UMMER

J. W.
ηονίϋ

STREET.

City and County Bonds registered
der the laws passed at last session of the
MISSOURI
Legislatuer. Semi-annual Interest
un-

and

Principal

sej-US-tf

Spring Arrangement.
and after Monday, iunj
LViUi
May 20th,
leave Portland
intermediate stations
'at 7.15 A. M., and 1.30 P. >1.,
making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
conuect at Rochester with Dover and Winniniseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
Falls and Conway Railroad for
Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and vray stations at
7.150 A. M., and 12 M.
The 7.30 train connecting with down trains on Dover and Winnipiseogee, and Portsmouth, Great Falls
ami Conway Railroads, ami the 12 o'clock train making direct connection at Rochester with trains from
Boston, leaving Bostou at 7.30 A. M., via Boston &
Maine, and at 8.30 A. ^1. via Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 6.20 P. M.
I^eave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows :
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standieh, and No.

Limington, dally.
At Ëuxton Centre for West Buxfon, Bonny
Eagle

and Limington. daily.
At Centre Waterboro' for Limerick,
Newfield, Parsonsiield and Ossipee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sat-

urdays, returning alternate davs.

easy

M. G. PALMER.

Limerick,

Parsonsfiold,

WILLIAM H. TURNER, Suptrintendeyit.
Portland, May 20, 1872.
decl6-tc

gowestT
You

can save

$1

on

by buying

each Ticket
via

Bladder,

Steamship Line.
Leave each port every

No

Wed's'y & Sat'd'y·

Wharfage.
From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.in.
From Piue Street Wharf, Phila-

delphia, at

10

a. m.

Insurance one half the rate ot
'sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.
►

PASSAGE, TEX DOLLARS.
or Passage, apply to

■·cak, sickly, suffering

For Freight

WHIT\KY Α- βΛΉΡΜΟΝ, Agent·,
70 Long Wharf, Bouton.
IMDK

Mt.

LINK

TO

Desert and Machias.

Fall and Winter

Arrangemenl.«~Com·
mencing Friday, October 11 lb.

Pamphlets Free.

3ETH W. FOWLE 4 SONS,

ONE TRIP PER WEEK
The

Χι

BOLD
η

Β "WI θ Τ Ο Ν

I*

Y I>

Il L GC : 8 Ι Α

d&weodlvr

Ayer s Cathartic rills,
For all the Purposes οΓ

S AILING FOK LIVERPOOL.

'Calling

at

Queenstowii, Cork Har

Steamers appointed to sail

DIRECT FROM

BOSTON

SAMARIA,

Tues. Nov. 5. BATAVIA, Sat. Nov. 30
MALTA, 'lues* Nov 12. HECTA. Sat. Dec. 7.
OLYMPUS,Sat, Nov. 16. SAMARIA, SAT. Dec.14
SIBERIA, Sat. Nov. 23.
ty Passengers embark at the Cunard Wharf, Eas

Boston.

Dyspepsia. Indigestion,

Dysentery. Foul Stmnacli, Erycipelas, Headache, Pile*. Rheumatism,Erupt ions and Skin

Diseases,

PREPAID STEERAGE PASSAGE.
From Liverpool, London, Bristol,
Glasgow, Queenstown or Derrv to Boston or New
York, S34
CURRENCY. Passengers booked to all
parts of the United States. Drafts issued on G veal
Britain and Ireland for £1 and
upwards. Foi
Freight ami Cabin passage apply at the Company*!
Office, 80 State Street. For steerage passage, at 9ί
State
Boston.

Street,

JAnESALEXANDEB, Agent.
jn2dlv
I1VT1ÛP1V A TTAV A Τ

CTfiWOHT^

ΠΛ

Digbr

ARRAN GKMKNT.

FALL

tripTper week:

two

On and after MONDAY, Sept,
30th, the Steamer New Yook,
Capt. Ε. B. Winchester, and the
.«Steamer New Brunswick, Capt
rS. H. Pike, will leave Railroad
wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY and
UKSDAY, at 6 P. M. for Eastport and St. John,
eturning will leave St. John alid Eastport on the

Salt Rheum, Wtnui,
Gout, Neuralgia, ah a
Dinner Pill, and Purl-

fying

Imtmless.

PREPARED BY

Dr.

R. J. JOURDAIN,
PROPRIETOR

HAS

con sequences and treatment of diseases < t the
with remarks on marriag and
various causes of the loss of manhood, with foil
instructions for its complete restoration ; also a elf j
♦er on venereal infection, and the means of cure, WV. :
I ni; the most comprehensive irork on the subject ever
yet published, comprising 150 pages. Mailed free to
any addrats for 25 cents. Address,
l>r. Jourdain'* Consulting Office,

causes,

reproductive system,

the

61 Haac«ck

junMdlyr

Paralysis

Gr

Ο

!K

A medicine that enres
is a real oublie blessing.
Α γ Kit's Sarsaparilla
makes positive cure of a
series or complaints.v.-hie h
are

The

o'clock P. M.
For further particulars inquire of Ross & Sturd
vant, 179 Commercial St., or Cyrus Stnrdivant, General Agent.
Portland, March 17th, 1872.
apl7

Norfolk and Baltimore and
Washington,
D. C. Steamship Line.

ftMoewnnmeratlMt dwvld

expelled from the blood.

'-Internal

derangements

determination of these same humors to some
internal organ, or organs, whose action they derange
and whose substance they disease and destroy.
Aver's Sa κ sapa bill a expels these humors Iron»
the blood. When they are gone, the disorders
they
produce disappear, such as Ulcerations of the Liver
Stomach Kidneys, Lungs, Eruptions and Eruptive
Diseases of the Skin, St,
Anthony's Eire. Hose >*r
Erysipelas, Pimples, f*ustules, Blotches, Both, Tumors, Tetter, and Salt Hheum, Scald Head, Ι'ί ηι/vorm, Ulcers and Sores, Rheumatism, Xeunilgïa,
Poin in the Bones, Sitle, and Head, Eemafe Weakness, Sterility, Leucorrheea arising from internal ulceration and uterine disease. Jtropsy,
fy/spepsi",
Emaciation, and General Debility. With their «I#
parture health returns.
are

Steamer CITY OF RICH-

always afflicting ami

too often fatal. It purifie*
the blood, purges out the
lurking humors in the
which
undersystem,
mine health and settle into troublesome disorders.
Eruptions of the skin are
the apj*?arance on the surbe

MOND, Cant. C. Kilby, will leav
Railroad wharf, foot of State st.,
► every Monday,
and
'Friday Evenings,Wednesday
at 10 o'clock,
commencing Monday.-2nd inst.. for Bangor, (or ai
far as the ice will
permit,) touching at Rockland,
Camden, Lincoln ville. Belfast, Searsport, Sandy
Point, Bucksport, Winterport and Hampden.
Returning, will leave Bangor every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday Mornings a* 6 o'clock, touch
in g at the above named
landings, arriving at Port
land at δ

Cared.

FOR PURIFYING THE BLOOD.

LINE!

TRIPS PER M EEK.

an<l Deformities

Ayer's Sarsparilla,

—το—

Ν

Street, Ho«ton, Ha».

The Orient Springs Health Institute is located near
the town of Amherst, Mass., for the trea! ment and
cure of Paralysis in all it* forms.
Spinal Diseases,
Contracted C.jrds and Limbs. Crooked Feet and
and Hands, Enlarged Joints, Wry Neck. Curvatures
of the Spine, Hip Diseases, rackets, St. Vivus's
Dance, and all deformities, Neuralgia, Rheumatism,
and all Lameness, Nervous Diseases, Gout, Convulsions, Diseases of the Brain, Heart and Lungs, Cancers, Hysteria, etc.
Apply to GEORGE W. RHODES, 51. D., Amber*t,
or to F. E. FAXON,
ESQ., Ag nt for the Institute,
No. 1 Peinberton square, Boston.
oct!5-d«&wl2w w42

^

A

OF THE

Parisian Gallery of Anatomy, Boston,
juxt published a new edition of his let lui es,
containing most valuable information on ihe

day.

ΤIVKEF

Blood,

DR. J. C. AYER Λ CO., LOWELL, MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists.
Sold by all druggists everywhere.
janl-e3dwly-l

Connections made at Eastport for St.
Andrews,
Robbinston, Calais, Woodstock and Houlton.
Connections made at St. John for Digby,
Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Frederickton,
Shedlac, Amherst, Charlottetown, P. Ε. I., and Summerside. P. Ε. I.
S^^Freight received on days of sailing uutil 4
o'clock P. M.
aep23-t30 than old
A. R. 8TUBB3. A gen t

Β

the

the most congenial purgative vet perfected. Their
effects abundantly «how bov much they excel all other Pills.
They are safe and pleasant to take, but
powerful to cure. They purge out the foul humor»
of the blood; they stimulate the sluggish or disordered organ into action, ami they iiui>art health and
tone to tne whole being. They cure not only the every day complaints of everybody, but formidable and
dangerous diseases. Most eminent clergymen, most
skilful physk ians, and our best citizeus send certificat ce of'Mires performed ami of great benefits they
have derived from these Pills. They are the safest
and best physic for children, because mild as well as
effectual. Being sugar coated, ihey are easy to
take ; and being purely vegetable, they are entirely
are

—

INSIDE

liiliousne^H,

Liver Complaint, Dropsy, Tetter, Tumors a

Currency

City.

Family Physio,

Cot tivcncss, JanndK e,

Cabin, $80 & it 100 («old, According t<
Accommodation. Steerage, $.10
Steamers appointed to sail
FROM IVΕW YORK.
ALGERIA, Sat. Nov. 2.'RUSSIA, Wed. Nov. 20.
JAVA, Wed. Nov.
6.1 ABYSSINIA, Sat, Nov.23
PABTHLA, Sat. Nov. 9.|CUBA, Wed. Nov. 27.
Passage Money, including tare from Boston to Ν York
Cabin, $80, $100, $130 gold—according to accommodation. Steerage, $30 Currency. Tickets to
Paris, $1!
Gold, additional. Return Tickets on favorable term*
30^" Passengers enbark at Cunard Wharf, Jersey

u

CTBI50

For further particulars inquire of Ross & Sturdivant, 170 Commercial St.,
CYBIN MTI'KDIVANT,
General Agent.
oc» tf
^Portland, Oct. 7. 1872.

hail sTEAnjiniP8

Ο*. > Ε 11 A LL· V.

*12

landings.

^DÛ^RD LÎNE

Proprietors,

Ιϊο. 1 Milton Place, Boston.

favorite Steamer

CAPT. DEERING,
Will leave (until further notice) Railroad Wharf,
Portland, every FRIDAY EVENING, commencing
Friday, the 11th in*t.,at ΙΟ o'clock.
Or on arrival of Express Train from Boston, foi
Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor, (Mt. Desert) Millbridge, Jonesport and Maehiat·
port.
Retunlug will leave Maschiasport every
morning, at 5 o'clock, touching at the aboveTuesday
named

crea-

tures, to strong, healthy, and
happy men and women; and
invalids cannot reasonably hes"hrte to give it a trial.
See that each bottle has PERU*
.'IAN SYRUP blown in the giatkt.

,Ιιι'23-ly

Semi-Weekly, 2.30

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.
To

Canniln, Detroit,

St.

Chicago, flngianvr,

Paul, Malt Lake City, Dearer,
Man

FraueiMCo,

West, Northwest

and all

points

and Southwest !

TIIE GRAND TRUNK is in splendid running condition, is fully supplied with first-class rolling stock,

including the
CELEBRATED PULLMAN PALACE CAR,
and is making the best connections and
quickest
time of any route from Bangor,
Baggage checked from Bangor to Chicago, and not
subject to Custom House examinat on.
For full particulars enquire at
Railway Station
or any of the Companies
agents in Now Engl nd.
D. H. BLANCHARD, oppo. Preble House,
No. 282 Congress St., Portland Me.
WM. FLOWERS, Eastern Agent,
aug28-tf
Bangor, Me.

p. m.

for

FOLK and BALTIMORE.

ι—9

■

the

PREPABED BY

DR. J. C. AYER & CO., Lowell, MassPractical ard Analytical Chemist *.
Sold by all Druggists everywhere.
dcc9d<& wevery3dwly

NOR-

:—
Steamships
"

William Lawrence
W. A. Hallett.
Capt.
William Crane " Capt.
Solomon Howes.
"<ieorne AppoldCant. Winslow Loretand.
"Black'stonei" Capt. Geo. H. Hallett.
"
William Kennedy," Capt, Henry D. Foster.
%iMcCUllanJ'Capt. F. M. Howes.
Freight forwarded trom Norfolk to Washington
Steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg a
Richmond, by river or rail: and by the
Γα. & Ten
Air Line to all points in Virginia, Tennessee, At
bama and Georgia: and over the Seaboard and /To
nolce R. R. to all points iu North and South ( 'arolina
bv the Bait, d: Ohio R. R. to
Washington and
places West.
Through rates given to South and West.
Fine Passenger accommocat ions.
Fare including Berth and Meals to
Norfolk $15.00
line 48 hours; to Baltimore $15, time 6-5
hours.
For further information
apply to
44

E.

june2tf

SAMPSON, Agent.
«13

Central Wharf, Boston.

PROCURE TICKETS

Travelers for

CAIjIIORJill.

tyReliable information cheerfully
furnished at
all times.
ap6d<£-w
wl5
|s4t

W. ». LITTLE & CO.
Office, 49 1·!) Kxcliange Street

SOUTHERN PINE LUMBER !
Ships, Railroad Cars, Bridges, Factories, and
; other building
I^OR
purposes, furnished by the cargo
at short notice.
eign.
oct8ti

astonishing

Urine, Mucous anu Involuntary Discharges from
Urethra, Retention or Incontinnenceof Urine, Chronic Catarrh of Bladder, and all Chronic Maladies of the
Crino-GenitalOreans.
For sale by all Druggists an 1 Dealers in Med|cin

everywhere.

uo28ectfiy

OLD
Passenger Ticket Agency !
pas.MiiewMij,,,,,!

A Standard Preparation, endorsed
by the most reliable Physicians, and its
curative powers
attested by thousands who have used it.
It is a sure, quick
remedy for nil diseases of the
Urinary organs existing in male or female. Irritation
or Inflammation of
Kidneys or Bladder, Gravel, Diabetes, Reddish Sediment' in Urine, Thick, Cloudy

CONVERTIBLE

CHARLES ill. HAWKES,
mcli22 dtf
Kxchanse «t.. Portland

For Sale in Portland by HALLL.
DAVIS, LORING, SHORT & HARMON,R. K. HUNT &CO.
aug29
eodly

diseases of tho Kidneys ami
Female Complaints,
and all diseases originating in
a bad state of the blood, or accompanied by debility or a low
state of the system. Being free
from Alcohol, in any form, its
energizing effects arc not followed by corresponding reaction, but are permanent, infitning strength, vigor, and neuf
life into all parts of the system,
end building up an Iron Constitution.
Thousands hare been changed
by the use of this remedy, from

PHIL· A DKLPHIA

Steamships of this Li ue sail from
of Central Wharf. Boston,

tlie Wnt, Month and Nort»·
may obtain through Ticket·
"
bv the best and mont reliable
route from Portland or Boston, or New
York, to
any point desired, at the lowent
rate*, at the ol
auii reliable Union Ticket Agtcey of

easily

rhoea, Boils, Nervous Affections,
and Fevers, Humors,
Chills
Loss of Constitutional Vipor.

end

VESSELS
on

—

Waterboro* for

The Peruvian Sj/ηηρ, a Protect
ed Solution of the Protoxide of,
Iron. is so combined as to have
the character of an aliment, as
easily digested and assimilated
with the blood as the simplest
food. It increases the quantity
of Nature's Own Vitalizing
Agent, Iron in the blood, and
cures "a thousand ills," simply
by Tolling up, Invigorating and
Vitalizing the System. The enriched and vitalized blood permeates every part of the body,
repairing damages and waste,
searching out morbid secretions, and leaving nothing for
disease to feed upon.
This is the secret of the wonderful success of this remedy in.
curing Dyspepsia, Liver Complaint, Dropsy, Chronic Diar-

Steamers Dirigo and Franconia
will, until further notice, run a?
follows :
Leave Gait's Wharf, Portland,
'every MONDAY ai.d THURSDAY, at 5 P. M., and leave Pier iW E. R., New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 3 P. M.
The Dirigo and Franconia are titted up with tine
accommodations for passengers, making this the most
convenient and comfortable route for travelers between New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room $5. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Montreal, Quebec
Halifax, St. John, and all parts of Maine. Shippe
are requested to send their
freight to the Steamers as
early as 4 P. Μ.,οη the days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage apply to
HENRY FOX, Gait's Wharf, Portland
J. F. AMES, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
o-xi.r

same

passenger trains
H|lS72,
"'for Rochester and

At Centre

MAKES THE WEAK STRONG.

Co

Steamship

and Ni. John,
Wiud»or and Halifax.

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.
On

Portland,

Eastport, Calait·

for by State taxation, and paid
by the
State Treasurer in New York. There is no
expense
for collecting and no tax deduction. Present indebtedness is small and therefore
paid and must remain so under the registration laws of the State.
Bonds recommended tor safety as well as profitableness, bearing ten per cent interest, and
setting at
rates that give prospect of a profitable advance in
prices. This is a good opportunity to convert Government Bonds into those more remunerative. Orders and inquiries promptly attended to.

provided

2w

terms.
NEW,

"M., §9.10 A. M., 13.30 P. M., f4.15 P.
X 6.00 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portmouth and Portland at t7.30
Α. M.» 1:8.30 A. M, 112.30 P. M., f3.l5P.
M., *0.00 P.
M. *8.00P.M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland at t9.55 A. M, *10.40
A. M., t2.4S P. M.. t5.55 P. M., X 8.00 Ρ M,*10.05 P. M
Leave Biddeford for Portland at 8.00 A. M., returning at 5.20 P. M.
•Pullman sleeping car express train. Ν. B.
This
train runs Sunday Morning, does not rwi
Monday
M.,

—

alternately, leaving

SEMI-WEEKLY LINK

AT THE

MCIVGEK, Agent.

Piano lor Sale.
first claws 7 octane Piano for Sale

Vjc»0-?tiMé9jee|iv, for Portsmouth and Boston, (Sundays excepted) at *1.30 A. M. t6.15 A.

Municipal

Coupons

ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing Monday, June 24th, 1879·

) missioners.
nov.7-eodlm

Street.
3t

WOOD !

Notice of Harbor Commissioners.
NOTICE is hereby given that all person κ
desiring to make any erection, incumbrance, excavation, filling, or deposits within the limits of the
Harbor of Portland, and the tidal waters connceted

BONDS.

After the

ηο*12

Exchange Street.

PKIIVTIWG
Office.

OH

continuation of i

As an economical measure it has no equal in the
interest of both buyer and seller. Its adoption will
save 20 per cent in the cost of living.
Price $1.20 per dozen. Sent post-paid in packages
ot any number, to any part of the United States or
British Provinces on receipt of order with price inclosed. Full particulars on application. Sample
copies by mail post-paid for 10 cents.
II. A. ncKI'JNNEY A CO., I'ubliflher*.
129 Middle St.. Portland, Me.
sep23-d«Sfcwtf

right.

disastrous Are occurred in'
I am
happy to present to the public the aboveBoston,
named
panies NOLVENT) able and willing to meetComall

BARNES, Jr.,
.Y G

a

At rink in the burnt diifrlct. Boston, *33 OOO.

—

PROTECTION.

B.

BY M. y. B. STIMSON.

Portland, Nov. 5,1872.

Unsurpassed Security

a

491-2

F

"No liOHMTN in Boeton."

Bame

Caution.

this dav forbid all poi sons
or trust
ing my wile Mary E. Peaco harboring
on my account a
1 shall pay no bills or debts of
her
after
contracting
his dale
ME it RILL PEACO.
^isfield, Oct. 27, 1872.3K. ESai uss*.
nov2d3w*·

$045,417.41

Newport Fire

*40.000,000 OO, (Sold.
Patterns of Garments
iu a11
°0I»paniee, experi''t suggest
preferenec for the
s"rongest
PLUMM
B~&
WILDEB
j
The undersigned also
represents reliable Home i
Companies,
eilicite
Π3

Assets

Meriden Fire Insurance Co.

It will be remembered that this Company paid its
losses by the Chicago tire, about a yoar ago, amounting to the enormous sum of
$3,:I50,000 OO
without drawing against their assets in the United
Stales, which, in March last, amounted to
83,640,450 OO.
The whole amount of Chicago losses
having been
paid by drafts on the Home Office.
The Assets in the United States now exceed those
of any American Fire
in addition to which
it κ large asset s abroad Company,
are readily available, as was
shown by the
of its Chicago losses.
payment
invested funds of the
nt,'e
ot
January, 1872, amount to Company on the first day
tmco

îî

AS

Towns and Cities.

North Missouri Insurance Co.

NOT IN THE INSURANCE RING.

KEPOKTED

AGAIN,

Contents

and

Holders
492,484.92
Losses reported Boston Fire,
800,000
Secretary telegraphs Nov. 12,1872,
«NABRAGANNETT ALL RIGHT."

Telegraphed

"Exactly Îtiglit»"
—

1

—

LONDON & GLOBE

NO.

1D0

in

TT&S

Scbago Dye

J>11'

Dwellings

LIVERPOOL,
AND

Surplus as regards Policy

Insures only Farm Risks,

EASTERN AND PORTLAND, SACO, &
PORTSMOUTH R. R.

goods,

PROVIDENCE.
Gross Present Assets
$762,421.59

Not in Massachusetts.

Exchange Street.

—

AGENTS FOB THE CO.,

AGENCY.

Boston.

jun21tf

dally.

pass book designed for the uso of all classes ol
dealers in every department of trade, and is an invaluable medium for encouraging cash payments foi

$650,000. Narragansett Fire & Marine
In. Co.

-

IMrusteeè.
Trustee

MUTUAL· BENE HT ACCOUNT BOOK,

Is

Stock Value $400-Par $100.
Not a Dollar loss in Boston.

Co.,

I10V12

THE

Ν. Y

Munger's

OF

Gggp^In

"as

Express.
^Mondays, Wednesdays amlFrida\*.
W. MERRITT, Superintendent,

(rfr^The Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train arrives at and departs from the Depot of the Maine
Central Railroad, in Portland.
Ν Β. The 6.15, 9.10 A. M., and 3.30, P.M.
trains from Portland, make close connections to New
York by one or other of the routes from Boston.
Passengers ticketed through by either route.
F. CHASE,
je21tf
Supt. P. S. & P. Division.

NOTICE.

novl2tf

John W.

the

W. I>. Little &

•Accommodation.

353 Commercial
June 24, 1872

run

NEW ARRANGEMENT.

iFast Express.

THE

—

Watertown,

&c.|

PORTLAND.
All orders by mail promptly attended to.
Sept 5-eodtf

St.

INSURANCE.

FIRE INS CO.,

favoiable terms as with any Agency

holding Policies

Passenger station in Boston, Hay market Square.
Freight station, Causeway street.

morning.
tAccommodation train.
§ Mail train.

<T

Company,

Bangor Insurance Co., Bangor.

—

—1.\ THE

I

To the

OF NEW YORK,

INS Γ R Ε

Signs, Flags ami

Covers, Canvass Advertisings

Boston losses less than hair their

Manhattan Insurance

FLAGS.

S^~Wagron, Box and Boats

Posters, Transparencies,

NEW YORK.

Maine

NOTE.—The 6.15* A. M. train arrives ii Boston in

Passenger trains leave Portland dai-

Awning Borders made and
lettered in the best manner.

$6,400,000.
750,000.

Home Insurance

Canvas

CONN.

Assets,

PALMER,

of

Assets,

W. D. Little & Co.'s

LEAYITT

A.

TENTS AND

$200,000.

BETTERT

m-,

Yacht Λ Bout Sails,
Awnings, Verandahs,

IIAKTFOBU

Street.
3t

Companies oil

18721.

time to connect with Shore Liue at 11.10 for New
York, the South and the West. 9.10* A. M. train connects with the 3.00 P. M. Springfield Route and Sound
Steamers for New Yorkaud the South. 3.30t P. M.
train with the 9.00 P. M# train for New York via Shore
or Springfield line.
The above trains leave P. S. & P. R. R. Station
foot of State street, where tickets can be purchased
and baggage checked.
(Td^Freight trains» between Portland and Boston

manufacturer of

VHILADELPHIA.

Capital.

Loring & Thurston,

STREET,
POHTI.Awn

STAIRS.

CALL ON

in

1*1,

Trains leave P. S. <& P. R. R. Sta]*of|ffl£|Ii§fgtiou, Portland, for Boston, *6.15, *9.10
M., 3.30t, 4.15», 6.00* (express) P.M.
—33
Returning *7.30, f8.30A.M., *12.30,
*3.15, 6.00Î (express) P. M
For Rochester, Altou Bay, *6.15, A. M.
Manchester and Concord, Ν. H., via C. & P. R. R.
Junction, 6.15* A. M., 3.30* P. M.
Manchester and Concord, via Lawrence, 9.10* A. M.
Lowell, 6.15*, 9.10* A. M., 3.30t, 4.15* P. M.
M il cou and Union, 9.10* A. M. 3.30t, 4.15* P. M.

PAYSON TUCKER, Agent,
Street, Portland.

C. M. & H. T. PLUMMER,

9200,000.

OF

Exchange

No change of cars between Portland

daily.

Extinguishers

It' you want Reliable Insurance

Insurance

te

Au Absolute Protection from Fire.

No. 1 Exchange Street,
UP

Tlie Company Telegraphs, "Onr losses
less than half our assets."

NONE

Superior
other

innlltlGmTu&F 2ta\v

are

novl2

from,

Send ior descriptive circular to

PHILADELPHIA.

Capital,

INSURANCE COMPANY-

38

Dif-

Entirely

Last,

will

I>AILY, (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED)
AT 7 O'CLOCK
AI.
Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston, same
day β at 5 P. M. Fare j|l.50. Freight taken
low rates.
W. L. BILLIN«N. Agent
J. B. ( OVIiF. JR., General Agent.inch30tf

at

ï Fast

AMERICAN

Dry nud fïrouiid in Oil*
DRY AND GROUND ZINC, LITHARGE, RED
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, TIN
PIPE, TIN-LI NED PIPE, IRON PIPE
<£ FITTINGS, PUMPS, AC., AC.
Our Pare White Lead, both dry and ground in oil,
we warrant to be Mtrictly pnrr., and guarantee
that for fineness, body and durability, it is not surpassed by any Lead in the market, cither foreign or

GARDNER

EXTINGUISHER !

FIRE

commodious Cabin and State Room ac-

stage

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

;

STEAMERS
nml
MONTREAL,

ATLANTIC WHARF,

Waldoboro,

Mummer Arrangement, July

Pianos,

s

superior sea-going

CITY

commodations,

Direct rail route to Wiseasset, New

IfÎiffSNrfîfiffSBCaHtle, Damariscotta,
F^e^^^arSWarren and Rocklaud.
and Rockland.

$875,000.

....

and take

MELODEONS

Best, Cheapest

ROLLINS & ADAMS,

in.

KNOX & LINCOLN RAILROAD.

ferent

and Assets.

Passengers can by stopping over night

Through

SALES-

Iron in me Blood

m.

—AND—

&

Fare down and back 25 eentu, children half price.
Special arrangements can be made by applying I ο
oclOdtf
the Capt.

—A»—

next morning.
For Dover and Foxcroft take 1:00 p. m. train. Passengers ticketed through. Fare $5.00.
Tickets tue sold in Portland at Station
and at Horse Railroad Office Jfor Houlton, Calais and
St. John, fare $8.00; and to Halifax $12.00.
J. M. LUNT, General Superintendent.
Augusta, July 26, 1872.
augl2tf

Remember 144 1-2 Exchange St
dc20
eodly

The

OF ISBIK, PA.,

m.

Dexter leave Portland at 1.00 p.

Patented Feb. 14 & Dec. 2G, 1871 ; March 12, 1872.

German Insurance

500,000.

....

leading insti

THE

$1,184,000. I

....

Losses,

MANUFACTUBEItS OP

Pure White Lead !

5:30 p.

HASTINGS,

BOSTON.

BOSTON

St.

M.

BOSTON

For Mt Kineo, Moosehead Lake, take 12.15 a. m.
train for Dexter, arriving at Dexter at 6:50 a. m. At
8 o'clock stage leaves for Greenville, foot of Lake,
where you take steamer for Mt. Kineo, arriving at

CELEBRATED

Assets January 1,1872, 311,923.82.

Established in 1810.

Assets

and

sure

wamkeag at 1:00 p. m.
Portland for Lewiston, Bath and Augnsta 5:25 p.

Rockland for all points on the PeEXCHANGE
SI, 1I nobscot river, Macliias, Mount Desert Vinal Haven,
Hurricane ami Dix Islande.
Leave Maine Central Depot, at 7.00 A. M., and 1.00
Received the HIGHEST
P. M.
PREMIUMS in the New
Stages connect at Rocklaud. for Camden, LincomEngland and State Fairs in
1869.
ville, Nortliport. Sooth Thomaston ami St. George,
daily. At Rockland for Unioii, Appleton and WashAll Instrumente Warington. Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
At Thomaston for St. George daily.
ranted.
At Warren for Union, daily.
At
Warren for Jefferson and Whitefield, Mondays,
Price lists sent by mail.
I Wednesdays and Fridays.
At Wa.doboro' for North Waldoboro',
"Washington,
! and Liberty daily.
Will sell to be paid lor in InstallAt New Castle for Bristol and Pemaquid, daily.
Freight Trains daily and freight taken at low rates.
ments.
C. A. COOMBS, Sup't.
J y2'.nitf
also have the Agency for this State lor the

Co.,
Be

a. m.

Steamers leave

placing it.

1 laving

From Oldtown, Mattawamkeag, Bangor, Skowhe! gan, Waterville, Augusta, Winthrop, Read held, llai.li

144 1-2

The

PHILADELPHIA.

OF

$150,000

reinsure can.

to

not be to careful in

American Insurance Co.,

country,

Co.,

CINCINNATI,

...

$500,000

FIRST NATIONAL
Insurance Co.

$911,000.

Boston Losses only
Diminished to

is

75,000.

Insurance

Losses in Boston

Earine Insurance Co.
Assets,

Assets,

Assets (►ver Boston losses,

FOREST

Portland for Lewiston via Danville at 8:20 p. m.
Traîne Due at Portlantl.
From Augusta,. Bath and Lewiston at 8:35 a. m.

»0vl3tf

$900,000

^{t—ntiie

À/·.· 'gj.

From St. John, Houlton, Calais, Bangor, «Sc., 1:25

Exchange

W. P.

TRADERS'
Insurance Company.

Assets, Gold, $1,000,000.

Triumph

81,000,000,

This

Λ

Losses in Boston less than

$1,900,000.
$450,000.

1829.]

J. H. Chadwick & Co., Ag'ts,

No. 42

CAPTAIN A. S. OLIVER,
Will leave the end of Custom Houpe Wharf dally f«»r
Joue»'Landing, ou and aft erOct 10,1872,at 8.45 A.
M and 3.15 P. M.
Heturning leave Jones' Landing at &.15 and 3.45 P.

FOR BOSTON.

a. m.

MANUFACTORY

FRANCISCO.

SAN

7:00

Portland for Lewiston, Bath, Rockland, Augusta,
Readlield, Winthrop, Skowhegan, Bangor, Matta-

and Lewiston at 2:55 p. m.
From Augusta and Lewiston at 6:45 p.

Company.

Boston lessee,

over

Portland for Bangor, Houlton, Calais, St. John,
Halifax, &c.. at 12:15 a. m. (sleeping cars and day
this train.)
Portland for Lewiston, Rockland and Augusta at

cars on

m.

COFFIN & LIBBY,

OF

Comp'y,

....
Assets
Boston Losses not over

after

Insurance

...

...

ji

BOOM,

....

...

are

follows :

are as

Phenix Insurance

20 years,

91*— 92
92
94
Cumberland National Bank,— 40
GO
61
Canal National Bank,
100
132
131*
First National Bank
131 ....132
100
Casco National Bank,
1C0
131 ....132
Mercli ants' National Bank,..
75
95
96
National Traders' Bank,
100
131
132
Portland Company,
65
70
Portland Gas Company,
50
62
63
Ocean Insurance Company,... 100
95
.100
Atlantic & St. Lawrence it. 11
55
60
A. & K. It. It. Bonds
88
89
Maine Central R. K. Stock.. ..100
40
.47
Maine Central Η. K. Bonds. 7's
98
99
Leeds & F'rm'gton R. R. Bonds,100
89
90
Portland & Ken. R. R. Bonds,. 100
88
89
Portland & Ogdensburg R.R. Bonds, gold,
90
Portland & Rochester R. R. Bonds,j7's,.
94
95
ortlan l & Rochester R. R. Stock
25
35

anxiously seeking
INDEMNITY, their j
attention is particularly callcd to I
this Leading American Company. i

PENNSYLVANIA

400,000.

Fireman's Fund Ins. Co.,

Companies

represented by us

....

Bangor City Bonds,
Calais City Bonds,

_______Arrangement of Trains.

feo*j*OflBgg§BB6i|j
o^MMJfieiliCommeudng July

12,000,000,

Losses in BOSTON

RAILROAD.

Mteaoiboat Company.

EXPRES S,

►

CENTRAL

MAINE

AGENTS,

Queen Insurance Company.

THE

DnilfPreu Stock Li#i.

For the week

the

re-

Stages for Cape Breton.
k#" RETURNING leaves Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 4 P. M.
Fare, including State room,
$7 00
For freight ana further information
apply to J
B. OOYLE, Jr., Atlantic Wharf, or
(MMkf
JOHN POBTEOUS. Aynt.

one

ORGANS

....

18 00
Κ 00

passenger lor every $500 additional value.
C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
H. BAI LE Y, Local Superintendent.
Portland, June 20 1872.
jun21tf

at 4 p.

FOR HALIFAX DIRECT.
Making close connections with the Nova Scotia
Railway, for Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and
Pictou, and steamers foi Prince Edward's Island ; also at New Glasgow, N. S., with
Liudsey Λ: Co.'s

any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, ami paid for at the rate of

$2,800,000

...

..

Straw,

Express trains run through to Montreal without
change of cars at Island Pond.
The Company are not responsible for
baggage to

RELIABLE

JBo«ton loue*,

ROYAL INS. CO.

Assets over Fonr Million Dollars, Gold.
...
L >sses only
$150,000.

Montreal.

calling in ol
one Dollar of its large loans 011
Bond and Mortgage.
At the present time, when the

600,00©

ASSETS

stations at- 5.00 P. M.
From Montreal, Quebec, Island
Pond, Gorham
and South Paris at 2,50 P. M.
From So. Paris at 8. 20 A. M,
Pullmau Palace Drawing Room and Sleeping Cars
arc attached to the Mail Trains between Portland and

ble reputation it stands pre-eminently in the front rank. It paid

FRANKLIN IN. CO.,
1>0W,
Deducting

913,000,000.

...

The Cash Assets of this sterling
Institution arc over FOUR AND A

Good risks at current rates

can be found.

after Monday, Nov. 4th

(stopping at all stations) for Island
Pond, connecting with night mail train for Quebec,
Moutreal and thé Wewt.
Accommodation for South Paris and intermediate

PAID.

community

aud

Passenger train for South Paris at
/.30 A. M.; for Island Pond, Quelle.
and the west at 1.30 P. M. Stopping at all

Montreal,

Every Saturday,

TRAINS.

stations.
Mail train

spectfully solicited by

North British & Mercantile.
assets

On

$800,000, and every claim will be
PROMPTLY
AMD
ADJUSTED

single litigation or

—

OF

■I

ARRANGEMENT.
steamship CAR-

ARRANGEMENT.

]?"^^??=?i??fjflTrainB will run as follows :

last year lor Chicago [losses over
Two Million Dollars, without a

AGENCY.

over

OF LONDON.

®i

9|@

to

Tlic losses of this Company by
the recent fli c CANNOT EXCEED

HALF MILLION DOLLARS, and
in financial strength and honora-

Companies

our

Insurance

Union Assurance Company,

Λ

}· (C)
5 00 @ 7 00
L filions,
9$^
H
C
none
lii anges, Ρ box none @
CC
<»raiu·
non·
75 @ 75 Ex C
noue
Corn, Mixed,.
Mus. Gro...
none
η»
White,
Hav. Brown
Yellow
75
^
]i
1 10 ^ 1 15
Nos. 12 & 16 10i^ 11
Rye
@
Refining..
Barley,
l°i
Oat.-.
50 <i£ do
Teas.
Fiue Feed,.. 33 00 ^ 32 01 Souchong,
25 @ 40
28 00 [φ 30 01 Oolong,
35 (à) 45
Shorts
(Juupowilcr.
Oolong, choice 50 (c£ 75
4 50 <& 5 00 Japan,.
40 & 60
Blasting
4 oO (gj ο 00
Do. choice
65 @ 85
Shipping,
Tin·
liny·
00
29
01
40
'Straits, cash,.
@ 41
Pressed,$*tonl8
@

..

Have passed through the Boston
fire unhurt, and arc as Sound and
Solvent as before. We are pre-

pared

COMMERCIAL

®
12 ® io
Prunes,
C
Haisius.
12M
40 (è 60
non Syrups,
Uuncb, i> box,
Layer, new, 2o0 @2 <5 Eagle Sugar Refinery :
Muscatel.. 3 00 ®3 25 Yellow
@ 9£
"

Ji

All

PALMER,

FIRE

business here.

@ 45

9

S.

Company,

Which leaves the Company over $7,000,000 in Gold,
making it one of the staunchest Companies ^doing

The

Mace,
Nutmegs,
Pepper,

lb.
@ 22
® »
'a J -5
® M
®

Almonds—Jordan

J.

LOSSES $$00,000,

9
8
7

(i£
&

··

Thirteen Million Dollars.

Eight Million Dollars in Gold.

9i

Malt.

THAT

—

OF LONDON.

9

Maiern u*.
L'ge Shore, 5 25 @ 5 50
L'tje Bank, 5 25 (gj 5 oO Saleratus, -pib, 7 @
3 25
3
3 00 ((£ 3
150 (g 2
1 00 ^ 1

AND

1720, having

Established in 1803, hail

».

—

17

@

16

Kice.

CmI, perqtl.,

none

!

IMPERIAL

12

'il

—

Company has been doing business in this
country only a few months, and hence its losses are
very
small,
only $105,000. It is a strong institution.
j

,3

Ex Mess,.. 12 50 (u} 14 ôÔ
14 00 ® 15 50
7
Plate
Ex Plate,·. 16 00 (g 17 00
s iVvk.

4

over

in..

WE ARE PLEASED TO STATE

DOW

ALTERATION
WINTEB

For Peaks' Island.

Jr'.'n.fuïnrUe
LOITA,
Capt. E. I>. Mulligan,
►leaven Portland

Freight j

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

274.345 01

Nova Scotia.

ΝΤΚΛ.ηκΚ

I

Ticket Office in Portland at Depot of M. C. R. R.
J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
nov4ti
Portlaud, Oct. 2,1872..

OF NEW YORK.

STEAMERS.

DIRECT!

ton.

95

2,405,937

TO THE PUBLIC

This

Pi'orisiou··

pjach Wood,
5-1
Hid Wood....
3i«
Vish*

Small,

Assets

217,500 00
386,739 41

Office. 106 Fore St., Portland, life.

dlm-eodllm&w6w

J. Ε.

Corporation

Established in

$8,143,240 00
3,379,050 00

MUNGER, Correspondent,

LONDON

Assurance

00
10

12
25
2n
36
75
bbl 3 UIJ îî 3 25

φ

""uns.

UjCWOOilH.
Bivwoo'l,
5 ^
Brazil Woo<l,.

ιΛ,
Domingo,

THE

50
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Halifax,

WINTER

STAGES
Connect dally with 3.15 P. M.,
For Cornish, Kezar Falls, Porter, Freedom, Denmark, Bridgton, Lovell, and North Lovell.
The 8.30 a. m. from Γιο. Conway connects with
afternoon trains for Boston, via Eastern or Boston &
Maine It. R's., and the 1.00 p. m. train arrives in
Portland in season to connect with Steamers for Bos-

69

Six per cent interest on the
outstanding cert ificates of profits will be paid to the holders thereof, or their
legal representatives, on and after Tuesday the Sixth of February next.
The outstanding certificates of the issue of 1868, will be redeemed and
paid to the holders thereof, or their
legal representatives, on and after Tuesday the Sixtli of February next, from which date all interest thereon
will cease. The certificates to be produced
at the time of payment, and cancelled. Upon certificates which
were issued (in red scrip) for
gold premiums; such payment of interest and redemption will be in gold.
A dividend of Forty Per Cent, is declared on the net earned
premiums of the Company, for the
year ending 31st December, 1871, for which'certificates will be issued on and after Tuesday the Seeond of
April next.
By order of the Beard,
J, H. C Π A I*HI AN, Secretary.
J. D. JONES, President.
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice-President,
tnnTtumn o_j
W. Η. H. MOORE, 2nd Vice-Pres't.
J. D. HAWLETT, 3rd Vice-Pres't.
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The 7.15 a. m. and 1 00 p. m. Trains will be
with passenger cars attached.

nom:

Corner of William, New York.

Policies have been issued upon Life Risks; nor upon Fire Risks disconnected with
Marine Risks.
Premiums marked Oft'from 1st January, 1871, to 31st December, 1871,
Losses paid during the same period
$2,f35,980 63
Ret urns of Premiums and Expenses,
$973,21184
The Company has the following Assets, viz :
United States and State of New York Stock,
City, Bank and o*Ler Stocks,
Loans secured by Stocks, and otherwise,
Real Estate and Bonds and Mortgages,
Interest, and sundry notes and claims due the Company, estimated at
Premium Notes auu Bills Receivable
Cash in Bank.

$30,000,000.
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On and after Monday, Nov. 4th, and
until further notice, trains will run
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The Trustees, in Conformity to the Charter of the Company, submit the following Statement of its
affaire
the 31st day of December, 1871.
Premiums received on Marine Risks, from 1st January, 1871. to 31st
1871.
December,
$5,412,777 51
Premiums on Policies not marked oft' 1st January, 1871,
2,033,675 18
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STEAMERS,

WANTED.—Coastwise

and For-

RYAN & KELSEY,
161 Commercial Street,
Portland, Me,

MIDLAND

ROWN'S BRONCHIAL

BONDS.

A 7 per cent,
mortgage bond for sale

on

of

FOB COUGHS, COLDS, .Vc.
·~Γ>
O^I-Y
CKXTS,
5-d6moe
Sept

S

one

the great roads
running from New York Cit y—on
the third largest road
in New York State. The most
desirable bond of all the Midland issues,
attordlng the
largest income and promising the greatest
profit.
Price, 85 and interest
We believe them one of the safest and most
protltble investments offered in this market for
years.
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MUSIC and MUSICAL MEliLlIANDISE, also for
sale at the store of

J; c· BAYNïSit CO., 33 Court St.,
lOpposite the Court House.)
dcc~-d<Sfcwt»

